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Glossary of Abbreviations

Abbreviation

2,3,7,8-TCDD

2,4,5-T

4,4’-DDM

CFC

DDE

DDT

DTA

DTG

GC

GSV

LC50

LD50

lg

MS

MSWI

PCDD

PCDF

PIC

Ppb

PTFE

RCEP

TA

TCE

Meaning

2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzodioxin 

2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyethanoic acid 

l-chloro-2,2-bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethene

chlorofluorocarbon

1.1 -dichloro-2,2-bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethene

1.1.1 -trichloro-2,2-bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethane

differential thermal analysis

differential gravimetric analysis

gas chromatography

gas sampling valve

concentration of the pesticide in the medium in which the test species lives

at which 50% of the sample population dies,

dose at which 50% of the sample population dies.

logio

mass spectrometry 

municipal solid waste incineration 

polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxin 

polychlorinated dibenzo-p-furan 

product of incomplete combustion 

parts per billion 

polytetrafluoroethene

Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution 

thermal analysis

1.1.1 -trichloroethane



Aims

To investigate the mechanisms of the gas-phase pyrolyses of organochlorine compounds of 

environmental interest, more particularly those that might have a bearing on or be involved in 

incineration processes, either through inclusion in domestic waste or as components of toxic 

waste materials.

To develop the technique of pulse stirred-flow to the area of organochlorine pyrolyses as an 

inexpensive, relatively simple and effective method of mechanistic investigation.



Chapter 1 : Introduction

Environmental Impact of Organochlorine Compounds

Uses and Importance of organochlorine compounds as industrial materials

Organochlorine compounds remain one of the most widely used groups of chemicals in the 

World. The applications in which they are common include high strength polymeric materials, 

e.g. polyvinyl chloride (PVC); a variety of common solvents, e.g. dichloromethane; aerosol

propellants, e.g. chlorofluorocarbons and many other gases with a diverse range of

applications,1 e.g. the widely used anaesthetic l,l,l-trifluoro-2-bromo-2-chloroethane

(halothane).

One of the reasons that organochlorine compounds were useful in such a wide range of 

applications is their generally high thermal and electrical stability. Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) 

and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are prime examples of classes of compounds with high 

thermal stability. CFCs have been used in refrigeration systems where they undergo many 

cooling and heating cycles, yet have long lifetimes. PCBs (Figure 1) were used extensively as 

electrical and thermal insulators, applications in which their stability is essential. 

Unfortunately, it is this very stability that has contributed to the detrimental effect of 

organochlorine compounds on the environment. As an enormous number of commonly used 

organochlorine compounds have some toxicity to at least one group or species, the fact that 

they have long lifetimes in the environment is a major factor for consideration.

Figure 1 General structure of Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs).

n and m may take values 1-5



Pollution by Organochlorine Compounds

Pesticides

1,1,1 -trichloro-2,2-bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethane (DDT) provides an excellent example of the 

environmental effects that can result from organochlorine pesticide use. Furthermore, this 

compound has been well studied2'9 in many of its environmental effects and there is, therefore, 

much in the literature upon which to draw.

Cl

Figure 2 l,l,l-trichloro-2,2-bis(4-chlorophenyI)ethane (DDT)

Although DDT was synthesised first by Zeidler (1874), it wasn’t recognised as a useful 

insecticide until many years later by Paul Muller (1939).2a In the initial period of its use DDT 

was felt to embody many of the virtues necessary in a good insecticide: it had a very broad 

spectrum of insecticidal activity (i.e. it was effective against a large number of species of 

insects), it has relatively low mammalian toxicity under conditions of normal use (Table 1) and 

it was both simple and cheap to manufacture. Due to these virtues, DDT was applied 

throughout the World in enormous quantities (~ 1 x 105 tonnes /  annum) in the 1950s and 

1960s.2b However, further studies found that DDT remains in the environment for long 

periods of time after application (estimated lifetime of DDT in soil is 5-11 years).3'4 This is 

due, partly, to its very low solubility in water (1.2 ppb)5 and also to its strong adsorption onto 

certain soil particles.6 Of the DDT that is removed, much is through conversion to other 

compounds which have virtually the same impact on the environment, e.g. l,l-dichloro-2,2- 

bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethene (DDE) which, although non-insecticidal, does have detrimental 

effects for many varieties of fish and birds, e.g. suppression of fertility,7 and l,l-dichloro-2,2-



bis(4-chlorophenyl)dichloroethane (DDD) which is actually more toxic towards insects than 

DDT.

As might be expected from the low aqueous solubility exhibited by DDT, it has a high lipid 

solubility. This leads to bioaccumulation, a phenomenon quite common in the environmental 

chemistry of organochlorine compounds, and results in concentrations in higher organisms up 

to four orders of magnitude higher than in the environment.20 In the case of DDT, 

bioaccumulation can lead to sterility, weakening of the shells of birds’ eggs and outright 

death.7 The most vulnerable species are those at the top of the food chain, usually predators, 

e.g. falcons and eagles, because it is in these that the greatest concentration increase due to 

bioaccumulation occurs.

Table 1 Comparative Toxicities for DDT

Compound LD50 by contact LC50

m g/kg g.g dm '

Insects8 Mammal8 Shellfish9

DDT 10-30 3000 0 .6  - 60
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Polychlorinated dibenzodioxins /  furans

Structure and Toxicity

Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDDs) and polychlorinated dibenzo-p-furans (PCDFs) 

have received much attention due to their high toxicides and other undesirable effects. There 

are several formulae which fit each of the groups PCDDs and PCDFs and each formula has a 

number of possible isomers (Figure 3) due to the positioning of the chlorine atoms (PCDFs 

exhibit more isomers due to their greater relative asymmetry). It has been found that the tetra- 

chlorinated members of the PCDDs have the greatest toxicity. Indeed, one such compound, 

2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzodioxin (2,3,7,8-TCDD), is one of the most toxic compounds known 

to man with LD50 (oral) to rats « 30 |!g /  kg2d (although this figure varies greatly depending on 

the species).

General Structure of polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins
m+n >=2 and 1 < m.n < 5

General Structure of polychlorinated dibenzo-p-furans
m+n >=2 and 1 < m,n < 5

2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (2,3,7,8-TCDD)

Figure 3 Showing General structures for PCDDs and PCDFs and the PCDD

2,3,7,8,-TCDD

Teratogenicity, carcinogenicity and mutagenicity

PCDDs / PCDFs have long been known to cause teratogenic effects (birth defects) in many 

species,10 yet the perception that these compounds are directly carcinogenic or mutagenic is 

debatable. Studies have been attempted to ascertain the extent to which 2,3,7,8-TCDD is a 

carcinogen but they have had marginal or conflicting results.11 Indeed, Smith et aln  stated



that all but one study performed had used insufficient numbers of subjects having had 

significant exposure to the compound to provide any evidence for either side of the argument. 

While it is certain that PCDDs are extremely harmful and undesirable materials, 

environmentally, it is possible that their risk has been exaggerated. The most serious incident 

to date involving PCDDs was in Italy, at Seveso, in 1976 when approximately 3 kg of 2,3,7,8-
*  13TCDD, together with other substances, were released into the surrounding countryside. 

Despite several injuries and the trauma of evacuation there were no fatalities resulting directly 

from this incident, the only effects apparent being outbreaks of chloracne and some reports of 

spontaneous abortion.

Sources of PCDDs and PCDFs in the Environment

Sources of PCDDs / PCDFs in the environment can be separated into two types 

I. Direct chemical manufacture

H. By-products from burning and high temperature processes14

Direct chemical manufacture

Some syntheses, especially those involving aromatic compounds, can result in the production 

of PCDDs. For example, the herbicide commonly known as Agent Orange, used extensively 

in the Vietnam war, was actually 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyethanoic acid (2,4,5-T) contaminated 

with large amounts of 2,3,7,8-TCDD which is produced during the manufacturing process 

(Scheme 1).



Cl ONa

Cl

1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene sodium
2,4,5-trichlorophenoxide

2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo
-p-dioxin

Scheme 1 First step in the synthesis of 2,4,5-T showing 2,3,7,8-TCDD production

By-products from burning and high temperature processes

Heterogeneous Processes

There is evidence for the production of PCDDs / PCDFs from a number of burning processes 

involving chlorinated starting materials. For example, it has been shown that soil, on which 

electrical equipment has been burned for metal reclamation, contains substantial amounts of

PCDDs.15 transformer

insulation materials containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), in wood ash from wood 

burning stoves,17 and from rice straw smoke (at levels three orders of magnitude higher than in

the surrounding environment). 18

However, the present work is concerned mainly with the formation of PCDDs / PCDFs in 

incinerators. Some municipal waste incinerators are known to release PCDDs / PCDFs into 

the environment in significant amounts. One example of this is a study by Kocan et alV) that 

found relatively high levels of PCDDs in the hair of people scavenging on a municipal waste
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dump near incinerators. The isomer pattern of the PCDD was almost identical to that detected 

directly at the municipal solid waste incinerator (MSWI).

Most of the work to date21'27 on the routes of PCDDs / PCDFs formation in MSWIs seems to

deal with the heterogeneous processes believed to be responsible for most of the production

under these conditions. Precursors for the PCDDs / PCDFs formation processes are many

fold. There is evidence to suggest that common intermediates in the syntheses are

chlorobenzenes and chlorophenols.20 These compounds may be supplied directly from the
t 21

waste material itself or be formed from a variety of routes. Tirey et al~ observed that 

tetrachloroethene formed chlorobenzenes and chlorophenols. Altwicker et al22 noted the same 

type of formation from other small chlorinated compounds. Other sources of these aromatic 

intermediates include various polymers. For example, large amounts of simple chlorinated 

aromatics were observed, associated with soot particles, from the pyrolysis of polyvinyl 

chloride and polyvinylidene dichloride.23

The heterogeneous reactions forming both the precursors and the dioxins themselves are 

concentrated on two types of surfaces. Fly-ash, containing metals in various oxidation states, 

has shown a high catalytic activity for these reactions and the particles of ash often have much 

greater concentrations of chlorinated aromatics, including PCDDs / PCDFs, than the flue 

gases. Of several metal compounds tested, those containing ionic copper have shown the 

highest activity.24 The ash often contains other components such as magnesium 

aluminosilicates with particulate carbon present. Carbon particles constitute the other type of 

catalytic surface. Carbon in a variety of particle sizes and textures has been found to be very 

effective in promoting the de novo synthesis of PCDDs / PCDFs. These include a pitch-like
23 *material formed as an intermediate in coke and graphite production, and a particulate form of 

organic carbon.24

As the heterogeneous processes seem to be the primary sources of PCDDs / PCDFs in MSWIs 

it would be advantageous to inhibit these reactions. Several organic /  inorganic bases have 

been found to be very effective in doing this with up to 99% inhibition of PCDD’s /  PCDF’s 

production being achieved.26 Also it is worth noting that not all chlorinated compounds lead to 

PCDD’s / PCDF’s formation. A study of chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) destruction in MSWIs



showed greater than 99.9% destruction without production of PCDDs / PCDFs or exceeding 

the HF and HC1 emission levels.27

Homogeneous Processes

There is a dearth of information on this subject, perhaps because heterogeneous processes are 

perceived to be more important in the production of toxic materials by incineration processes. 

Primarily, it is to help fill this gap that this study is intended. Although there is little in the 

literature on homogeneous toxic by-product formation in MSWIs, the field of chlorinated 

hydrocarbon pyrolysis has been more widely investigated.

Waste Disposal

Modem municipal solid waste incineration is a two stage process that is designed to transform 

the overall oxidation state of the materials present in the waste, thus rendering them safe for 

disposal. Reactors vary in design but one of the most common is the rotary kiln which consists 

of an inclined rotating tube into the elevated end of which the waste is added. The waste 

moves down the heated tube emerging from the lower end as ash, having liberated many 

decomposition gases such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen chloride, water and volatile organic 

compounds.

Incineration has the advantages of greatly reducing the volume and mass of the waste, reducing 

the toxicity of many of the constituents of the waste and, occasionally, of generating sufficient 

heat to be useful in contributing to the energy requirements of the local community. 

Unfortunately, the disadvantages of the process are also considerable. Besides being a 

relatively expensive method of disposing of waste, there is a risk of environmentally damaging 

gases, e.g. the ‘acid rain’ gases sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, escaping in the incinerator 

effluent. The public’s perception of municipal solid waste incineration has become increasingly 

negative due to the possibility of significant release of toxic compounds from incinerators 

which, frequently, are sited near population centres. Perhaps the most emotive subject of 

concern is the formation of products of incomplete combustion (PICs) such as the 

polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (see the previous section).
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Landfill.

disposing of waste by dumping it in a specially designated and prepared site. Currently, 

although this is the dominant form of waste disposal in the UK (93% of waste is disposed of in 

this way), it is likely that it is set to decrease. Whilst having a more benign aspect than waste 

incineration in the eyes of the public, landfill is gradually losing favour with pollution review /

Environmental

recommended 28 now established as £7 /  tonne. In

addition, sites possessing suitable geology to support landfill are becoming scarce and there 

have been several well publicised leakages of methane gas, sometimes involving explosions,3 

which have devalued numerous properties in the vicinity of existing sites.

As a result, many Waste Disposal Authorities are looking for suitable alternatives to landfill, 

especially as the very low cost is threatened. In addition to the RCEP’s recommended levy, it 

is possible that the true cost of landfill is much greater than the generally accepted value (£5-6 

m‘3).29 Estimates of the true value,30 through the use of a more realistic gate fee and the cost 

of treating leachate as determined by the Mogden formula,5 have been made giving figures as 

high as £15 m‘3. Taking this into account, it seems likely that municipal solid waste 

incineration will become more important in the future. If this is true, the necessity to address 

the environmental concerns about MSWI, through fundamental chemical research in the area, 

cannot be doubted.

Loscoe, Derbyshire, late 1980s.

Mogden Formula

[from reference in, Waste Incineration: BPEO? M. Pennington, D. Symon and V. Carter, 1995, 

unpublished material.]

Total Cost of treating leachate /pence m 3 = 6.02 +7.4 + 11.67 x COD/445 + 14.86 x SS/336

where Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) is the actual COD and SS is the settleable solids content 

of the waste to be discharged.
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Gas-Phase Pyrolysis of Relevant Model Organochlorine 

Compounds

Introduction

Research into the pyrolyses of organochlorine compounds began in 1929 when Glass and 

Hinshelwood31 reported the pyrolysis of iodopropane in the temperature range 573-623 K and 

proposed the reaction scheme below (Scheme 2) to account for their results.

2 C3H7I ---------- ^  CgHg + 3̂*̂ 8 + *2

Scheme 2 Pyrolysis of iodopropane

Since this early work, the field has expanded enormously32 into one of the most important 

areas of gas-phase chemistry. A wide range of techniques have been developed to help in the 

investigation of such reactions. Of these methods, stirred-flow, the basis of the technique used 

in this work, is one of the most widely applicable and is discussed in Chapter 2.

Rationale for Compound of Study 

DDT
DDT, although no longer used legally in many of the industrially developed countries, is still of 

major importance in the developing and Eastern Block countries. Annual production at the 

present time (although hard to estimate due to the difficulty of obtaining accurate figures from 

the manufacturers) is at least 9 x 103 tonnes, a tenth of the peak production which occurred in 

the late 1950s.2 Therefore, DDT represents a significant danger to the environment in those 

parts of the World in which it is used and the problem of its disposal is current. The value of 

studies aimed at improving our knowledge of possible disposal methods for this compound is 

obvious.

Also, as fundamental research, the pyrolysis of DDT represents considerable opportunity. The 

problem of PCDD formation detailed earlier may be a phenomenon observed during DDT’s 

thermal decomposition, especially as there are already certain structural similarities between



DDT and PCDDs, for example, both have chlorine substituted aromatic rings. To date, 

pyrolysis of DDT has received very little attention in the literature. What material does exist 

provides solely qualitative data (see below). Such reports are useful in helping to point the 

direction for subsequent investigation but in themselves represent only a basic outline of the

problem.

Pyrolysis of l,l,l-trichloro-2,2-bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethane (DDT)

General Thermochemistry
The thermochemistry of a range of chlorinated pesticides has been studied recently33 using 

differential thermal analysis (DTA), differential gravimetric analysis (DTG) and thermal 

analysis (TA). DDT ( Figure 4a ) started to decompose at -673 K with a simultaneous loss of 

mass equivalent to one molecule of hydrogen chloride per molecule of DDT. This, together 

with the fact that l,l-dichloro-2,2-bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethene (DDE) (Figure 4b) was detected in 

the sample vessel after heating DDT, led the authors to conclude that dehydrochlorination was 

the primary process of its thermal behaviour. On comparison of the thermal analysis traces for 

DDE with those for DDT, it was noticed that the decompositions after the point at which the 

first mass loss of DDT occurred were very similar, although the DDT trace indicated the 

presence of some extra side reactions at high temperatures that were not part of DDE’s 

decomposition. These side reactions could be due either to the presence of residual DDT, or 

to products of the dehydrochlorination (i.e. HC1) retained in the matrix.

Pyrolysis (in a Nitrogen Atmosphere and in Burning Tobacco)

Chopra et a/34'37 published a series of papers on the subject of the pyrolysis of DDT and related 

pesticides in tobacco/cigarette smoke. Part of this study34'35 was an investigation of the 

thermal decomposition of DDT in a nitrogen atmosphere at 1173 K. This part of their 

investigation is directly relevant to this project. The studies of the processes taking place in 

burning tobacco are less applicable to this study but represent the only work that concentrates 

on the more complicated reactions that might take place during combustion. Thus some 

information on DDT’s combustion in incinerators may be forthcoming.



chlorophenyl)ethane (DDT) chlorophenyl)ethene

Figure 4 DDT and one of its derivatives

The products of the pyrolysis in nitrogen, at 1173 K, were found to be36 

(Scheme 3 to Scheme 6):

1,1 -dichloro-2,2-bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethene (4,4’-DDE) hexachloroethane

l-chloro-2,2-bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethene (4,4’-DDM) cis- and trans- dichlorostilbenes

chloro-bis(4-chlorophenyl)methane bis(4-chlorophenyl)methane

4-chlorobenzyl chloride 4,4’-dichlorobiphenyl

l,l-dichloro-2,2-bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethane (4,4’-DDD) tetrachloroethene

trichloroethene tetrachloromethane

trichloromethane dichloromethane

Chopra et al31 postulated mechanisms for the formation of these products. The mechanisms 

were grouped into three categories, outlined below.

Mechanisms involving dehydrochlorination and hydrogenation reactions 
(Scheme 3)
The dehydrochlorination step, similar in nature to that of 1,1,1-trichloroethane, is one of the 

most facile reactions for DDT. Indeed, Lubkowski et al33 noted it as one of the major 

processes that takes place on heating the pure material. Therefore its inclusion as the primary 

and tertiary steps of the mechanism below (Scheme 3) is justified. As the authors37 point out, 

however, the secondary step is unlikely to be very fast in an inert atmosphere as the only 

source of H atoms is DDT itself. The study in question was aimed at elucidating the
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mechanisms of DDT pyrolysis in cigarettes, a highly reducing atmosphere, and, hence, one in 

which the secondary step might be expected to proceed more rapidly.

Cl

4,4'-DDT

Cl

Cl

(-HCI)

(-HCI)

4,4'-DDE

4,4-TDE

Cl

Cl

Scheme 3 Mechanisms involving dehydrochlorination and hydrogenation reactions

Mechanisms involving the fragmentation of DDT molecule (Scheme 4 and 
Scheme 5)
These processes were further subdivided by Chopra et al into those reactions involving 

radicals (Scheme 4) and those involving carbenes (Scheme 5). Whilst the processes are 

feasible, in that they do lead to the correct products, there is no evidence for the selectivity of 

the reactions. With such a wide variety of radicals present one might expect a wider range of 

products than those detected experimentally. For the proposed mechanism to be correct many 

of the reactions, especially radical - radical combinations, would have to proceed much faster 

than certain other processes that do not seem to differ in any major way. A great deal of 

evidence would have to be obtained to support such a case and, indeed, the building of a 

consistent explanation for the success of some radical reactions over others is by no means 

assured.



4,4'-dichlorobiphenyl

Scheme 4 Mechanisms involving the fragmentation of DDT to produce radicals.

However, it is possible that some of the reactions included in the mechanism are correct. A 

further investigation of the mechanism might start by using this reaction set. One avenue 

worth considering is that a radical chain mechanism might exist and be responsible for many of 

the products detected. In such a case the radical combinations and the hydrogenation / 

hydrochlorination of the radicals proposed would probably not be very important. A chain 

mechanism is often composed of a few very important reactions, e.g. abstractions or bond 

homolyses, that are repeated in the propagation of the chain.
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4,4'-DDT

Mechanisms involving rearrangement reactions (Scheme 6)

Such a reaction sequence as that shown in Scheme 6 seems to be a valid explanation of the 

production of dichlorostilbenes in the pyrolysis. Again, however, this is merely a hypothesis 

and more work needs to be done to ascertain the extent to which it is true. In contrast to the 

radical mechanisms above (Scheme 4 and Scheme 5), there are no significant inconsistencies 

apparent in the mechanism.

20



Cl
m

Cl

4,4'-DDM

1,2-shift

T

Dichlorostilbene (cis- and trans-)

Scheme 6 Mechanism involving a rearrangement step

The case of the burning cigarette is, as mentioned above, much different to the situation in an

available for reactions in the former

environment

oxidising than this since care is taken to ensure that 6% excess oxygen is present in order to 

avoid the formation of product of incomplete combustion (PIC). However, the study above 

shows the usefulness of an investigation in an inert gas. The comparison between the inert gas 

situation and the tobacco smoke pyrolysis has allowed the authors to draw conclusions by 

making predictions based on the known differences in the atmospheres and judging the 

similarity between theory and experiment. In addition, they were able to obtain information 

about likely processes in the more complicated tobacco burning experiment from the controlled 

nitrogen pyrolysis.

21



Chapter 2 : The Theory of Flow Reactors and the 

Interpretation of Data from Pulse Stirred-flow 

Experiments

Introduction

Flow reactors have been an integral part of the study of chemical kinetics for a considerable 

period of time. The technique is designed to transpose one reaction parameter that is difficult 

to measure or control, i.e. in this case, time, to one that is more easily manipulated. The 

alternative quantity most often chosen is the velocity of the reacting fluids through the reaction 

system. For example, in a tube reactor the concentration of reactants and products is invariant 

with time at a particular point along the reactor. There exists a differential concentration from 

the reactor entrance to the exit. In this way the experimentalist attains the ability to vary the 

‘window of time’ being scrutinised from several thousand seconds to the order of
^  Q

milliseconds as flow is varied.

Flow techniques can be divided into three categories: linear flow, stirred-flow and pulsed 

stirred-flow. Linear flow is the simplest of the group but, for several reasons examined in 

more detail below, is unsuitable for complex reactions. For this reason, most use of linear flow 

is reserved for those reactions exhibiting first or pseudo-first order behaviour. For complex 

reactions linear flow methods have been superseded by stirred-flow techniques. One of the 

greatest remaining disadvantages of the stirred-flow technique, the need to use large amounts 

of materials, has been overcome through the use of pulsed stirred-flow technology. However, 

although the chronological development of each flow method was driven by the need to 

overcome the disadvantages of each previous method, none of the flow methods is perfect, 

each having its own problems in different circumstances.39

22



Linear Flow
In a typical experiment two streams of reactant gas are mixed at the beginning of a heated 

reaction zone and the products analysed downstream of the reactor (Figure 5). The reaction 

zone may take the form of a tube approximately 2-3 cm in diameter and 20-30 cm in length 

(longer, coiled tubes are employed occasionally to work on slower reactions). As the duration 

of reaction is governed (or assumed to be governed) by the amount of time spent in the 

reaction zone, a range of times can be scrutinised by varying the flow rate. Usually, for work 

at atmospheric pressure, the reactants are mixed with a large fraction of inert carrier gas (in 

order to reduce the amounts of reactants needed and to minimise local heating or cooling likely 

to take place in the presence of large quantities of reacting gas). However, much of the work 

performed using this technique has been done at pressures of 660-6600 Pa, utilising no carrier

A range of analysis methods exist but those most frequently employed are gas chromatography 

(GC) and spectroscopy, e.g. infra-red spectroscopy. Spectroscopy is advantageous, if 

applicable, as analysis can be arranged at a point very close to the exit from the reaction zone, 

thereby fixing the reaction time explicitly. However, spectrometric methods rely on the

gas.

a
Feedback

connection

Reactant 
flow in

Permanent
gases

Thermostat
Traps

Furnace

By-pass
line

Online Pumps GC 
GC

Figure 5 Simplified diagram of a flow-tube apparatus40

material being measured having a suitable, characteristic absorption. More common than

23



spectrometric methods is the practice of collecting the products for a measured amount of time 

and their subsequent analysis by GC.

Kinetic parameters

Kinetic parameters depend largely on the residence time in the reaction zone, usually assumed
39to correspond to the reactor tube. In such a case, the residence time (t) is given by :

t =
PV

R T X  N ,

Equation 1

Where t is the residence time, P, V and T  the pressure, volume and temperature of the reactor, 

respectively. N, is the total number of moles entering the reactor in unit time, R is the gas

constant.

Kinetic parameters are obtained by substituting t in the relevant integrated rate equation, e.g. :

IM
M o

= exp ( -k t) Equation 2

where [A] is the concentration of A at time, t, [A]0 is the concentration of A at time equal to 

zero, k is the rate constant and t is the time.

Limitations

There are, however, several disadvantages with tubular flow methods.39 It can be very difficult 

to define the reaction time with distance relationship and the reaction temperature. One of the 

assumptions inherent in the technique is that the gas attains the reaction temperature 

immediately on entering the reaction zone and that the reaction is instantaneously quenched on 

leaving. Although these assumptions are never completely true, better approximation is 

obtained by increasing the length of the reaction zone and decreasing the flow rate. However,
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decreased flow rate allows back diffusion of products and intermediates against the direction of 

flow. Thus control of the reaction time is lost. This is especially the case if free radicals or 

other reactive intermediates escape from the reaction zone, either continuing the reaction past 

the desired quench point or initiating it too soon. Such problems are accentuated by the 

pressure drop along the reactor. Higher order processes (i.e. greater than 1) occur faster at the 

entrance than at the exit. In addition temperature differences can occur locally from the heat 

liberated or absorbed by the reaction. If the extent of reaction is sufficient or the concentration 

of reactants high enough, serious local heating effects can occur, radically changing the kinetics

of the process.

Such scenarios are of less importance if instantaneous, optical /  spectrometric methods are 

used to analyse the reaction mixture. However, it is common, especially with gas-phase 

systems, to use gas chromatography as the analytical technique. This requires a well defined 

and well known reaction zone /  time.

Stirred-flow

Stirred-flow techniques are very similar to linear flow techniques in many ways. A flow of 

reagent, usually sustained in a carrier gas, is maintained through a heated reactor in which a 

steady state eventually comes to dominate. However, there are two assumptions made that 

contrast with those made for linear flow methods and are the source of many of the advantages 

of this technique. They are:

a) Mixing is assumed to be uniform throughout the reactor volume

b) The mixture flowing out of the reactor is assumed to have the same composition

as that within the reactor

Assumption a) represents a great improvement over the equivalent premise for linear flow, that 

there is no mixing within the reactor. As diffusion interpenetration always occurs, it is 

impossible to reduce the degree of mixing below a certain level whilst it remains relatively 

simple to increase artificially the mixing through the use of a suitable device, such as a reactor 

designed to have a high degree of turbulent flow (Figure 6). Also, since all the species are
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present at all points in the reactor in the same concentrations when a steady state prevails, 

there is no risk of differential heating due to heats of reaction.

To ensure complete mixing reactor design is important. The stirred-flow reactor used by 

Mulcahy and Williams41 (Figure 6) ensures mixing by the forced convection resulting from the 

gas flow from the perforated sphere in the centre of the vessel.

Carrier gas
(if required) Reactants

Figure 6 Diagram of a stirred-flow reactor used by Mulcahy et a t x to investigate the

decomposition of di-t-butyl peroxide
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Figure 7 Simplified diagram of a flow apparatus suitable for stirred-flow

Kinetic parameters

Mulcahy and Williams41 provide a derivation of rate equations appropriate for stirred-flow 

reactors. Herndon38 also gives a discussion of the kinetic data available from stirred-flow 

techniques. Only the result of Mulcahy's work,41 is given here.

k = n„ RT x(n0 + nc) + (x -  \)np Equation 3
xPV xn0 - n p

Where :

no rate of reactant into reactor

np rate of product leaving reactor

nc rate of flow of inert gas through the reactor

x number of product molecules formed by the reaction of one reactant molecule

P total pressure in the reactor

V total volume of the reactor

T temperature in the reactor (K)

k first order rate constant

The main point of interest is the extreme facility with which kinetic parameters are obtained 

from stirred-flow experiments. One simply needs to measure the flow of the gas leaving and 

entering the reactor, determine the concentrations of the reagents and this, together with the



temperature, pressure and knowledge of the stoichiometry is sufficient to allow calculation of 

the rate constant.

Limitations

The main disadvantages of this technique are that, as with linear flow, it is difficult to change 

one parameter of the investigation without effecting to some extent the others. Also, in 

common with linear flow, the reaction is apt to use prohibitive amounts of reagents or to 

produce undesirably large quantities of possibly toxic products. These disadvantages can be 

overcome through the use of the pulse stirred-flow technique.

Pulse Stirred-flow
The pulse stirred-flow technique was pioneered by Davidson et ar~ for the investigation of 

the gas-phase kinetics of organosilicon compounds. It combines the simplicity of stirred-flow 

with greatly reduced requirements in terms of sample size. As originally designed, the 

technique involved the use of a standard packed column gas-chromatograph (GC) equipped 

with a gas sampling valve (GSV). Inserted in the carrier gas line between the GSV and the GC 

was a stirred-flow reactor capable of being mounted in a tube furnace for heating. Attached to 

the GSV was a vacuum line from which low pressures of reagent gas could be injected into 

the carrier gas and, hence, flow through the reactor (Figure 8). The essential difference 

between this and normal stirred-flow techniques is that, instead of a continuous stream of 

reactant through the reactor, single analytically sized samples are injected.

It is, of course, integral to the technique that the amounts of reactants and products leaving the 

reactor can be measured by the GC. Further modifications to the set-up were undertaken to 

improve the measurement of the compounds in the reactor effluent. (Also, it is necessary to 

know how much reactant has been injected into the system. Usually this is done through 

knowing the volume of the sample loop of the GSV exposed to the reactant gas in the vacuum 

line and by measuring the pressure of the gas in that loop).

The packed column GC was changed to capillary, a measure which necessitated additional 

modifications to decrease the peak width of some of the least retained materials. As detailed



below, the loss of reactant and product from the reactor after the initial pulse is a first order 

process so that the concentration in the effluent gas stream of any component follows an 

exponential decay. Thus it can take some time for the majority of the material to have left the 

reactor. (Davidson et a/42,43 quote a value of ca. 5x (where x is the residence time - see below) 

for 99% of the pulse to have left the reactor). This results in a very badly tailed peak for 

compounds that have retention times < lOx. In order to avoid this problem, a cryogenic 

focusing technique is used. A trap inserted in the gas-line between the reactor and the GC is 

cooled, e.g. with liquid nitrogen, until all the material has left the reactor and been collected 

there. The trap is rapidly heated, e.g. in boiling water, volatilising all the materials into the gas 

stream and thus into the GC as a concentrated pulse. In addition, it is necessary that the GC be 

equipped with a non-discriminating splitting device to reduce the flow of gas to that 

appropriate for a capillary column.

Heating / 
cooling 

apparatus

Figure 8 Schematic diagram of a pulse stirred-flow apparatus

Kinetic Parameters

Although pulse stirred-flow has much in common with stirred-flow technology, the use of a 

finite pulse requires significant modification to the equations necessary to obtain kinetic 

information from the technique. As well as the assumptions already made for normal stirred-
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mixing

mixture flowing out of the reactor is assumed to have the same composition as that within the 

reactor, another is necessary for the pulse method. It is assumed that 'perfect pulse behaviour' 

is in effect, i.e. that the volume of the pulse is so small relative to the reactor that it enters and 

mixes throughout the reactor almost instantaneously.

In the case of a single reactant being injected, the amount of any product formed within the 

reactor is the same as the amount that is collected at the outlet. Since the mixing in the reactor 

is assumed to be uniform, the material at the outlet at any time will represent the composition 

of the contents of the reactor. Thus :

CO

(B) = j  kv[A0(t)J dt Equation 4

where:

(B) total B collected

[A0(t)J concentration of A at outlet

V volume of the reactor

k rate constant

n order of reaction with respect to B

Reactions with Order = 1

For a first order reaction, n = 1, the solution to Equation 4 is exact. If (A0) is taken as the

total amount of A collected at the outlet then:
OO

K )= j“K ( # Equation 5
o

where u is the volumetric flow rate

For constant u :
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Equation 6— =J[A. Ml* W 0

which can be substituted in Equation 4 to give:

^ K )  = (B) Equation 7

which rearranges for k a s :

■ “(B) _ 1 W
VK )  T (4)

Equation 8

where t  is the residence time. Equation 8 is true regardless of the extent of reaction as long as 

there is perfect mixing in the reactor and the order of reaction, «, is unity.

Reactions with Order *  1

To solve Equation 4 for the amount of (B) collected, it is necessary to know the time 

dependence of [AQ] exactly. If n * 1, the time dependence due to reaction is not known.

Therefore, one must use a small extent of reaction and assume the concentration of A in the 

reactor (and hence at the outlet) depends on the 'sweeping out' process alone. In order for this 

to be of use, the time dependence of the sweeping out process must be known. Therefore, it is 

assumed that the sweeping out is a first order process given by :

Equation 9

This is true only if the perfect pulse assumption holds. Substitution of Equation 9 in Equation 

4 gives:
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k =
( B ) v («-1)n
( A Y z

Equation 10

Rearrangement of Equation 10 gives :

Equation 11

Therefore a graph of log(B) against \o%(A0) has slope n. From the previous equation it can be

seen the vital role that the value assigned to the order has in determining the rate constant. It 

follows that the reliability of the rate constant depends on the quality of the determination of

the order.

Davidson et at42,43 have detailed many other modifications and refinements to the technique to 

deal with other situations, e.g. reversible reactions, competing reactions and order 

determination of a minor pathway in the presence of a first order major pathway, but they are 

not described here.
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Chapter 3 : Experimental

Chemicals
All chemicals were obtained from Aldrich and were used without further purification, unless 

explicitly stated.

Handling of air sensitive materials

Air sensitive materials, e.g. 1,1-dichloroethene, were dispensed in small amounts ( < 4 cm3) 

into a vacuum line sample tube, that had previously been evacuated, in a nitrogen filled glove- 

bag. Positive pressure of nitrogen sufficient to inflate the bags to almost their full volume was 

used throughout the entire dispensing procedure. Prior to use the bags were flushed with 

nitrogen at least twice.

Having been dispensed into the sample tube, the chemicals (always liquids) were degassed by 

repeated freezing in liquid nitrogen, evacuation of the tube, disconnection from the vacuum 

and slow warming to room temperature. This was performed until no further bubbling of gas 

from the liquid was observed under vacuum Finally, the sample was vacuum distilled into 

another sample tube whilst continuous pumping was applied (see the section on the Vacuum 

Line for more detail of the distillation procedure).

Overview of the reaction and analysis system for the pulse 

stirred-flow technique

The apparatus required for this technique is, essentially, quite simple. Indeed, that is one of the 

factors that influenced the choice of methodology for this work. All that is necessary to carry 

out a kinetic investigation is a gas chromatograph (GC), reactor with controllable temperature 

and gas flow, and a method of handling and purifying small quantities of gaseous materials of 

which some are air sensitive. The last requirement was met by the use of a vacuum line 

connected via a gas sampling valve (GSV) to the gas supply flowing through the reactor and
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hence into the GC. Thus, a working system would be able to degas and distil, using trap to 

trap techniques, a liquid sample, possibly quite volatile, deliver a precisely known and small 

amount into the carrier gas flowing through the reactor and analyse the effluent material 

quantitatively for a variety of calibrated chemicals.

System Components

Furnace

Design

The furnace was designed to provide a means of obtaining a wide range of temperatures with 

the minimum of variance and equilibration time. This had to be done while working within the 

constraints resulting from the decision to modify and rebuild an existing heating system from a 

similar experiment. Thus, it was necessary to provide a means of insulating the bare wire of 

the existing heating coil whilst ensuring that the heating effect was controllable and the 

temperature in the reactor known.

The above aims were achieved by placing the coil, which was wrapped around a steel cylinder 

within a larger cylinder of a thermal and electrical insulator, inside an earthed, steel case. The 

steel case was breached by a hole in one side allowing access of the power supply. The power 

supply was modulated by a microcomputer operated process controller placed in a separate 

unit (to ensure no heat damage to the delicate electronics). Heating current was controlled by 

a solid state relay placed in the circuit between the coil and the mains. The state of the relay 

was switched by a small current from the process controller which took an input from a 

thermocouple located within the reactor in the furnace allowing temperature monitoring and 

the possibility of automatic control.



Furnace Furnace
Controller

Procedure of Operation

The controller has two basic modes of operation, an automatic heating mode and a percentage 

heating mode. In the automatic heating mode the microprocessor uses internal settings to 

calculate when to heat the furnace and when not to, in an attempt to keep the probe 

temperature at the specified value. The values used to calculate heating times can be either 

preset for slow, medium or fast processes, or learned by the controller. Due to the nature of 

this furnace, however, it was particularly hard for the microprocessor to adjust to the process 

and the reactor temperature does not remain very stable. Therefore it is better to use the other 

mode of operation, the percentage output.

When in the percentage output mode, the microprocessor divides time up into pre-determined 

slices and turns the furnace on for a percentage of every slice. The time slices can be varied 

from 2 to 8 seconds. The shorter the time slice setting the more even the heating effect. The 

problem with this mode is that it is a matter of trial and error to find the correct percentage 

setting for a particular temperature. For temperatures up to 970 K the output needed is 

unlikely to be more than 20%. Once the correct value has been found it is possible, with small 

adjustments, to keep the temperature stable ± 0.3 K.



To move to a higher temperature in the percentage output mode, the output was set to a high 

value (e.g. 40%) for 30 - 60 seconds after which the output was reduced to 5% (for T -570 

K). The temperature continued rising at a decreasing rate. Once the rate of change had fallen 

to almost zero or the temperature was a long way from the desired value, further adjustments 

were made until the temperature was stable at the desired value. The temperature in the 

reactor responded very slowly to changes in the output so any changes had to be made very 

gradually so that the result could be observed before further actions were taken. It would have 

been easy to become confused about which temperature change corresponded to which 

adjustment in the heating output. If a misjudgement was made and compensated for 

incorrectly the temperature became quite unstable, making it difficult and time consuming to 

set the temperature to the desired value.

When using the procedure outlined above, it was necessary to use some caution in setting the 

output. It was important that the output was not left unattended on a high setting (>15%) as 

there is no upper temperature limit on the furnace in this mode. Heating continues until the 

system reaches a natural equilibrium with its surroundings. The equilibrium temperature for a 

reasonably high setting (>20%) is likely to be greater than the desired, or even the safe, 

operating temperature of the equipment in the furnace.

Reproducibility

Extensive tests over a period of several hours were performed to determine the extent to which 

the temperature of the furnace could be maintained at a given level. As mentioned in the 

procedure above, the percentage output method of control was found to be much more 

effective in maintaining a highly accurate degree of control over the temperature than the fully 

automatic mode. The difficulty in maintaining good temperature control during automatic 

mode arose from the lag between adjustments made by the controller and their effect on the 

temperature measured by the probe, i.e. the process controller was unable to adjust sufficiently 

to the sluggishness of the process. The delay in the response of the furnace was due to the 

large mass of the furnace coil together with the fact that the reactor was insulated from the 

walls by air.
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Figure 10 Diagram depicting the relative position of the temperature probe and the

furnace

With careful control, the furnace temperature was found to be reproducible within the range 

670-870 K with a fluctuation of 0.3 K. The phrase ‘careful control’ refers to the necessity of 

monitoring the temperature in the reactor every 15 minutes and adjusting the heating output 

slightly in the case of any change in temperature. This procedure proved to be easy to follow 

and caused no substantial problems.



Vacuum Line

Design

Diffusion
Pump

Figure 11 Diagram of the vacuum line showing position of pumps, valves, stopcocks,

pressure gauge (baratron) and sample tubes

The vacuum line was custom built* to be flexible in function, easy to use and requiring the 

minimum of maintenance or repair in the event of a breakage. The sample tubes were

* For which the co-operation of the Chemistry Department of Leicester University is acknowledged 

gratefully.
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equipped with threaded fittings that allowed secure attachment to the vacuum line or the fitting 

of plastic caps affording protection from dust and from damage to the delicate glass of the 

vacuum fitting. All the other fittings were of Youngs greaseless variety. The baratron was 

connected to a digital readout with a range of 0-11 mm Hg (0-1460 Pa). The diffusion pump 

utilised high boiling oil (6 cm3) for the pumping effect and this was replaced at intervals of

diffusion ,-2

!-3
mm

Hg (~0.1 Pa) accessible.
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Gas Chromatography

Gas chromatography was performed using a Perkin Elmer 8500 gas chromatograph equipped 

with a 25 m long column with internal diameter of 0.22 mm, film thickness of 0.11 pm and 

stationary phase dimethyl-polysiloxane gum.

Given the electrophilic nature of many of the materials of interest in the investigation, it had
%

been planned to use an electron capture detector (ECD) in conjunction with a flame ionisation 

detector (FID). The ECD is very sensitive to polyhalogenated materials (such as 

trichloroethane [TCE] ) and very selective to these. Indeed, detection limits as low as 10 19 

moles of some materials have been achieved.44 The FID complements the ECD well in that it is 

sensitive, although not to the same degree for polyhalogenated materials, and capable of 

detecting virtually all organic compounds. In this way, a possible experimental scenario would 

be to perform a pyrolysis and analyse the products with both detectors. All organic products 

would be detected by the FID and the normal methods of retention time comparison and 

standard addition could be used to identify them. However, the ECD would enhance this 

process of identification by selectively picking out the highly polar compounds such as TCE. 

Quantitative analysis could be carried out in the same way. The information from the FID 

would be adequate in most instances but the extra sensitivity of the ECD would increase the 

accuracy of data on the polar compounds, likely to be of most interest as the environmentally 

most influential materials. A primary objective, therefore, of the preliminary stages of this 

work was to set-up the gas chromatograph and ensure the operation and reproducibility of 

both detectors.

Flame Ionisation Detector (FID)

(See Appendix A for an explanation of the working principles of the FID).

No serious problems were encountered when setting up the FID. These detectors are known 

to be reliable and although not capable of the upper range of the ECD’s sensitivity, they are 

among the most sensitive commonly used detectors. Having set up the gas flows for the air 

and hydrogen as 450 cm3 min"1 and 45 cm3 min"1 respectively, calibrations for 1,1,1-



trichloroethane (TCE) were carried out (Figure 12). As the response was found to vary little 

from one day to the next, and in view of the fact that the air and hydrogen flows were turned 

off each day (requiring them to be reset the next morning), such reproducibility was considered

more than adequate.
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Figure 12 Graph showing a selection of data for the calibration of the FID with 

1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCE), together with the linear regression results, collected over a 

range of temperature (290-295 K); split flow 20.1 ± 0.13 cm3 min'1, column flow ~0.5 cm3
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Electron Capture Detector (ECD)

(See Appendix A for an explanation of the working principles of the ECD).

On preliminary testing with a solution of TCE in hexane (concentration, C, = 3.56 x 10 mol 

dm'3), this detector was found to be extremely unreliable, producing widely differing 

calibrations from day to day (Figure 13). Many possible causes of this problem were 

investigated but, eventually, it was realised that the response of the detector was varying in 

accordance with the ambient temperature of the laboratory (Figure 14), although, 

unfortunately, not in any quantifiably predictable way.
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Figure 13 Graph showing the response of the ECD on two consecutive days. Note

the divergence of the lines of best fit for each set of data.

At first the temperature dependence of the detector’s response was thought to be due to 

contamination of some sort. ECD’s are known to be very sensitive to contamination, 

especially by electronegative compounds such as water, oxygen or, possibly by highly

fluorinated alkanes leached from the teflon tubing originally used in the gas supply system. In
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order to test this, the ECD cell was cleaned, both by soaking in hexane and drying, and by 

heating at 400 °C with a high flow of make-up gas (N2). The column guide into the ECD was 

replaced also. A very detailed inspection of the gas supply lines was carried out and all 

detectable leaks fixed. Thus it was assumed that the detector itself was clean and that the gas 

supply was not being contaminated with O2 or H2O from outside the line (an effect was 

thought to have been possible despite the oxygen and moisture traps in the supply). As an 

extra precaution, the moisture and oxygen traps were renewed. Finally, there being no 

improvement after these measures were taken, the entire gas supply system was replaced with 

new stainless steel tubing (particularly the parts that had been teflon tubing) and the whole leak 

testing procedure repeated. However, there was no great improvement in the detector

response.

Having attempted to solve the problem, unsuccessfully, through the elimination of any possible 

contamination in the system, it was suggested by the manufacturers (Perkin Elmer) that faulty 

electronics could have been to blame. The ECD amplifier board was replaced but there was no 

change. The rest if the ECD electronics were serviced and checked by a Perkin Elmer engineer 

who was unable to find anything faulty. The rest of the instrument was serviced and no fault 

found. Indeed, it was unlikely that the rest of the instrument was faulty as the FID was 

working well.

The problem was traced, eventually, to the behaviour of the ‘high-performance’ pressure 

regulators that controlled the make-up gas flow. The change in temperature effected the 

regulator in such a way as to reduce the gas flow very slightly and thus increase the effect of 

any sample passing through the detector. Several attempts were made to overcome the 

sensitivity of the regulators to temperature through exchanging them with other models 

containing diaphragms made of stainless steel. Unfortunately, this did not reduce the effect 

sufficiently as there was still a discernible effect, even within the same day, if the temperature 

changed by even as much as 5 K (as it did frequently in summer).

The only possible solution was either to keep the temperature in the laboratory constant at all 

times or to use an internal standard. The laboratory was not equipped to be air conditioned so 

temperature control was impossible. It was decided not to use an internal standard as it would 

have had to have been added to the reactant before injection, perhaps effecting the



mechanisms of pyrolysis in an unknown way. Such an unknown effect would have invalidated 

any work performed under those conditions. It was concluded that the solution to the 

irreproducibility of the ECD’s results was beyond the means available and that the investigative 

work would have to be performed solely using the FID.

Figure 14 Graph showing the effect of temperature on the response of the ECD to

l,l»l-trichloroethane
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Gas System

Overview

The gas-system originally was comprised partly of stainless steel and partly of teflon tubing. 

However, before operation of the apparatus was started properly the entire system was 

replaced with 316 grade stainless steel tubing, primarily as an attempt to improve the 

performance of the ECD (see above). All tubing involved in the reactor system, including the

cryogenic trap, was of Ŷ  diameter.

Furnace Heating /
cooling

apparatus

Figure 15 Schematic diagram of a pulse stirred-flow apparatus

The carrier gas used was helium and its flow was controlled by a combination of pressure 

regulation at the supply and by the combined effect of the split flow setting and the internal 

bore of the column, i.e. by the flows through the split and column.
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Flow measurement

It was necessary to know the column flow, the split flow and the flow through the reactor. 

Due to the nature of the gas line (see above), the flow through the reactor (in mass terms) was 

the same as the sum of the split and column flows. Thus, only the column and split flows were 

measured. The split flow reading was taken at the split flow outlet, the column flow at the 

detector with all detector make-up and flame gases off. Measurement was done with a bubble 

flow meter using the procedure below.

Before measuring the flow, several bubbles were passed up the flow tube to ensure that the 

same level of moisture and, therefore, friction were associated with the tube walls. Actual 

measurement involved causing at least two bubbles, preferably three, to travel along the tube, 

the velocity of the second or third being measured. This was done to ensure that the 

atmosphere both above and below the bubble was saturated with water vapour and free of any 

contamination from the external atmosphere, e.g. nitrogen or oxygen. Differing levels of 

moisture in the gas or different gaseous compositions were to be avoided as it was possible 

that they would have effected the volume and speed of the bubble. For each occasion that 

flows were measured, three measurements were taken and the mean of the values used.

The temperature at which the measurements were determined was noted also so that the flows 

could be referred to a standard temperature (and pressure, but the pressure was assumed to be 

1 atmosphere at all times). Such adjustments were necessary because the volume of a fixed 

amount of gas is dependent on its temperature and pressure. The same adjustments were 

required to calculate the actual volumetric flow through the reactor which frequently was at 

conditions far removed from atmospheric and room temperature.



Calculation of the flow at reactor conditions

The procedure for calculating the actual flow at the conditions in the reactor is identical to that 

used for adjusting the bubble meter value for a particular standard temperature and pressure.

Given that:

PV = nPT Equation 12

where P is the pressure of a gas, V is the volume of gas, T  is the temperature of the gas, n is 

the number of moles of the gas and R is the gas constant. For constant ny i.e. in this case 

assuming no gas is lost through leaks:

PV PV——— = fiR = —~—— Equation 13

where Pr, Vr and Tr refer to n amount of gas at the reactor conditions and Pa, Va and Ta refer to 

n amount of gas at the atmospheric conditions at which the measurement was made. If this 

calculation were being performed to standardise a flow reading, Pr, Vr and Tr would refer to 

the standard conditions.

As,

V = U t Equation 14

where U is the volumetric flow rate and t is time, for unit time t = 1, U = V. Substitution into 

Equation 13 gives

Equation 15



Hence, rearrangement gives the adjusted flow, Ur, as :

Equation 16

Testing of the ‘Perfect Pulse’ Behaviour Assumption

The Pulse Stirred-Flow technique requires that ‘perfect-pulse‘ behaviour holds true for the 

reactor (see Chapter 2 for a discussion of the Pulse Stirred-Flow technique). This is necessary 

because the concentrations of materials in the reactor and the amounts collected at the outlet 

are related b y :

In order to solve Equation 17 it is necessary to know [A0(t)]n. For a first order reaction this is

than 1, the exact time dependence of the concentration of A is unknown. To overcome this

Equation 17

where :

(B) total B collected

[A0(t)] concentration of A at outlet at time t

v volume of the reactor

k rate constant

n order of reaction for a reaction of the type : A —> B

known exactly and the solution of Equation 17 is exact. However, for orders of reaction other

problem, a small extent of reaction is used so that the change in [A0] is well approximated by 

the sweeping out of the reactor by the gas stream. The sweeping out of the reactor is assumed 

to be governed by the relationship :

Equation 18



where :

(A0) amount of A collected at the outlet

T Vthe time constant for the reactor, defined as — where u is the volumetric flow
u

rate through the reactor

This assumption is true only if there is ‘perfect pulse’ behaviour. Therefore, it was necessary 

to check that the assumption was true before undertaking to use the reactor for kinetic 

investigations. To do this, pulses of 1,1,1-trichloroethane were injected through the reactor 

and into the GC where the detector (FID) response was monitored. No cryogenic focusing 

was used on these pulses and the reactor was maintained at 120 °C to avoid any condensation 

inside. See Figure 16 for an example of the data collected (N.B. the detector response shown 

has been zeroed as the GC adds a false baseline of -5320 |iV to the detector output). An 

exponential decay has been fitted to the data. Very good correlation is achieved if one models 

the data from the first 4 points after the maximum to two points before the end. From

comparison of the fitted equation (Figure 6) with Equation 18, it can be seen that — = 0.0108.

3 3This corresponds to a volumetric flow rate through the reactor (v = 22.94 cm ) of -15 cm 

min'1. The actual, measured flow at 25.5 °C and atmospheric pressure (assumed 1.01325 x 105 

Pa) was 21.2 cm3, corresponding to a reactor flow (at 120 °C, and 1.52 x 105 Pa) of 18.7 cm3 

min1. Given the uncertainties in flow measurement, adjustment to reactor conditions, reactor 

volume measurement and pulse elongation coupled with unknown trapping effects in the gas 

line between the reactor and the GC (a distance considerably greater than that relevant to 

cryogenically focused experiments) the agreement in the flow calculated from the ‘sweeping 

out’ experiment and that expected from more conventional methods is very good. This result 

was taken as convincing evidence that the assumption of ‘perfect pulse’ behaviour was valid.



Figure 16 Graph showing the detector response (FID) at a time after injection of a 

pulse into the reactor (no cryogenic trapping was employed) together with a Fitted

exponential decay, the coefficients for which are given.



Operating Procedures for Pulse-Stirred Flow Technique

Overview

Once samples had been degassed and purified as necessary, kinetic investigations were carried 

out according to the following general procedure.

The gas sampling valve (GSV) was switched to fill (open to the vacuum line) and evacuated. 

A blank injection was performed for which the GSV was actuated and the gas stream trapped 

using liquid nitrogen for the same amount of time as for a normal injection. After the 

appropriate trapping time (dependent on the material used but of the order of 8 minutes), the 

trap was rapidly heated in boiling water and the gas-chromatograph started. If no significant 

peaks were seen the system was considered clean and the experiment continued. On 

discovering significant levels of contaminants, however, the source was investigated and the 

system not used until this procedure showed there to be no contamination.

Having ascertained the system’s purity, calibration was performed for the chemicals of interest. 

Generally, for any particular experiment there were only two materials that needed to be 

known quantitatively and, therefore, only those two calibrations were carried out. Calibrations 

were performed via the bypass line, avoiding the necessity of cooling the reactor. (The heating 

process had to be started sometime before the experiment was performed and frequent, large 

changes in temperature were considered damaging to the system’s integrity and likely to cause 

leaks so the bypass was essential.) To use the bypass system the valves either side of the 

reactor were closed and that on the bypass line opened.

Finally, the GSV was switched to fill and, having evacuated the loop, it was filled with a 

known pressure of the gaseous material to be calibrated, at a known temperature (the room’s 

ambient temperature was used), flushed by the gas stream and trapped using liquid nitrogen as 

for the blank run. After a set time the trap was heated and the GC started. This procedure 

was repeated until a satisfactory set of calibration data had been obtained. Due to the 

reliability of the FID, shown by extensive calibrations over long periods of time, only a few 

calibration points were used as this allowed more time for the kinetic part of the investigation.



After the calibration had been completed, the reactor was switched back into the gas line and 

injections of the reagent gas made, as described above. The reactor temperature, split flow, 

carrier gas pressure and ambient temperature were all recorded at regular, frequent intervals. 

The reactor temperature was controlled to be as constant as possible (see the Furnace section) 

while injections were being made. Depending on the aim of the experiment, after several 

injections of varying amounts, the reactor temperature would be adjusted and the procedure 

repeated. The results were processed using the program written for this purpose (included in 

Appendix A) and the output loaded into a spreadsheet for comparison with other data.

Standard addition procedure

On obtaining chromatographic plots of a reaction, preliminary identification would be made 

from the retention times of the peaks as compared with pure samples of the expected or likely 

products. Confirmation of this result was sought through the use of a standard addition of the 

material thought to be giving rise to a particular peak. Having performed one or more runs 

previously in the normal manner described above, this would be repeated with the standard 

addition made. Standard additions were made before the injection of the reagent pulse, as for 

normal injections except that the bypass line was used to convey the material to the cold trap. 

It was assumed that once in the trap no sample would be lost. Having trapped the standard 

addition pulse, the reagent pulse was injected through the reactor and trapped also. On heating 

the trap all the material collected there passed into the GC. If correct identification had been 

made, an enlargement of the relevant peak was observed due to the extra material added to the 

products of reaction. Incorrect identification, however, resulted either in another peak 

appearing or in the enlargement of a different product peak.
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Conclusion
In summary, the design, assembly and testing of the apparatus and techniques necessary to the 

project proceeded well except that, in general, all stages of the project required longer to 

complete than planned and the ECD failed to meet appropriate levels of reproducibility and 

reliability. The increased time necessary for each stage of the preliminary work was due to the 

extra efforts made to make the ECD fit for use.

It was decided to use the furnace in the manually controlled pulse firing mode, rather than the 

process control mode as there was a considerable lag time between the coil heating and an 

increase in furnace temperature. Satisfactory control and stability of the reactor temperature 

was possible using this method of control.

The replacement of the gas system with stainless steel tubing was completed and the system 

appeared leak free and, therefore, dry, within the detection limits available. However, later 

work (see Chapter 5) indicates that the system was not dry. It is possible that this is related to 

the problem in making the ECD reliable enough to use.

It was decided that the ECD was too unreliable to use and that the FID, given its unusually 

good performance, would be the only detector used for this work. Although this was not the 

original plan, which was to use the complementary qualities of the two detectors, no other 

option was possible.
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Chapter 4 : Investigation of the Pyrolysis of 1,1,1-

trichloroethane

Introduction

The aim of this work was to determine the efficiency of the batch stirred-flow technique for 

investigating the pyrolyses of organochlorine compounds whilst pursuing such an investigation 

for 1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCE). The pyrolysis of TCE was studied because of its similarity to 

the central moiety of the DDT molecule which should allow it to serve as a model for the 

decomposition of this more complicated material. Also, the pyrolysis of TCE in the 

temperature range 623 - 723 K has the advantage of having received much attention in the 

literature,45'52 (comparison of experimental results for TCE pyrolysis with the literature should 

allow a judgement of the reliability of the techniques and apparatus. The basis of such 

comparisons are the key parameters of the reaction, e.g. activation energy, Arrhenius pre-

exponential factor, with the literature values).

The broad features of the mechanism of TCE pyrolysis were first detailed by Barton et a f 5 in 

1950. Barton et a f 5 found that in clean-walled glass vessels, in the temperature range 635 - 

707 K, the reaction was fast and, at least partly, heterogeneous. After a time, a carbonaceous 

layer built up on the inside of the reactor, the rate gradually decreased and, eventually, became 

reproducible, (it is usually assumed by workers in the field that, under these conditions, the 

reaction can be considered to be essentially homogeneous,46 i.e. most of the heterogeneous 

reaction is suppressed by the carbonaceous layer on the reactor walls).

The major reaction taking place in the temperature range 635 - 707 K was the 

dehydrochlorination of TCE to give hydrogen chloride and 1,1-dichloroethene (Scheme 7). 

(The possibility of further pyrolysis of 1,1-dichloroethene has been investigated45 but was 

found to be negligible in this temperature range). The TCE dehydrochlorination followed first 

order kinetics until -40% conversion at initial 1,1,1-trichloroethane pressures of 9.3-10.7 

kPa. At TCE partial pressures below 9.3 kPa the rate constant showed a marked decrease. 

Above this pressure, i.e. in the range 9.3-10.7 kPa and, indeed, up to 13.3 kPa, the rate 

constant became insensitive to initial pressure of TCE. The deviation of the kinetics from



linear at greater than 40% conversion was thought to derive from inhibition of the reaction by 

one of the products and, indeed, 1,1-dichloroethene was found to inhibit the reaction by an 

amount roughly proportional to its concentration.

CH3CCI3 -------------► HC1 + CH2=CC12

Scheme 7 Dehydrochlorination of 1,1,1-trichIoroethane (TCE) to give hydrogen

chloride and 1,1-dichloroethene

Barton et a?5 found the pyrolysis to be slightly dependent on surface area despite the 

assumption, reported above, that the reaction was homogeneous under the conditions used. 

Two reactors were used to study the effect of surface area, one empty and one packed with 

hollow glass tubes. Increased surface area caused a decrease in both the rate and the induction 

period. However, the induction periods in both the packed and empty reactors had definite 

temperature dependencies, given by :

I (empty reactor) = 10"14'4 • e50000IRT sec 

I (packed reactor) = 10~13 4 • e5W)00,RT sec

The decrease in rate and induction period can be explained by the existence of an accelerating 

effect of the surface on the termination and initiation reactions for the radical process. The 

initiation reactions, being faster, would decrease the time needed to reach a viable 

concentration of reactive species, i.e. the induction time, and increase the rate. Faster 

termination steps, however, would tend to slow the overall rate. (In the present case, given 

such an explanation, the evidence points to the effect on the termination steps being more 

important than that on the initiation steps, since the rate decreases with increased surface area, 

not vice versa). Thus the only observable effect of the initiation acceleration is to decrease 

induction times. However, while all the above is consistent with the results reported by Barton 

et a/,45 the only firm conclusion is that the reaction contains a variety of components.
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Table 2 Arrhenius parameters for the pyrolysis of 1 ,1 ,1 -trichloroethane, or various

components of that reaction

logio (A / s)a Ea /  kJ mol-1 Ref.#

Overall

reaction

Empty reactor

Packed

reactor

13.34 ±0.27 

13.21 ±0.26

210 ±4.2 

210 ±4.2

45

45

Maximally Empty 14.07 ±0.28 227.6 ± 4.5 45

inhibited reactor

reaction Packed 13.95 ±0.28 225.3 ± 4.5 45

(i.e. molecular reactor

component) 13.85 ±0.14 226.8 ±2.3 52

Molecular Component of Pyrolysis

All the features of the maximally inhibited reaction, mentioned above, indicate that it is 

molecular in character. Propene is known to inhibit many radical chain processes by severely 

decreasing the concentration of radical chain carriers and, therefore, is used to test for the 

presence of such processes. Equally, the fact that the maximally inhibited pyrolysis does not 

have an induction period (a characteristic of radical chain reactions) provides further evidence 

for the molecular character of the reaction. Finally, at TCE partial pressures greater than 9.3 

kPa, the independence of the rate on initial pressure of TCE provides another reason to believe 

the inhibited reaction to have a molecular mechanism as this phenomenon is due to competing 

radical chain termination steps (see page 56). Barton et at45 support this argument further by 

quoting from a literature survey a usual value for the pre-exponential factor (A) for a 

unimolecular gas-phase reaction of 1013 and pointing out that the experimental value is within 

an order of magnitude of this.

Errors are one standard deviation from least squares regression analysis of data
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Radical Chain Component of Pyrolysis

Barton et a t 5 concluded that the major portion of the pyrolysis (over 60% under the 

conditions used) has a radical chain mechanism. Their evidence was that:

(a) the overall reaction is suppressed by small amounts of propene (a well known inhibitor of 

radical chain reactions),

(b) the reaction is generally slower in the packed reactor and

(c) the presence of induction periods with a regular dependence on temperature.

Point (b) above (the reaction is slower in the packed reactor) is slightly ambiguous as 

molecular reactions also can be effected by surfaces. However, while it is true that 

acceleration due to large surface area could be due to catalysis either of a molecular reaction or 

of a radical chain mechanism, it is inhibition that is observed rather than acceleration. It is 

likely that a radical chain termination step is catalysed at the surface and that this decreases the 

chain length of the radical reaction and, hence, the rate. Further evidence for this conclusion is 

provided by the pressure dependence of the rate constant, which decreases with initial pressure 

indicating two termination steps, one heterogeneous and one homogeneous. As pressure 

decreases, within the range 9.3-13.3 kPa, the homogeneous reaction becomes less important, 

depending as it does on the amount of reactant in the gas phase. The heterogeneous step 

becomes dominant as diffusion to the wall becomes more rapid, with less chance of 

homogeneous encounters.

Based on the evidence given above, Barton et a t5 proposed a reaction mechanism for the 

decomposition of T C E :
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Initiation

CH3CCI3

CH3CCI3

^ l n  ^

klb

CCI2CH3 + 'Cl

c h 3 + 'CC13

(a)

(b)

Propagation

'Cl + CH3CCI3

•CH2CCI3
k3

HC1 + 'CH2CCI3

CH2 =CC12 + 'Cl

(c)

(d)

Termination
ka

'CH2CCI3 + 'Cl (wall)

'CHhCCb + 'Cl (homogeneously)— '■*-+

Products

Products

(e)

(0

Scheme 8 Reaction Mechanism Proposed by Barton et a l45 for the Pyrolysis of TCE

The effects of steps (a) and (b) were held to be indistinguishable by Barton et al, if in the case 

of (b) the additional steps

'CH;

’CCl +

CH3CC13 ----- ► CH4 + •CH2 CC13 (g)

CH3 CC13 -------------------► CHCb + •CH2CC13 (h)

•CH2CC13 ------ ► CH2 =CC12 + 'Cl (i)

were included, since it was not possible at that time to calculate differences in rate sufficiently 

accurately to use them in a predictive manner. However, it was assumed that only one 

initiation step would be important under the conditions used. They went on to use the steady 

state approximation to quantify the theory to test whether the competition between 

heterogeneous and homogeneous termination reactions was a valid mechanism. Using 

reactions (a), (c), (d) and versions (e) and (f), the following expression for the rate of the 

radical chain process was derived:

-d  [CH3CCI3 ] 
dt

[CH3CCI3]
'  k k k ^* 1 (0  c r b ) * 2 * 3

V 2(ki + ks) J Equation 19
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Barton et ai assume that a normal treatment of heterogeneous chain reactions is valid, i.e. 

that the rate limiting feature of the heterogeneous termination step is diffusion of the species to 

the wall.47* Therefore, as the velocity constant ( £ 4 )  depends upon the rate of diffusion and the 

diffusion rate depends upon the square of the pressure in the container, the diameter of the 

container and the diffusion coefficient, k4 is given by :

Equation 20

where :

fc4 is a value, independent of pressure, composited from the

diameter of the vessel and the diffusion coefficient 

p0 is the initial pressure of reactant in the reactor, taken as

representing the overall pressure for the initial part of 

reaction

On replacing this in the overall rate equation :

overall Equation 21

where :

K

K

rate constant for the maximally inhibited reaction

rate constant for the suppressible (i.e. radical chain) part of

the reaction)



One obtains :

k overall = k: +

= k: +

* 1 * 2 * 3

2k4 

1 k

/:

+
Pi k4 y

C, Equation 22

1 /i

P 0
2 + Q

As Ci and C2 are both combinations of homogeneous rate constants, the ratio :

C,2 _ *,*2*3
C

• 9

2k
Equation 23

should be independent of the reaction vessel, i.e. it should be the same for the empty and 

packed reactor. On testing this, Barton et al found that it was indeed independent of reaction 

vessel, thereby supporting the assumption of homogeneous vs. heterogeneous termination step 

competition.

In summary, Barton et a /45 established that the only major reaction taking place in the pyrolysis 

of 1,1,1-trichloroethane is dehydrochlorination to 1,1-dichloroethene. The reaction proceeds 

by two competing mechanisms, one a radical chain process, the other molecular. The features 

of the radical chain process are that it is inhibited by 1,1-dichloroethene (a product) and very 

small additions of propene. The reaction proceeds more slowly in a reaction vessel with high 

surface area and the rate constant has a complicated pressure dependence. There were also 

definite induction periods which were dependent on the temperature. The molecular 

mechanism, however, is independent of pressure and surface area and does not have induction 

periods.



Much of the more recent work on this subject has been concerned with refining the details of 

the mechanism. The pyrolysis of 1,1,1-trichloroethane by use of a CO2 laser has been reported 

by Pola et a/48. As the laser beam diameter is smaller than the diameter of the cylindrical 

reaction vessel the heating should not effect the gas near the walls. For this reason, that 

heterogeneous processes are assumed to be negligible, only homogeneous processes need be 

considered.

Pola48 highlights two views concerning the inhibitive effect of propene on the 

dehydrochlorination of TCE and tries to distinguish between them using his results. The first 

theory, which Pola48 attributes to Swinbourne,49 is that propene acts by converting normal 

radical-chain carriers into less efficient species, thereby retarding the reaction. Pola rather 

inconsistently argues that the laser-induced pyrolysis of 1,1,1-trichloroethane is a non-radical, 

molecular decomposition. From this argument, one would suppose that no retarding effect by 

propene on the laser-induced dehydrochlorination of TCE had been observed since a molecular 

reaction would have no chain carriers to be effected by propene. In fact, there was a 50% 

decrease in rate on propene addition. Therefore, it does not seem to be consistent that 

Swinbourne’s explanation49 of the propene effect implies a molecular reaction for the laser-
A Q

induced pyrolysis observed by Pola.

• \ 8 • •The second explanation of propene inhibition that Pola considered (attributed to Zitter et 

al50) assumes that the radical chain pyrolysis is initiated at the walls of the reaction vessel. 

Propene would have the effect of deactivating sites on the walls thus inhibiting the initiation of 

the chain reaction. One of the fundamental assumptions made in interpreting Pola’s laser 

pyrolysis data, however, is that no heterogeneous processes are involved in the reaction. 

Therefore any process taking place here must be homogeneous and Pola’s attempt to use 

Zitter’s explanation50 of the propene effect must be viewed as extremely suspect. However, 

Pola does present a convincing argument, based on an abstraction competition, that the 

pyrolysis under these conditions is molecular in character. One could speculate that this is 

because of the limitation placed on initiation steps due to the precise delivery of energy by the 

laser. While providing little enlightenment on the mechanism by which propene inhibits the 

radical chain reaction, as Pola apparently intended, it does open up the possibility of studying 

the molecular reaction directly, i.e. in the absence of propene additions, the usual method of 

eliminating radical reaction.
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The Rice-Herzfeld mechanism and its validity for halogenated hydrocarbon 

pyrolyses

Huybrechts et al51 investigated the pyrolysis of 1,2-dichloroethane and found that, in common 

with several other compounds (1,1,2-trichloroethane, 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane and 

pentachloroethane), values of Arrhenius parameters calculated from theory using a Rice- 

Herzfeld4™ mechanism (Scheme 9) were significantly different from the experimental values. 

At 700 K the values for the rate constants from experiment and theory differ by more than 

three orders of magnitude.

Theoretical log,0(k /  s) = -(50 900 ± 2 000) /  4.58 T + (< 15.6 ± 0.7)

Experimental logio(k /  s) = -47 000 /  4.58 T + 10.8

Due to the poor agreement between theory and experiment, Huybrechts et al51 suggest that the 

Rice-Herzfeld mechanism itself must be questioned in its applicability to this type of reaction. 

However, part of the calculation to determine the theoretical value assumes the ratio ki/k4 to 

be limited by the equilibrium (a)/(-a), for which the authors do not seem to have given any 

evidence. The uncertainty over the calculation made on the basis of the above assumption 

brings the entire argument into doubt, leaving the question unresolved. It might be more 

useful to question instead, not the basic validity of the Rice-Herzfeld mechanism but its 

simplicity. As will be discussed below, additions to the Rice-Herzfeld mechanism are often 

necessary in order to explain all the experimental data for a particular organohalogen pyrolysis. 

This model was developed originally to explain hydrocarbon pyrolyses (for which it works very 

well) so it would not be surprising if changes were necessary to incorporate the more complex 

halogenoalkane case.



‘CH2CH2CI + "Cl (a)CH,C1CH2C1---£ —*•

‘Cl + CH2ClCH2a -----*CHC1CH2C1 + HC1 (b)

•CHC1CH2C1---- CHC1CH2 + -Cl (c)

•CH2CH2C1 + ‘Cl — CHC1CH2 + HC1 (d)

Scheme 9 Rice-Herzfeld type mechanism for the pyrolysis of 1,2-dichloroethane51

The Effect of Additives and a Modified Mechanism

Huybrechts et al52 investigated the TCE pyrolysis in the presence and absence of 

tetrachloromethane and hydrogen chloride, both of which were found to accelerate the 

reaction. The temperature range of study was 587 - 658 K, with pressure ranging between 

5.33 and 20.2 kPa, i.e. similar to the conditions used by Barton et al.45 Essentially the same 

products of reaction (hydrogen chloride and 1,1-dichloroethene [CH2CCI2] ) were found in 

both studies although there were several other, trace compounds (<0.05 %) detected also. 

Results were held to apply to the homogeneous process as there was no significant change in 

the results with changing surface to volume ratio. Again, a combination of a radical chain 

reaction and a molecular decomposition were posited to explain the inhibitive effect of 

propene. The reaction is auto-accelerated and dependent on initial pressure of 1,1,1- 

trichloroethane in a complicated way.

The auto-acceleration was investigated by additions of hydrogen chloride, the effect becoming 

less marked as larger hydrogen chloride additions were made, indicating that hydrogen chloride 

production is responsible for the auto-acceleration in the unmodified reaction. In the presence 

of added tetrachloromethane and mixtures of tetrachloromethane and hydrogen chloride, the 

dehydrochlorination is still the only reaction of significance. The rate is accelerated in the 

presence of tetrachloromethane alone and this acceleration is independent of the amount 

added. Acceleration due to hydrogen chloride, however, depends on the concentration. It is 

obvious from this that the mechanisms by which the accelerations due to tetrachloromethane 

and hydrogen chloride occur are significantly different. Again, propene was demonstrated to



have a strong inhibitive effect on the reaction and Arrhenius parameters for the maximally 

inhibited reaction showed good agreement with those of Barton et a t 5 (see Table 2).

The mechanism that was proposed by Huybrechts et al52 can be divided up into three groups of 

reaction (Scheme 10):

a) the Rice-Herzfeld mechanism (a group of reactions often used to explain the pyrolyses of 

hydrocarbon compounds471")

b) a group of transfer reactions that change 5 radicals (radicals that do not perpetuate the chain 

reaction) into chain carrying p and p radicals (radicals that do perpetuate the chain 

propagation, in primary and secondary reactions respectively),

c) a group consisting of reactions that take place in the presence of tetrachloromethane.

The reactions of the last group, whilst not strictly relevant to the pyrolysis of pure TCE, 

nevertheless do help to elucidate important parts of the mechanism.

The point at which the Rice-Herzfeld mechanism becomes insufficient to explain the 1,1,1- 

trichloroethane pyrolysis is in the auto-catalytic effect of hydrogen chloride. That such an 

effect exists is shown quite clearly by the results reported in the currently discussed paper. 

Also, an autocatalytic effect had been observed by Barton et a f s in the first investigation of 

this reaction. However, as Huybrechts et al52 point out, the possibility that hydrogen chloride 

catalysis could have been taking place was not considered and it was assumed that a slow build 

up of radicals was the cause. Huybrechts et al52 dismissed this explanation in view of the fact 

that in simulation a steady-state was reached in approximately eighty seconds which is two 

orders of magnitude less than the time-scale over which the catalytic effect exists. In the 

simulations the catalytic effect manifests as a great change in the concentration-time profiles of 

the radicals. The reaction without additional hydrogen chloride shows a large build up of non-

chain carrying radicals (6) early in the reaction which rapidly decreases in the latter stages of 

reaction (due to conversion of 5 radicals into chain carrying \x radicals (radicals reacting in first 

order steps) and p radicals (radicals taking part in second order steps). In the presence of 

additional hydrogen chloride, however, there is a rapid rise in concentration of |i and P radicals 

after which a slow increase is maintained. The 5 radicals do not reach such a high level. 

Indeed, it is the fact that the presence of hydrogen chloride allows fast conversion of 5 radicals



(species marking the end of chain sequences) to chain carriers that is responsible for much of 

the catalytic effect.

The presence of tetrachloromethane accelerates the reaction in two ways. Firstly, there is the 

production of Cl radicals, a chain carrying species, and, secondly, extra transfer reactions. 

Huybrechts et al52 report that this part of the simulation was very successful in its reproduction 

of the experimental observation that the degree of acceleration did not depend on the amount 

of tetrachloromethane added.

In summary, it can be said that the pyrolysis of TCE has been characterised well by the 

workers of the last 45 years. The high temperature (>1000 K) pyrolysis has received some 

attention also,53’54 but not to the same extent as the lower temperature reaction. The literature 

has allowed a fair degree of certainty in making predictions about the probable findings of this 

investigation. However, this work was undertaken in part to determine whether these 

predictions were met. The comparison between literature and experiment was one of the 

planned testing stages for the batch stirred-flow reactor method used in this work.
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Rice-Herzfeld CC13CH3 — ^  •CC12CH3 + •ci
mechanism •ci + c c i 3c h 3 — ‘CH2 CC13 + HC1

c c i 3c h ; — CC12 = c h 2 +  -C1
*C1 + •c c i 2c h 3 — CH3CC13

Transfer HC1 + •c c i 2c h 3 — CC12HCH3 + •ci
Reactions •c c i 2c h 3 + c c i 3c h 3 — CC12HCH3 + c c i 3c h ;

•ci + c c i 3c h 3 — •CC12CH3 + Cl 2

Reactions CC14 — *CC13 + •Cl
involving •c c i3 + HC1 CC13H + •Cl

CCI4 •CC13 + CC13CH3 — CC13H + c c i 3c h :

CC14 + •Cl — *CC13 4- Cl2

•CC13 + •Cl — ^  CC14

•CC13 + •CC13 k|i > CC13CC13

Scheme 10 Total mechanism proposed by Huybrechts et al52
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Experimental

C C 14 •CCI3 + •Cl

•cci3 + H C 1 CCI3H + •ci

• C C 13 + CCI3CH 3 CCI3H + CC13CH 2

C C 14 + ‘Cl C C 14 + Cl 2

• C C 13 + •ci C C 14

•CC13 + •CCI3 — CC13CC13

All kinetic experiments were carried out in a greaseless reaction apparatus comprising stainless 

steel gas-supply lines, a pyrex or quartz glass reactor and gas-sampling valve internally coated 

with teflon (see Chapter 3 for more details), with helium as the carrier gas in the temperature 

range 470 - 770 K. All chromatograms were run using a Perkin-Elmer 8500 machine with 

electronic integrator and a flame ionisation detector (FID). 1,1,1-trichloroethane and 1,1- 

dichloroethene were degassed, firstly by successive freeze, pump and thaw cycles and secondly 

by trap to trap distillation under vacuum. Products were identified by a combination of 

retention time comparison and by addition of an authentic sample of the material to the 

pyrolysis mixture after reaction, giving an enlarged peak which was taken as positive 

identification. Reactant pressures were measured before injection into the reaction system by a 

baratron linked to a Chell Ltd digital readout.



Results and Discussion

Only one major product of pyrolysis was detected under the reaction conditions used. This 

compound was identified as 1,1-dichloroethene (CH2CC12) using gas chromatography (GC), 

both by retention time comparison with an authentic sample of the material and by standard 

additions of this chemical to the product mixture before analysis. This result is consistent with 

the literature,45,48 which also reports hydrogen chloride as a major product of 1,1,1- 

trichloroethane pyrolysis. However, as the detector used here was a Flame Ionisation Detector 

(FID), which operates by detecting an ionic species resulting from the combustion of organics, 

it was not expected that hydrogen chloride would be observed. Once the identity of the 

observable product had been established it was decided to measure the order of reaction with 

respect to the product in 1,1,1-trichloroethane.

Order of Reaction for 1,1,1-trichloroethane with respect to. 1,1- 

dichloroethene

In order to measure the order of reaction using the batch stirred-flow technique the amounts of 

reactant (1,1,1-trichloroethane) and product (1,1-dichloroethene) leaving the reactor need to 

be known for a series of experiments starting with different amounts of reactant. The amounts 

of materials leaving the reactor were measured by a gas chromatograph previously calibrated 

with pure samples of the compounds. Having obtained the amounts of material exiting the 

reactor, a plot of log(product) against log(reactant) gives a line of slope n (order of reaction)

log(product) = n • log(reactant) + log kz
v{n~l)n

Equation 24

where:

k = rate constant v = volume of the reactor



T time constant n = order of reaction

Although it was possible to obtain data that fit the above equation well (Figure 17), the results 

of the order experiments were not reproducible over the temperature range used and, on 

analysis, gave values for the order o f :

pyrex reactor (volume = 18.6 cm3) 0.86 ±0.11

quartz reactor (volume = 22.4 cm3) 0.84 ± 0.37

Although the value for the quartz reactor is in agreement with the literature value45 of 1.0, 

within experimental error, the error given (one standard deviation) is too large to allow the 

data to be treated with any trust. Whilst it might be tempting, on obtaining results that are not 

truly in agreement with the literature, to assume that a new and interesting chemical problem 

was being observed, the irreproducibility of the data led us to believe it more probable that 

some unknown and uncontrolled factor was interfering with the pyrolysis.
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log[1,1,1 -trichloroethane]

Figure 17 Order plot for the pyrolysis of l,l»l-trichloroethane in the pyrex reactor at

691 K, x = 55.2 s.

A possible candidate for such a factor became apparent when it was noticed that there seemed 

to be some trend in the value of the reaction order with temperature. On extending the 

temperature range and number of order determining experiments it was possible to see a 

definite relationship between the two parameters (Figure 18). The linear regression line shown

is given by the equation :

n = 0.0093- T -  4312

where n is the order of reaction and T is the temperature. The correlation coefficient, R, was 

0.91. Although this does not represent a perfect correlation (which corresponds to a value of 

unity), it certainly indicates a real effect.

It is possible that this result indicates the presence of two competing mechanisms with different 

orders and activation energies. Likely candidates for such a competition are a homogeneous

and a heterogeneous decomposition.45,52 Such a phenomenon is not unknown in this type of

batch stirred-flow reactor and would fit with TCE’s known tendency for heterogeneous
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decomposition.45,48'51'52 For such a model it would be necessary for one of the processes to 

have an order in the region of zero and the other much greater than unity. This is clear if one 

studies the graph of the relationship between reaction order and temperature (Figure 18). One 

can postulate a continuous linearity in the data from 0 to 1.5, on the order scale, thus 

necessitating that the extremes of the range be at least equal to these values. It does seem 

likely that the heterogeneous pyrolysis of TCE has a low order as Barton et at45 found a 

decrease in order at pressures of TCE lower than 9.3 x 103 Pa. The partial pressure of TCE in 

the present work was never greater than 24.5 Pa, although the total pressure was greater than 

atmospheric (by about 50-60 %). The rate of reactive species collisions in the gas phase must 

have been extremely low in comparison to the majority of work cited in the introduction to this 

chapter. Thus any heterogeneous process would acquire much greater importance than in 

those other works.

Figure 18 Graph showing the relationship between reaction order and

temperature for the pyrolysis of 1,1,1-trichloroethane in a

quartz reactor
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Temperature dependence of the rate constant

It should be noted that the accurate determination of the rate constant using the batch stirred-
42 43flow reactor method requires the determination of the order of reaction to be reliable ’ (see 

Pulse Stirred-Flow in Chapter 2). Determinations of the rate constant are very sensitive to 

variation in the order of reaction, as well as to other factors normally associated with such 

measurements, e.g. pressure and surface effects. Since, as shown above, the experimentally 

determined order of reaction appeared to change with temperature, the temperature 

dependence of the rate constant would be expected to be more than normally complicated.

The variation in the results shown in Table 3 indicate either that the apparatus is behaving very 

badly or that the pyrolysis occurring is not simple. Not only are the Arrhenius parameters 

extremely varied, so is the degree with which the Arrhenius plots are linear, as measured by the 

squared correlation coefficient, R“ (see Figure 19 for a typical plot). It seems likely, given the 

tests performed in an attempt to ascertain that the individual components of the system were 

working correctly, that the data are not the result of random characteristics in the instruments 

but a more subtle design fault of the apparatus.

Assuming the data in Table 3 to be representing the activity inside the reactor accurately, it is 

possible to put forward several explanations as to the cause of such large variations. The 

parameters reported in Table 3 represent measurements of the overall reaction taking place in 

the reactor. The relative contributions to the overall reaction from individual pathways will 

vary with temperature since the rate constant for each process must have a different 

temperature dependence. Also, the overall reaction rate constant calculated will vary 

depending on the order of the overall reaction. Not only are the actual parameters of the 

overall process changing as the magnitude of the individual components change, these 

variations are exaggerated by the corresponding change in measured reaction order which has 

been used to calculate those parameters.



In
 k

Table 3 Showing Arrhenius parameters of several investigations of the pyrolysis of

1,1,1-trichloroethane

A c tiv a tio n  

E n e rg y  

/  kJ m o l '1

Log A S q u a re  o f C o rre la tio n  

C o e ff ic ie n t (R 2)

198.7 18.1 0.921

148.0 11.9 0.991

95.0 6.6 0.937

108.9 8.0 0.987

166.3 12.6 0.987

168.9 11.9 0.986

71.8 3.6 0.936

Figure 19 Arrhenius plot for the pyrolysis of l,l>l~trichloroethane

Attempts to define mathematically the dependence of all the parameters on temperature and 

thus, perhaps, allow characterisation of the individual components of the reaction have not
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been successful. The complexity of the problem can be seen if the overall rate constant is 

defined a s :

—  A ' j  +  k j  + , Equation 25

where kj, fo, etc. are the rate constants of all the separate, competing pathways in the 

dehydrochlorination. Each rate constant is defined as42:

(B, )v
( A J ' z

Equation 26

where ki is the rate constant for reaction pathway i

(Bi) is the amount of B collected at the outlet due to reaction pathway i

(A0) is the amount of A collected at the outlet

rii is the order of reaction pathway I 

v is the volume of the reactor 

r  is the residence time 

(defined as : 

v
z = — 

u

where v is as above and u is the volumetric flow rate through the 

reactor)

The rate constants of each process depend on the order of that reaction. The importance of 

each reaction in determining the order of the overall reaction depends not only on the 

temperature but upon the order since the concentration of reactant, which is constantly 

changing, will have a differing effect on those processes with high orders as compared to those 

with low orders. In the light of the complexity of the inter-relationship of the various 

Arrhenius parameters it is not surprising that the results obtained seem random. The system 

under study has too many uncontrolled degrees of freedom to allow proper analysis.
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It is of interest to consider what the competing processes might be. As stated above, the most 

likely case is a competition between homogeneous and heterogeneous dehydrochlorination 

routes. The extremely small size of the injections (of the order of 10'8 moles or 4 x 10'6 g) of 

reactant, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, makes them inadequate for the conditioning of the reactor 

which normally takes place in conventional kinetic investigations of organochlorine 

pyrolyses.45,46’51,52 It is ironic that this design characteristic is a consequence of one of the 

biggest advantages of this system, that is, the necessity to use only very small amounts of 

compound. In order to test this hypothesis it would be necessary to use a reactor that was 

known to be incapable in participating in organochlorine pyrolyses. There are several ways of 

making glass surfaces less reactive but, according to the best information available, the highest 

temperature technique is useless above ca. 523-573 K. The alternative is to use different 

materials for the reactor but it is hard to find one that is suitable.

Further problems may have been caused if the reaction system had a leak, allowing an influx of 

water vapour and/or oxygen from the atmosphere. It seems likely, given the radical chain 

nature of the pyrolysis, that small amounts of additives could have a disproportionately large 

effect on the mechanism, in a similar manner to that of propene.

In an attempt to test the above hypotheses regarding problem(s) with the reaction system, a 

new investigation was undertaken into the pyrolysis of 1,1-dimethyl-1-silacyclobutane, a 

compound on which much work has been performed and which was used by the Davidson 

group to test the batch stirred-flow technique during its development (see Chapter 5 for this 

investigation). The results of the investigation showed that there was water present in the 

reaction system. If the water came from an atmospheric leak, as seems likely given the purity 

of the gas supplies used, then the reaction system might have contained significant levels of 

oxygen also.



Conclusion

The values obtained from the investigation of the pyrolysis for the Arrhenius parameters and 

the order of reaction exhibited extreme variations in every way. It is possible to postulate two 

types of explanation for this. Either the apparatus is faulty in some way such that the values 

obtained for parameters of interest are not related to the actual processes occurring, or the 

values represent a reasonably accurate picture of the chemistry taking place and some other 

factors are causing this to be other than expected. It seems more likely that the apparatus is 

giving a reasonable approximation of the system and that the variation in the observed 

Arrhenius parameters is due to changes in a complex system of separate, competing 

decomposition pathways as a result of the water and, perhaps, oxygen present in the apparatus 

and of interactions with reactive vessel walls. The presence of water in the system was 

demonstrated through the study of the pyrolysis of a silanyl compound, 1,1-dimethyl-1 - 

silacyclobutane. Unfortunately, this information came at too late a stage in the investigation to 

allow a solution for the problem to be found.



Chapter 5 : Investigation of the Pyrolysis of 1,1- 

Dimethyl-1 -silacyclobutane

Introduction

The work in this chapter was undertaken in an attempt to solve the problems with the 1,1,1- 

trichloroethane (TCE) pyrolysis. The intention was to ascertain the state of the reaction 

apparatus during a decomposition experiment by comparing the results of studies on the title 

compound’s decomposition with accounts given in the literature. The first group to develop 

the batch stirred-flow methodology for kinetic work43 used the pyrolysis of 1,1-dimethyl-1- 

silacyclobutane as a test reaction for their apparatus. It was chosen for reasons of simplicity 

and because there is a definite change in reaction products and rate in the presence of water55 

(see below).

Silylenes

Silylenes were first prepared and observed spectroscopically in 1937 by Schwartz et al56 but 

were not investigated in any detail for approximately twenty years. Thus the field of silylene 

chemistry is only about forty years old, a fact that is especially surprising when one realises the 

importance of these species to silicon chemistry. Silylenes are iso-electronic with carbenes, 

that is they have a six electron valency shell. However, the similarity with carbenes does not 

extend much beyond the electron configuration and a large part of the silylene chemistry that 

has received attention highlights this dissimilarity.

Perhaps the simplest approach to investigating the chemistry of silylenes is to pick out the 

differences in behaviour between them and their counterparts, carbenes. Carbenes are readily 

generated through the action of a strong base (e.g. LiR, or RMgBr, where R is an organic 

group) on halogenoalkyls. For example, production of dichlorocarbene proceeds easily using 

butyl lithium and trichloromethane.57 However, the analogous reaction involving silicon 

species, to produce silylene, does not give the desired result. The actual products are those 

from the nucleophilic substitution of the halogen by R. Occasionally, the hydrogen itself may
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be replaced. There are numerous methods to generate silylenes, one of the simplest being the 

dissociation of SiCL* to form :SiCl2 caused by heating at 1073 K.57 At this temperature, 

although the organic analogues do undergo thermal degradation to several products, carbenes 

are not involved.

In addition to their formation, it is interesting to note that the behaviour of these two seemingly 

similar species is also quite different. Halogenocarbenes are known to dimerise, especially in 

the absence of electrophilic species with which they can react. Silylenes, however, do not 

dimerise under the same conditions but, again in the absence of electrophilic species, they do 

polymerise. Perhaps this particular fact is bom of the same logic that gives silylenes longer 

lifetimes than the analogous carbenes. This is thought to be due to stabilisation in the case of 

silylenes from the empty d  orbitals on the silicon. A similar stabilising effect could prolong the 

lifetime of intermediates in the polymerisation reaction, thus making it more likely that another 

silylene would be encountered and added to the chain before the active species decomposed 

back to an inert state. Indeed, it is reasonable to speculate that one of the factors that most 

separates silylene chemistry from carbene is the lifetime of the species involved. Perhaps 

another of the most important factors is likely to be the difference in polarisability and 

electronegativity between carbon and silicon. A good illustration of the difference in the 

relative stability of silylenes and carbenes is the isomerisation to alkene or cyclopropane type 

species (Scheme 11). Although this reaction is fast and efficient for carbenes, there is only 

approximately 5% conversion in the case of silylenes57.

R2C(H) —  C F T = C H R "

R2C(H )— CHR'— 5R " -----------------------------+

Scheme 11 Isomerisation of a carbene to olefin and cyclopropane



1.1- dimethyl-l-silacyclobutane

1,1 -dimethyl- 1-silacyclobutane provides one of the most effective procedures for generating

1.1- dimethylsilene (1,1-dimethylsilaethene) via its gas-phase pyrolysis (Scheme 12).

SiMe.

H2C SiMe2 + H2C CH.

1,1 -dimethyl-1 -silacyclobutane 1,1-dimethylsilaethene

O '
2 x  H2C =  SiMe2D □

~iMe.

Me2 S i------- 1

1,1,3,3-tetramethyl-1,3-disilacyclobutane

Scheme 12 Pyrolysis of 1,1-dimethyl-l-silacyclobutane in an inert atmosphere

at 820 K

The silene produced in this way is stable enough to allow trapping and has been detected using
r o

mass spectrometric (MS) techniques. Similar compounds which undergo an analogous 

pyrolysis, e.g. 1-methyl-1-silacyclobutane, give intermediates that are much harder to detect or 

trap due to their lower stability. For example, 1-methylsilene is unstable with respect to the 

isomerisation to dimethylsilylene (Scheme 13) as the hydrogen shift is accomplished very 

easily. In the case of 1,1-dimethylsilene, however, the analogous isomerisation would require a
CO

methyl shift, a much slower process and hence a much longer lifetime for the species.

1-methyl silene

^ ^ S \ = C H 2 
H3C

1,1-dimethylsilene

Scheme 13 Isomerisation of 1-methylsilene and 1,1-dimethylsilene



The extended lifetime of the silene from 1,1-dimethyl-1-silacyclobutane allows a greater 

possibility of reaction in the pyrolysis mixture before decomposition. Although one can 

envisage a mechanism involving a diradical to give the products shown in Scheme 12 (ethene 

and l,l,3,3-tetramethyl-l,3-disiiacyclobutane), Flowers et al59 point out that such a triplet 

intermediate would need to undergo spin inversion before the final step of the reaction, the 

dimerisation. Therefore, it seems likely that the silene is the species that reacts, not a diradical. 

As shown above, the reaction mainly produces ethene and l,l,3,3-tetramethyl-l,3- 

disilacyclobutane in a dry, inert atmosphere. However, in the presence of water two new 

reactions take place, the nucleophilic attack by water on the 1,1-dimethylsilene followed by the 

condensation of the resulting trimethylsilanol to form hexamethyldisiloxane (Scheme 14).59 

Under these circumstances l,l,3,3-tetramethyl-l,3-disilacyclobutane is not produced at all.

1,1 -dimethyl-1 -silacyclobutane

H2C ^ = C H 2 +  Me3SiOH

trimethlysilanol

Me3SiOH — Me3SiOH Me3S i-0 -S iM e 3 +  H20

hexamethydisiloxane

Scheme 14 Decomposition of 1,1-dimethyl-l-silacyclobutane in the presence of water
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Experimental

1,1-dimethyl-l-silacyclobutane and hexamethyldisiloxane were handled under nitrogen and 

degassed, firstly by successive freeze, pump, thaw cycles and secondly by trap to trap 

distillation under vacuum. Products were identified by a combination of retention time 

comparison and by addition of an authentic sample of the material to the pyrolysis mixture 

after reaction, giving an enlarged peak on positive identification. Reactant pressures were 

measured into the reaction system, before injection, by a baratron linked to a Chell digital 

display.
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Results and Discussion

Identification of pyrolysis products

Pyrolysis was carried out at temperatures from 730-860 K. At higher conversions (T > 810 K) 

four products were observed. However, at the lower temperatures fewer products were 

formed in sufficient quantities to be observed. The first product to be observed as the 

temperature was raised also had the smallest retention time. It seems likely that this product 

was ethene although this was not confirmed. Of the other three products detected, only one 

was identified. This product had the longest retention time of all the compounds detected and 

was found to be hexamethyldisiloxane (Scheme 14) by retention time comparison.

The fact that hexamethyldisiloxane was formed at all indicates that the system was subject to 

contamination with water. One product (the least retained) was almost certainly ethene, an 

inevitable 1,1-dimethyl-1-silacyclobutane pyrolysis product. Likely explanations for the other 

two products are that one is trimethylsilanol and the other l,l,3,3-tetramethyl-l,3- 

disilacyclobutane. Previous workers60 have observed that the complete suppression of 1,1,3,3- 

tetramethyl-l,3-disilacyclobutane production occurs only in the presence of a relatively large 

amount of water. Thus, partial suppression of the 1,1-dimethyl-1-silene dimerisation would 

result in some l,l,3,3-tetramethyl-l,3-disilacyclobutane while trimethylsilanol must be formed 

in order for hexamethyldisiloxane to be produced.

The source of the water seems likely to have been a small leak from the atmosphere although it 

is possible that such a contaminant could have originated from another GC that was connected 

to a common gas-supply. Leak testing considered to be adequate had been performed at an 

earlier stage of the work and there was not enough time remaining to perform further tests 

once the above result had been obtained. However, it does highlight the problem for future



Order determination and rate variation with temperature

The order of reaction with respect to 1,1 -dimethyl- 1-silacyclobutane was measured at 810 K as 

0.53 ± 0.04 (Figure 20). Such a figure is in agreement with the proposed mechanism (Scheme 

14) in which each silacyclobutane decomposes to a trimethylsilanol which dimerises to the 

siloxane.

Figure 20 Order plot for the pyrolysis of 1,1-dimethyl- 1-silacyclobutane at 810 K

Having established the reaction order, the temperature was varied over the range described 

above and the activation energy and logio(pre-exponential) factor measured as (351 ± 26) kJ 

mol'1 and 19.4 ± 0.1 respectively which seem unrealistically large. Although Arrhenius 

parameters are not given for the water contaminated reaction, the dry decomposition has a rate 

constant given by 59:



A-(sec1) = 1015.8±0.2 r - 63.8± 0̂ ^
exp

RT
Equation 27

It can be seen that the pre-exponential factor is 3.5 orders of magnitude lower than that 

measured here, a discrepancy unlikely to originate solely from the difference in the reaction 

products. It is possible that the gradient calculated from the graph has been skewed, given the 

relatively few points and the non-linear nature of the data, giving rise to the strangely high 

Arrhenius parameters. The three points on the graph in Figure 21 do not lie on a straight line. 

Although only three points have been used to postulate this curve, the data at higher 

temperatures show a progression of this trend. These data were not included in the Arrhenius 

calculation as it was deemed likely that the higher temperature runs (i.e. higher conversion) 

would be significantly affected by the deviation from the approximation of first order kinetics 

in reactant loss from the reactor. (It is mentioned in Chapters 3 and 4 that the technique used 

here assumes a first order loss of reactant to be dominant, whether it is the sweeping out of the 

reactor or a first order reaction is not important. However, this places the limitation on the use 

of the technique that only relatively low conversions be used for non-first order reactions).

Also, it is worth noting that it is possible that the effect is partly connected with the cause of 

the water contamination of the system. Such contamination is most likely to be caused by a 

leak that is allowing air into the system. Not only might the other components of air, most 

notably O2, be causing disruption in the results but it is possible that the extent of the leak 

changes with the temperature of the system as various parts expand and contract. This 

argument is relevant to both of the systems studied with this apparatus, i.e. to 1,1,1- 

trichloroethane pyrolysis and 1,1-dimethyl-l-silacyclobutane pyrolysis.

Finally, it would be advantageous to calculate the ratio of the amount of material entering the 

reactor to the amount leaving, thus ensuring that there are no losses that are unaccounted for. 

Although this precaution was taken for the TCE pyrolysis, in this case it was precluded within 

the time-scale of this project by the difficulty in obtaining pure samples of all the products for 

calibration of the GC.
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Figure 21 Arrhenius plot for the decomposition of 1,1-dimethyl-l-siIacyclobutane
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Conclusion

It was found that 1,1-dimethyl-1-silacyclobutane decomposes to give four products in this 

pyrolysis apparatus. One product was shown to be hexamethyldisiloxane. From the 

literature59 and chemical knowledge it seems likely that the other products are ethene, 

trimethylsilanol and l,l,3,3-tetramethyl-l,3-disilacyclobutane but there is no direct evidence 

for this. The presence of hexamethyldisiloxane indicates that water is present in the system. 

The reaction order with respect to the decomposition to hexamethyldisiloxane was measured 

as 0.53 ± 0.04, a value in keeping with a two stage mechanism in which trimethylsilanol is 

formed and dimerises to hexamethyldisiloxane. Activation energy and pre-exponential factor 

were measured for the pyrolysis giving very high values. Possible reasons for the unrealistic 

nature of these results were given.

The detection by this investigation of water in the system justifies the work since, previously, 

there was no way to test for such an effect directly. The leak testing and other routine checks 

that were made during the initial stages of this project are shown to be inadequate. The fact 

that they were so was beyond the available means of testing and, until unexpected results were 

obtained in the TCE pyrolysis, there was no reason to doubt them. It is unfortunate that such 

progress in identifying the cause of many of the problems with the experimental apparatus 

came so late in the project.
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Further Work

Given additional time there are several things that should be done that would give valuable 

additional information about this system. However, as the investigation is of interest mainly in 

solving the difficulties encountered during the TCE pyrolysis experiments, the further work 

suggested here has been severely limited in scope.

Further investigation of the identity of the unknown products should be the first priority. If, as 

is supposed above, one of them is l,l,3,3-tetramethyl-l,3-disilacyclobutane, kinetic 

investigation of the decomposition that yields it would give data for comparison with the 

literature values. Such a comparison would refine the picture of the extent and consistency of 

the amount of water in the system. Also, once identification and calibration had been 

completed a mass balance calculation should be performed for the system to be certain that no 

other processes, unaccounted for here, are taking place. More data collection on the 

contaminated system would be valuable in expanding the observed temperature range and 

giving an insight into the nature of the curve shape and its effect on the Arrhenius parameters.

In addition, much more exhaustive leak tests than those carried out during the construction 

stages of the project should be carried out on the system in an attempt to locate the source of 

the water contamination so that it can be rectified. Alternative explanations for the presence of 

water should be considered also, perhaps incomplete drying of the gas by the filtration system, 

and tests performed to check these hypotheses.



Chapter 6 : Conclusions and Further Work

Investigation of the pyrolyses of organochlorine compounds of 

environmental interest

The pyrolysis of 1,1,1-trichloroethane was chosen as a representative example of reactions of 

this type and as an analogous process to the thermal decomposition of l,l,l-trichloro-2,2- 

bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethane (DDT). The data from the investigation were inconclusive and not 

totally reproducible. The identification of the major organic product of the pyrolysis as 1,1- 

dichloroethene (CH2CCI2) agreed with the literature report.45'48 However, the measurement of 

the order of the reaction was not as straightforward. It was found that the order varied with 

the temperature of the reaction. Calculation of parameters such as activation energy and the 

Arrhenius pre-exponential factor also gave a range of values with varying errors. Much of the 

uncertainty observed in these data can be ascribed to the apparent temperature dependence of 

the reaction order. Rate constant calculation is very sensitive to the order of reaction for this 

technique and small changes in the order due, in part, to temperature fluctuations could be to 

blame for much of the irreproducibility of these results.

However, although the variation in the measured rate constant is explained partly by the 

change in reaction order, this is not sufficient to account for the magnitude of uncertainty. 

Also, it is necessary to explain the variation in the reaction order itself. One explanation that 

goes some way to rationalising the results satisfactorily is the presence of two competing 

processes within the reactor. It is known that organochlorine processes in general and this one 

in particular are very susceptible to heterogeneous effects and that prolonged conditioning of 

the experimental vessel is necessary before investigation of the reaction can be assumed to be 

only homogeneous.39'61 Such heterogeneous processes often have reaction orders with respect 

to the reactant approaching zero as they are diffusion controlled. The combination of the 

heterogeneous process and the homogeneous process reported in the literature45'46 would give 

a range of reaction orders and a range of activation energies in the overall process, depending 

on which mechanism was dominating at any particular moment. The results are consistent with
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this behaviour. Although attempts were made to ‘condition’ the reactor (through the injection 

of 'liquid' pulses through a septum modification directly into the reactor ~20 mm3 TCE), as is 

usual in the field, the amounts of reactant used in the reaction was so small that the 

effectiveness of such a procedure was doubtful. Also, even a ‘conditioned’ reactor might be 

expected to have a small component of heterogeneity. Such a minor process could account for 

a significant portion of the results seen for the micro-injections used in this work.

In addition to the heterogeneous /  homogeneous competition, it was found that significant 

levels of water were present in the reaction system, probably from the atmosphere, by the use 

of a test reaction, the pyrolysis of 1,1 -dimethyl- 1-silacyclobutane. The presence of water and 

the implied presence of atmospheric oxygen would have had unknown effects on the 1,1,1- 

trichloroethane reaction. One can speculate that the levels of atmospheric contamination 

would fluctuate thus increasing the variation in results. Also, it has been reported that 

exposure of a conditioned vessel wall to oxygen for as little as 15 minutes has required the 

complete re-conditioning of the reaction vessel.61 Continuous oxygen contamination, even at 

very low levels, would be expected to make the conditioning of the vessel impossible, 

regardless of any other problems.

Thus, the investigation of the pyrolysis of 1,1,1-trichloroethane was hampered by many other 

considerations. Some useful data were collected, especially where the results corroborate 

other work using this new technique.

Development of the technique of pulse stirred-flow investigation 

to organochlorine pyrolyses

This work has been very useful in identifying and overcoming some of the problems inherent in 

using the pulse stirred-flow technique for processes of this type. Three areas of interest can be 

identified. The detector system must be very reliable and sensitivity occasionally has to be 

sacrificed to obtain this. The unreliability of the electron capture detector (ECD) is connected, 

in part, with the contamination of the gas system, presumably through an atmospheric leak.



ECDs are sensitive to oxygen and water levels in the gas flows. The suspected oxygen 

contamination was a problem not only because of the processes that it might initiate itself but 

also because of its effect on the vessel walls. The reactivity of the vessel walls and the 

possibility of heterogeneous processes must be considered the most serious problems. The 

possible presence of oxygen and water at low levels might be negligible if the vessel walls 

could be permanendy desensitised to reaction.

Alternative methods of desensitising the vessel walls were investigated, e.g. the use of 

silanising agents or the coating of the internal surface of the vessel with PTFE, but they all 

suffer from the same problem, that of a lack of thermal stability. None of the materials or 

reagents investigated were stable above 600 K and most were useless above 570 K. The 

solution might be to use vessels formed of a different material entirely, perhaps an inert 

ceramic.

Finally, to speculate a little, the dependence of the rate constant on the reaction order that is 

pointed out above is decidedly non-linear. Non-linear processes are known to be prone to 

unpredictable behaviour. Perhaps it is not surprising that the results seemed strange given such 

unpredictability especially when coupled with the flow control method for this system. The 

original pulse stirred-flow technique ' utilised mass flow controllers to regulate the amount 

of gas through the system. Such devices are not prone to the sort of feedback behaviour that a 

system wholly dependent on pressure regulation can experience. Both the rate constant / 

reaction order dependence and the possibility of feedback behaviour from the pressure 

regulation are systems likely to be very susceptible to chaotic behaviour. To eliminate this 

possibility future work should utilise a more reliable flow control and, as stated above, the 

problem of heterogeneous reaction must be overcome.

In conclusion, the pulse stirred-flow technique is potentially useful for work in this field, if the 

problems discussed above can be overcome. Solutions to those problems should be sought as 

the advantages that originally led to the choice of this technique are still valid, i.e. low cost, 

simplicity and speed. Not only has this work identified the problems likely to be encountered 

by future workers, but some useful tools in testing the effectiveness of possible solutions have 

been developed, e.g. the use of the 1,1-dimethyl-l-silacyclobutane pyrolysis to establish the 

integrity of the system from contaminants such as water.



Further Work

Although much of the kinetic work introduced in the Aims section remains to be done and 

could be completed at a later date, the first priority for further work must be the development 

of the investigative apparatus. The main requirements are for an inert reaction vessel, a 

completely leak tight gas supply system (preferably with mass flow control) and a more reliable 

detector system. Perhaps the flame ionisation detector (FID) could be coupled with a thermal 

conductivity detector (TCD) which is sensitive to a very wide spectrum of chemicals and does 

not suffer greatly from reliability problems.

Until the solution of the problems stated above, it would be fruitless to pursue any kinetic 

investigations further. However, once the reliability of the apparatus had been established 

(using the 1,1-dimethylsilacyclobutane reaction), it would be wise to repeat the work on 1,1,1- 

trichloroethane and, as intended, use this as a basis for the investigation of more complicated 

materials and processes, such as the pyrolysis of l,l,l-trichloro-2,2-bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethane 

(DDT). Furthermore, it would be interesting to attempt to extend the applicability of the 

technique to other types of organochlorine compounds, also of environmental significance, e.g. 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFC’s).
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Appendix A : Detectors

Flame Ionisation Detector (FID)

The flame ionisation detector is one of the most sensitive, reliable detectors available and is 

popular because of the wide spectrum of organic materials to which it is sensitive and for its 

large linear range (107).62 The principle upon which it relies is that a flame produced by 

burning hydrogen in air has a low electrical conductivity which increases by several orders of 

magnitude when organics are present in the fuel gases. Two explanations are offered for this 

phenomenon. Current flows either via charged carbon particles formed by the combustion / 

pyrolysis process in the flame or by ionised organic molecules, also produced by the 

exothermic combustion. Thus the detector mixes fuel gases and column effluent and measures 

the conductivity of the flame.

The greatest sensitivity has been found if the flame jet is made the cathode with the anode 

surrounding it. Temperature is also important to the detector’s response and most 

configurations have the detector body inside a thermostated oven. It is best if a separate 

dedicated heated zone is used, rather than the practice of placing the detector in the column 

oven, as temperature programming would become difficult in such circumstances.

There are many successful FID designs but a good general purpose configuration is shown in 

Figure 22. The detector body contains a metal block in which to mix the hydrogen and column 

effluent and an electrically shielded cavity filled with air in which the hydrogen mixture bums. 

Also present are the two electrodes across which a constant potential difference is maintained 

while the current is measured. The output of the detector is proportional to the number of ions 

produced in the flame which, for a given number of moles of an organic material, is 

approximately proportional to the percentage carbon per molecule. The sensitivity for a given 

percentage of carbon varies slightly between homologous series but is reliable within a series. 

It is wise, however, to calibrate the detector for every compound quantified to obtain the best 

results.
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Figure 22 Schematic representation of a flame ionisation detector (FID)
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Electron Capture Detector (ECD)

The ECD (Figure 23) relies for its sensitivity on changes caused by the presence of 

‘impurities’, i.e. the analytes, in the conductivity of a carrier gas exposed to a (3-particle 

source. The flow of carrier gas from a capillary column is usually quite low so it is mixed with 

a make-up gas, usually nitrogen, whose purpose is to ensure a great enough volume that the 

radiation (common sources are ^Ni or 3H embedded in a solid support) gives rise to a 

sufficiently high level of ions in the gas. When a potential difference is applied across the 

detector a current flow is produced. An electronegative material passing along the column 

enters the detector, reduces the level of ions in the gas and, thus, causes the current output to 

drop. It is the drop in current output that gives rise to the peak observed in the chromatogram.

However, it was found that better sensitivity was obtained if the current across the detector 

was kept constant and the variation in potential difference required to do this used as the 

output. Modem detectors have improved on this by using a pulsed potential difference of a 

constant amplitude. The frequency of the pulse is varied so that the current is constant and the 

frequency becomes the output. One of the reasons for the improvement in sensitivity and 

accuracy thus gained is the greater ease with which a frequency, as compared with a potential 

difference, may be measured electronically.

One of the ECD’s main advantages is its enormous sensitivity (as little as 10'19 mol of some 

compounds have been detected44) and selectivity to electrophilic compounds. However, this is 

also a disadvantage as it makes the detector very sensitive to contamination by minute amounts 

of chemicals such as oxygen, water and volatile halogenated compounds, e.g. leaching of 

monomeric residues trapped in polymeric matrices, polytetrafluoroethene used in tubing for 

example. To make use of this detector, great care must be taken to remove any traces of 

contaminants from the carrier and make-up gases.
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Figure 23 Schematic Representation of an Electron Capture Detector (ECD)



Appendix B : Program for Processing Results

Introduction

As part of this project, a program was written to automate many of the repetitive tasks 

involved in processing results in order to minimise errors and to increase the speed with which 

analyses could be performed. There follows a listing of the various files that make up the 

program. The program uses the Microsoft Windows 3.1 platform, 16 bit processing and was 

written using Borland C++ v.4.2. The purpose of this Appendix is not to provide a detailed 

explanation of the program since it is felt that this would be beyond the scope of this thesis. 

The program listing has been included for completeness and to allow someone with a 

knowledge of Borland C++ to understand the algorithm used to perform the calculations that 

were a part of the processing of results.

The name of each file heads its listing. Those files having the ending “.h” are header files 

containing datatype declarations and other preliminary pre-compiler directions. Those files 

ending “.cpp” are files containing code, each one comprising a module of function and /  or 

class definitions (as opposed to declarations). The file entitled “Kinetl.cpp” holds the 

‘OwlMain’ function and the actual program itself. The other code files are modules subsidiary 

to this file.

The data from each experiment were entered through 3 dialogue boxes, including that used to 

enter data about the reactor size and the values to be used for various constants. Processing 

took place according to various commands entered through key combinations or via the menu. 

The data could be saved for further analysis later, by this program, or output in a format 

suitable for input into a spreadsheet for graphical work. Generally the results were output into 

a spreadsheet and graphs drawn using that package.



File List

Data_def.h

Kinclass.h

Kinet.h

Kinetcls.h

Kinetb.h

Kinetrc.h

Macextr.h

Kinetl.rc

Consts.cpp

Extr.cpp

Genfunct.cpp

Kinetla.cpp

Kinetcls.cpp

Kinetl.cpp

Kinetl.def
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Klnetl.h

rtf (defined__WNET1_H
rtdefine K1NET1JH // pra^nt multipte ndudes
rtje fineRES255 //faTF leT ypedass
rttefine BINARY 4
rttefine D ELIM ITED  8
rttefineNONE 0
rtle fineALL 2
rtjefine R EA C TO R PR ESS

1L //defines fa  ConfigData data
checks
rtJefineFLOW  2L
rtdefine M EASTEM P 4L
rtje fre  R EACTO R VO L 8L 
#define G ASCO N ST  16L
rtjefine D ETECTO R  32L

rtndude <jnem.h> 
rtndude <stifo.h> 
rtndude <ctype.h> 
rtndude <stio.h> 
rtndude <jostream.h> 
rtndude <nalh.h> 
rtndude <fstream.h> 
rtndude <cstring.h> 
rtndude "Vanetrch' 
rtndude Igndassh'

const int MaxEdrtLen = 80;
const int BufLen =2048; //tenglh of buffer used to buid output 
string

// structure fa  configuration date
dass TConfigDaia // to hold the config data from the dialog box
{
pubic:
double ReactorPress; // psi
double FlcwRate; //cm3s-1 measured atatmos temp and press 
double MeasTemp; // temp at which tow measured 

double Reactor Vd , //cm3 
double GasConsfant // value of the gas constant, R 
char Detectorpo];

TCcnfigDdcaO;
long CheckDateO; // checks fa  the presence of the date 
nine vod Set(T ConfigT ransferBuffer& c); 
ofstreem& Sa«(ofstreem& os, char Deimator, cs::cpen_mode 
mode);
//fasa/ing tofie; meet functjcns Tnanuatf/ sa/ad this to binary 
but
//a function is needed fa  fed mode 
TCcnfigDc4a& cperater=<double num),
);

// T ransf a  buffers------------------------------------
dass TCafT ransButfer
I
pubic:
char Name(MaxEdrtLen], 
char PressInjMaxEdrtLen], 
char TempInjMaxEdrtLen], 
char PeakArea(MaxEdrtLenl;

vod Set(TCalDataStruct& b);
TCalTransBufferO
{memset( (char*) this, 0, sizecf(TCdTransBuffer));) 
T CdT ransBuffer(T CdDasStruct& b)

{

Set(b);

);
)

dass TlnputBaxT ransferBuffer

{
pubic:
char lnputData(MaxEditijBn];
TlnputBaxTrartsferBuffer()
{memset(this, 0, sizeof(TlnputBaxT ransferBuffa));)
};

dass T ConfigT ransferBuffer
I
pubic:
char RavRate(KtaxEdrtLen); //cm3s-1 measured at atmos temp 
and press
char ReactarPressfMaxEdtLen]; // psi
char MeasTempfMaxEcWjen]; // temp a i which flaw measured
char ConstR[MaxEdrtLen);
char Detect(MaxEdrtLen],
char ReactVdfMaxEdrtLen);

T ConfigT ransferBuffer()
{memset(this, 0, sizeof(T CoifigT  ransferBuffer));} 
n inevod Set(TCcnfigData& c);
};
dass TProtJT ransferBuffer
{
pubic:
char CompName(MaxEditLen); 
char ChemFornfMaxEdrtLen]; 
char RetentTmejMaxEdrtLen]; 
char PeekAree(Max£ditLfin]; 
char CoeffC{MsD<£citLen); 
char CoeffK^MaxEdrtLen);
TProrfTransferBufferO
{memset(thrs, 0, srzeof (TProrfT ransferBuffer));)
\dd Set(TKinDataStmct& k);
};
dass TReactT ransferBuffer
{
pubic:
char CcmpName(Max£ditLfin], 
char ChemFormJMaxEdtLen]; 
char DatePerformed[Max£ditljen]; 
char RetentTmefMaxEditljen]; 
char PeakAres(MaxEdrtljen]; 
char TrapTme(MaxEditLen); 
char Reactor TempfMaxEditLen); 
char CoeffC{MaxEdrtLen), 
char Coefff^MaxEdrtLen): 
char lnjPress[Ma)£cftLen]; 
char lnjTemp[MaxEcStLen],
TReactT ransferBufferO
{memset(this, 0, sizeof(TReactT ransferBuffer));) 
vad Set(TKinDaaStmct& k);
};
ftendrf // K1NET1 H
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Klnetcls.h

#if Ictefined 
^define _

tfndude <windcxAS.h> // definition fa  BOOL 
tfndude <jostreaTi.h>
tfndude <malh.h> 
fltodude <string.h> 
tfndude <fstraem.h> 
ttndude «strstreah>
#rriude ‘darajdef.h" 
ttndude-Vindass.h- 
tfndude 1<inet1 .h* 
tffdef MaxEdtLen 
^define MAX (Max£drtLen+1)

#defineMAX82
#emif

^define INJPRESS 1 // constants far

4
8
16
32
64

#define INJTEN.P 
^define REACTORTEM P 
^define PRODCOEFFM  
^define REACTCOEFFM  
#define PRODPEAKAREA 
^define REACTPEAKAREA 
#define DATE
constants for rmssng ncrvessentel data 
#defineTRAPTlME 
^define PRODRETENT 
^define REACTRETENT 
#define PRODNAME 
^define PRODFORM  
#define REACTNAME 
#define REACTFORM

1

8

2
4

16
32
64
128

u n  FIELDS {REACT, PROD, TOTAL); 
enum PRO B {UNKNOW N, STRING_TOO_LONG, 
D lSK_ERROR, UNABLE_TO_OPEN};

//error class fore
9

dass FieReedEn
{
pubic.
char* str; // to hdd nane of problem field 
long FlePanter; //position in fie  reached 
PRO B fault; // nature of prcbtem 
KhetDsla* tmp; // to pass object fa  deleting 
TCalDatafobj; //to pass object for deleting

FteReadErrQ

str = NULL;
{

=  0 ;

faJt=  UNKNOWN; 
tmp = NULL;

J
FleReadErr(const char* s, long p, PRO B f. KnetDsta" t = 0)

{
Se<( s, p, f, t);

}
FleReadErr(ccnst char* s. long p, PROB f, TCalDaaf t)

(
S€<( s, p. f, t);

}
-FieReadErrO, //body in kinetcfe cpp

//

5, long p, PRO B f, KinetData* t =0)
{

str = naw char{str1en(s>+1]; 
strcpyfstr, s);
FlePanter = p; 
fault-f; 
tmp = t

)
\rad Set(ccns t char* s, long p, PRO B f, TCalData* t = 0)

{
str = new charfstrten(s)+1]; 
strcpyfstr, s);
FlePanter = p; 
fault = f; 
cbj = t;

}
):
Cafibra

-7
struct TCalDataStruct
{
char NamefMaxEdffljen] 
double pressinj;//ton- 
double amount //md 
double tempinjC;//deg C 
double tempinjK;//K 
double paakarea;//uV s
TCalDcteStruotO 
{ResetO;}
\ddResetO
{Name(0) = pressinj = 
uad Se^TCaTrransBuff3& b) 
vdd Sprintf(ostrstreem& strea 
ofstream& S a b o ts  trearrt& ce 
mode);
ifstream& Load(ifstreem& is, c

tempinjK = peekarea

•SII*

{
protected:
TCalDalaStruct Data, 
public
TCaiDataO
(DdaResdO ;)
TCalDate(TCafTransBuff3& b);
TCalDaiaStruct& daiaO 
{ return Daia;}
\od Set(TCafrransBuff3& b);
BOOL operator =<ccnst TCdDaia& otha) const 

{ return BOOL( &other == th e );}
// prints set fields into str

vbd Sprintf(char* str, int sz = MAX, FIELDS f = TO TAL); 
ofstreamA SaM0(ofstream& os, char Defimator, ios::open_mode 
mode);
ifstream& Load{ifstream& is, char Ddimator, ics::open_mode mode);
};

k = (B) / (AO) tau (where tau is the residence time fa  the reactor)
Independent of the degree of ccnwarsion
This only depends on there being “perfect mixing"
7
struct TKinDataStruct
l
// onecff experimental daia 
char DatePerfcrmed(MAX], 
double In)Press, //torr 
dcuble InjTempC; // C  
double InjTempK; // K 
double Amount! nj, //md
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float TrapTme; //min
double MassBalance; //ratio cf amount in / amount cut 

//product data
double ProdRetentTme; // min 
double ProdPeekArea //uVs 
doubleProdCoeffM; //appraxlE+11 

double ProdCoeffC; // usualy 0 
char ProdNamefMAX]; 
char ProdChemFormfMAX];
//Reactant Date 
doubleReactRetentTme, //min 
double ReactPeakArea, //uVs 
double ReactCoeffM; //approx 1E+11 

double ReactCoeffC;// usuaBy 0 
char ReactName(MAX]; 
char RaactChemFaTr(MAX],
// Non - constant Reactor Data 
double Ac$ustedFkw/Rate; //cm3s-1 
double ReactorTempC; I I C  
doubte ReactorTempK. //K 

//Resells calculated
double RateCcnstant; // units dependrg on order 
double ReactAmant; // md calc from Peak areas and sensitivities 
double ProdAmount; // md calc from Peak areas and sensitivities 
double Tau; //residence time of reactor / s
double O der ; //order of the reaction
double log React // log of the amount of reactant detected fa  crder 

plcte
double log Prod; // log of the amount of product detected fa  crder

plots
double InRateConst //neural log of rate constant 
double IrwerseTemp; // 1/T fa  plot against InRateConst 

TKinDataStructO 
{Ras^O;}
void Set(TProdTransferBuffer& Prod);
void Set(TReactTransferBuffer& React);
ofstream& Sae(ofstream& os, char Deimator. ios::open_mode
mode);

);
class KinetDafa //should becne object fa  each experiment (injection)
{
pubic:
static TConfigDsfa Config; // to allcw easy sharing of data with all

enum sa te ja g  {binary, defimated);

//flag (s)
BOOL Modfied; //whether a  not anything has been changed since 
the
//last sa n g
sao ijtag  mode; // how to s sms  a  open a  fie
TKhDaiaStnjct Date,
pubic:
KhetDate(sae_ftag m = binary);
KhetDcfa(TProcrrransferBuffer& Prod, sawe_fiagm = binary); 
KhetDste(TReactTransferBuffer& React sa«_ftag m = binary); 
KhetDsta/TReactTransferBuffer& React // reactant info

TProtfTransferBuffer& Prod, //product info
ScM3_ftagm =

binary);
BOOL operator =<ccnst KinetDate& other) const

{ return BOOL( Sother =  the);} // fa  built n  date

vdd mcrffied(BOOL m) {Modfied = m;) 
vad Mode(sate_ftag m) {mode -  m ;) // set open / sate flag 

//prints set fields into str
void Sprintf(char* str, h t sz = MAX, FIELDS f = TO TAL); // prints set

voidResetO;
// these two ca l CalcAmountsO so tha< changes cause their cwn

void Set(TProdTransferBufferS prod); 
void Set(TReactTransferBuffer& react);
// does not ca l CalcAmountsO *  an order change does not affect

void Set(double order);
TKinDataStruct& dateO // sflovs access to protected data 
{return (TKinDateStruct&) Data;)
long CheckEssDateO; //check fa  presence of data essential to 
calculation
//fa  seme pieces of data eg CoeffC zero is accepted
long CheckOtherDateO; // checks fa  presence of data not essential to

// but that might be useful fa  the record
int CaicAmounteO; H calc's those quantities that can be dome
immedately
ofstream& Sa«(ofstream& os, char Defimater); 
ifstream& Load(rfstream& is, char Defimator);
//friend ostream& operator« (ostream& os, Kine<Date& date

» f6treem& is. KnetData& data);
};
#endif // Kretofe h
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Klnetlb.h Klnetrc.h

tff i defined _>net1b_h 
Adefine _Jqnet1b_h
extern cher DeSmator; // variable to hold character to defimate ©port 
ties with
extern const char Versionfl; 
extern const char CcnfigTrtleTexlfl;
extern const int BufSize; // sizB of buffer used in import function to 
check format
extern const double DefReactorVd; // default reactor w *jm e used at 
startup
extern const double DefGasCcnstant; // default gas constant 
exlan const char DefDetectert]; // default detector type 
// opensa» cialog text fa  fiters ete
extern const char B pE xlfl; / /default extension fa  import / export ftes 
extern const char OpenSaeFlterfl; 
extern const char ImpotExportFlterfl,
extern const char OpenSateExlfl; //default extension fa  data normal
files
//te rt fa  tife  in Kinetic date view. See KinetDateSprintf in 
/ /Kjnetets cpp fa  order of output
extern const char KinetjcTiteTextfl; //1
tab
Adefre KneCcNumTabs 30
// tab positions in characters. Used later to calculate coorcinates fa  
actual tabs

// text fa  Product/Reectant view title 
extern const char ProdReacfTrtleTexlfl; 
Adefine ProdReactNomTabs 5
// tab positions in characters. Used later to cafcutete coordinates fa  
actual tebs
extern const int ProdReacttebChart5]; 
extern const char UnRegressTitJefl; 
extern const h t LinRegrTifTab(5]; 
Adefine NumRegrTiflab 5 
/ /We of arrhenius fields 
extern const char TArrhemusTrtleQ, 
extern const int TArrheniusTitTabfB]; 
Adefine NumTAntteniusTifTab 3 
#erdf

Art Idefined JONETRCJH 
Adefine K1NET1JCON 5000 
Adefine JONETRCJH 
#define ID_CAL_TEMP 602 
Adefine ID_CAL_PRESS 601 
Adefhe ID_CAL_PEAK 600 
Adefine ID_CAL_NAME 603 
Adefine DLGJNPUT 600 
#defineCM_EXPORT 511 
#define CMJMPORT 510 
#define CM_DEBUGJNFO 550 
#defineCM_ED(T_ORDER 101 
Adefine CM_CALC_ACTEN ERGY 802 
Adefine CM_DATA_NEWPROD 1011 
#defhe CM_DATA_NEW REACT 1010 
#define CM_CALC_CAl_PROD 811 
#define CM_CALC_CALREACT 810 
Adefine CM_CALC_ORDER 801 
#defireCM_CALC_AMOUNTS 800 
Adefine CM_VIEWKlNETIC_DATA 701 
Adefne C M_VI EW_R EACTANT 703 
Adefine CM_VlEW_PRODUCT 702 
Adefine CM_RL£_SAVE 502 
Adefne CM_nLE_CLOSE 503 // menu commands 
Adefine CM_RLE_OPEN 507 
Adefine C M_F1 LE_S A VEAS 500 
Adefine CM_CONRG 501 
Adefine CM_DATA_NEW KIN 1000 
Adefine CM_DATA_DELETE 1002 
Adefine CM_DATA_EDIT 1001
Adefne IDCJNPUT_EDIT 601 
#define ID_PROD_DLG 304 
Adefne ID_REACT_DLG 804
Adefne ID_CAL_DLG 310 
Adefine ID_CONRG_DLG 301 
#definelD_K!NET_MENU 302 
#define ID_CONF_FLOW 406
Adefine ID_CONF_PRESS 405 
Adefine ID_CONF_MEASTEMP 404 
#define ID_CONF_DETECT 402 
#define ID_CONF_R 401 
#define ID_CONF_VOL 403
Adeline ID_PROD_RETENT 209 
Adefine ID_PROD_COEFFC 205 
Adefine ID_PROD_COEFFM 206 
Adefine ID_PROD_PEAKAREA 207 
Adefine ID_PROD_FORM 208 
Adefine I D_PROD_NAME 213
Adefine ID_REACT_COEFFM 802 
Adefine ID_REACT_COEFFC 801 
Adefine I D R EACT_P EAKAR EA 807 
Adefine ID_REACT_REACTTEMP 808
Adefine I D_R EACT_TE MPINJ 810 
Adefine I D_R EACT_R ETE NT 809 
Adefine ID_REACT_TRAP 811 
Adefine ID_REACTJNJPRESS 805 
Adefine ID_REACT_DATE 803 
Adefine ID_REACT_CHEMFORM 800 
Adefine I D_R EACT_NAME 806 
Aendrt 
Macexlrh

// header fa  function writing macros
// function fa  extracting date from container objects
// must be in a position to know what n jn g A rr^  is when thus macro is
used
Adefine KINETICDATA 1
Adefine CALIBRATION DATA 2
/ /macro declares corect function declaration given the data type and 
the function name



#define DECLARE_EXTRACT(functen_name, datajype) \ 
long Extract, ## furx^on_narn0(doubte* X. double* Y, \ 
data_type& dala. TLongArrey& selected);
// datajype is the name of the container object type containing the date 
//X  name and Y

^define E)dract_vvrTte(funct)cn__narne, datajype, X_name, Y name) \ 
long Extract, ## functjcn_name(double' X. double* Y, \ 
dateJypeS date TLcngArra/S selected) \
(
if( !X || !Y) return 0;
long Ines = selected.GetJtemslnConfainer();
TLcngArreytterator i(seiected); 
double* x=X; 
double* y = Y;

whie(i)
{
*x = (daOfu CurrentO}- >cfeteO) .X_name,
*y = (datafhM-}->da<aO)Y_name;
x++;
y + + ;

}
return Ines;
}

Genfuncth
m  (defined _GENFUNCT_H 
^define __GENFUNCTJH
r
#if (defined_WINDEF_H
include <ttindef h> // fa  BOOL

flencSf
7
r —

Date Types Needed

// structure fa  passing coefficients and error date 
struct UnRegress
{

//y= m x+ C  
doublem; //coe ffm o fx 
doublec; //coeffc
double CorrCoeff; // conrelaljon coefficient 
double CorrCoeffjsqr; // squared to a^ad negalhre values 
double rms ; // root mean squared de^abcn 
double PerCentErrorM; // %-age error in m

■V

longn; / /number of pants
UnRegressO;
\d d  Sprintf(char* str, int Len); 
vodresetf),
};

■*/
//replaces the string find with replace in str. str taken to be to first \rt)
// returns number of replacements thal h a ^  taken place
int CharCountfchar* s. int ch);
n t CharReplace(char*s, const char* find, const char* r);
int CharReptace(char*s. const char* find, const char r);
// can be used to replace one character
BOOL NumTruncate(char* input); //Truncates at first non-cfigrt
(eodudhg V)
// returns TRUE if there is any string remaining
r ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
stete functions

■V
double square(double d);
UnRegress LinearRegress(double* X, double* Y. long NumPdnts); 
#endtf



Klnetl.rc

#indude «iJAfw%xJcvv.rti> 
tfndude <windOAS.h>
*Sndude < iv^nputiarc>  // input dafog box 
tfnctode Tgnetrch’

ID_REACT_DLG DIALOG 9,16,293,169 
STYLE DS_MODALFRAME | WS_POPUP | WS_V1SIBLE | 
WS_CAPTKDN | WS_SYSMENU 
CLASS “BcrCHg_Gray'
CAPTION -Reactanr 
FONT 10.
{
EDITTEXT ID_REACT_INJPRESS, 71,77,36.11 
EDITTEXT ID_REACT_TEMPINJ, 192, 77,36,11 
EDfTTEXT ID_REACT_TRAP, 71,97,36,11 
EDITTEXT ID_REACT_REACTTEMP. 192,97,36,11 
EDITTEXT ID_REACT_RETENT, 71,118,36,11 
EDITTEXT ID_REACT_PEAKAREA, 192,118,51,11, 
ES_ALfTOHSCROLL | WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP 
EDITTEXT ID_REACT_NAME, 75,4,68.11, ES_AUTOHSCROLL 
| ES_NOHIDESEL | WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP 
EDITTEXT ID_REACT_CHEMFORM, 75.21,68,11, 
ES_AUTOHSCROLL | ES_NOHIDESEL | WS_BORDER | 
WS_TABSTOP
EDITTEXT ID_REACT_DATE, 214,4,68,11, 
ES_AUTOHSCROLL | ES_NOHIDESEL | WS_BORDER | 
WS_TABSTOP
EDITTEXT ID_REACT_COEFFM, 99.51,53.13
EDITTEXT ID_REACT_COEFFC, 208,51,53,13
CONTROL "Button”, IDOK. “BorBm', BS_DEFPUSHBUTTON |
WS_CHILD | WS_VISIBLE | WS_TABSTOP, 107,140,33,21
CONTROL* IDCANCEL,-BcrBtn’ , BS_PUSHBUTTON |
WS_CHILD | WS_VISIBLE | WS_TABSTOP, 153,140,33,21
RTEXT Injection Temp’ , -1,136,78,53,8
RTEXT -Compound Name", -1.11,5.59,9
RTEXT “Reactor Temperetre’ , -1,146,95,43,16
RTEXT Trap Tme’ , -1,28,98,39,9
LTEXTYniri’ . - l,  114,99,12,8
LTEXT-torr-,-1,114,78,14,9
LTEXT ttegC ’ , -1,248,78,20.9
CTEXT -y = m x + c*, -1,14,53.42,10, SS_CENTER |
WS_BORDER | WS_GROUP
RTEXT “Coeff m '  -1,64,53,31,9
RTEXT “Coert c -  -1,173,53,31,9
RTEXT f 5aak Area’ , -1,150,119,39,8
LTEXT ideg C*. -1,248,98.21,10
RTEXT -Retention T ine”, -1,7,118,60,10
LTEXT Ynin’ ,-1 ,114,119,14,8
CONTROL -Detector Sensitivity-, -1, “BorShade’ , BSS_GROUP | 
BSS_CAPTKDN | BSS_LEFT | WS_CHILD | WS_VISIBLE, 9,38, 
261,31
RTEXT *Cbemicai Famula’ , -1,36,18,34,18 
RTEXT -Press InjectecT, -1,16,78,51,8 
RTEXT "Date Performed -  -1,156,5.55.8 
LTEXT-uV s’ , -1,248,119,14,8 
CONTROL - ,  -1, “BcrShade", BSS_HDIP | BSS_LEFT | 
WS_CHILD | WS_V1SIBLE, 2,133,289,5 
}
ID_CONRG_DLG DIALOG 39,66,208,167 
STYLE WS_POPUP | WS_V1SIBLE | WS_CAPTK)N | 
WS_SYSMENU 
CLASS ’BcrDg^Gray'
CAPTION “ Parameter Configuration"
FONT 8 ,-MS Sans S erif
{
EDITTEXT ID_CONF_VOL 75.11.65,13. ES_AUTOHSCROLL | 
WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP
EDITTEXT ID_CONF_R, 75.31,65,13, ES_AUTOHSCROLL | 
WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP

EDITTEXT ID_CONF_DETECT, 75,53,65.13, 
ES_AUTOHSCROLL | WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP 
EDITTEXT ID_CONF_FLOW, 75,74,65,13, ES_AUTOHSCROLL 
| WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP 
EDITTEXT ID_CONF_MEASTEMP, 75.95,65,13, 
ESAUTOHSCROLL | WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP 
EDITTEXT ID_CONF_PRESS, 75.112,65.13, 
ESAUTOHSCROLL | WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP 
CONTROL- IDOK, “BcrBtn’ , BS_DEFPUSHBUTTON | 
WS_CHILD | WS_VISIBLE | WS_TABSTOP, 57,138,37,25 
CONTROL-, IDCANCEL, “BorBtn’ , BS_PUSHBUTTON | 
WS_CHILD | WS_VISIBLE | WS_TABSTOP, 113,138,37.25 
CONTROL - .  -1. “BorShade’ , BSS_GROUP | BSS_LEFT 
WS_CHILD | WS_VISIBLE, 6,4,186,126 
RTEXT -Reactor Vdume -  -1,13.13,60,8 
RTEXT -Value of R '  -1.31,33,42,8 
RTEXT "Detector Used -  -1,19,55,54,8 
LTEXT-cm3",-1,146,13,16,8 
LTEXT ’J md-1 K-1’ , -1,146,32,37,10 
RTEXT “Measurement Temp -  -1,23,92,50,19 
LTEXT Yteg C’ , -1.146,96,37,10 
RTEXT “Reactor Press '  -1.13,114.60,8 
LTEXT “psT, -1,146,113,37,10 
RTEXT “Fla* Rate '-1 ,20 ,76 ,53 ,8  
LTEXT fom3 s-1 ’ , -1,146,75,37,10
)

ID_WNET_MENU MENU
{
POPUP ’&Fie"
{
MENUITEM “&Open\tCTRL - O”. CM_FILE_OPEN 
MENUITEM “&Sa^tCTRL - S’ , CM_Fll_E_SAVE 
MENUITEM “Sate&As’, C M_R LE_SA VEAS 
MENUITEM “&Clcse’ , CM_RLE_CLOSE 
MENUITEM SEPARATOR 
MENUrTEM “&lmpcrf, CMJMPORT 
MENUITEM “&Export", CM_EXPORT 
MENUITEM SEPARATOR 
MENUITEM “E&xiNALT - X”, CM_EXIT
)

POPUP ’&Edr 
{
MENUITEM “SOrder", CM_EDIT_ORDER 
}

POPUP “&V»v-
I
MENUITEM “AKinetic DsiaNAIt - K", CM_VIEWKlNETIC_DATA 
POPUP ’&Cafcrabon"
{

MENUITEM “&ReactanftAlt - R", CM_V1EW_REACTANT 
MENUITEM -&ProducNAlt - P’ , CM_VlEW_PRODUCT
}
}

POPUP “C&aiculatB"
{
POPUP “SCafibrsfion"
(

MENUITEM “AReacfanf, CM_CALC_C ALR EACT 
MENUnEM “&Producr. CM_CALC_CALPROD 
}

MENUITEM “&Amounts\tAlt - A’ , CM_CALC_AMOUNTS 
MENUITEM “&Order\tAJt - O’ , CM_CALC_ORDER 
MENUITEM “Activation &Energy-. CM_CALC_ACTENERGY 
}

POPUP “&Daa”
I



MENUfTEM “&N e* Pyrolysis Data EntryMCTRL - K*. 
CM_DATA_NEW KIN 
POPUP “New &Catxafon Entry"

MENU ITEM “&ReactanNCTRL - FT, CM_DATA_NEW REACT 
MENU ITEM "SProducNCTRL - P". CM_DATA_NEW PROD

}

NENUITEM SEPARATOR
MENUfTEM “&Edrt DafcaMCTRL - E", CM_DATA_EDIT
MENU ITEM -&Dd0te^Der, CM_DATA_DELETE

}

POPUP -AConfig"
{
MENUfTEM “&Basic\tCTRL- C“, CM_CONRG

}

NENUITEM “Debug &lnfo“, CM_DEBUG_INFO
}

ID_PROD_DLG DIALOG 5,46.293,113
STYLE DS_MODALFRAME | WS_POPUP | WS_V1SIBLE |
WS_C APRON | WS_SYSMENU 
CLASS “BorDlg_Gra/"
CAPTION “Product"
FONT 10. “AriaT
{
EDITTEXT ID_PROD_RETENT, 76,48,68, 1a 
ES_AUTOHSCROLL | WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP 
EDITTEXT ID_PROD_PEAKAREA, 76,63,68,12, 
ES_AUTOHSCROLL | WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP 
EDITTEXT ID_PROD_NAME, 76,16,68,12, ES_AUTOHSCROLL 
| ES_NOHIDESEL | WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP 
EDITTEXT ID_PROD_FORM, 76,3a 68,1 a  
ES_AUTOHSCROLL | WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP 
EDITTEXT ID_PROD_COEFFM, 218,27,53.13 
EDITTEXT ID_PROD_COEFFC, 218,43,53.13 
CONTROL "  IDOK “BorBtn', BS_PUSH BUTTON | WS_CHILD | 
WS_VISIBLE | WS_TABSTOP, 102,86,33,21 
CONTROL " , IDCANCEL ‘BorBtn*. BS_PUSHBUTTON | 
WS_CHILD | WS_VISIBLE | WS_TABSTOP, 158,86,33,21 
RTEXT “Compound Name '  -1,13,16.59,9, SS_RIGHT | 
WS_GROUP
CTEXT *y = m x + c“, -1,166,54,42,10, SS_CENTER | 
WS_BORDER | WS_GROUP
RTEXT “Coeff m -  -1,183,29.31.9, SS_RIGHT | WS_GROUP 
RTEXT “Coeff c '  -1,183,43,31,9. SS_RIGHT | WS_GROUP 
RTEXT “Peak Area '  -1,33,64,39.8, SS_RIGHT | WS_GROUP 
CONTROL “Detector Sensitivity", -1, “BorShade", BSS_GROUP | 
BSS_CAPRON | BSS_LEFT | WS_CHILD | WS_VISIBLE, 149,14, 
130,53
RTEXT “Chemical Formula", -1,38,29,34,18, SS_RIGHT | 
WS_GROUP
CONTROL “Compound-, -1, “BorShade", BSS_GROUP | 
BSS_CAPTION | BSS_LEFT | WS_CHILD | WS_VISIBL£, 6,3. 
281,75
RTEXT “Retention Tm e -  -1,33,49,39,8
}

ID_KJNET_NENU ACCELERATORS
{
**S“. CM_RLE_SAVE, ASCII, NOINVERT 
Y , CM_EXIT, ASCII, NOINVERT, ALT 
“*C“, CM_CONRG, ASCII, NOINVERT 

CM_DATA_EDIT, ASCII, NOINVERT 
vO ', CM_RLE_OPEN, ASCII, NOINVERT 
VK_DELETE, CM_DATA_DELETE, V1RTKEY, NOINVERT 
‘TX , CM_DEBUG_INFO, ASCII, NOINVERT 
r ,  CM_VIEW_REACTANT, ASCII, NOINVERT, ALT 
“p“, CM_VIEW_PRODUCT. ASCII. NOINVERT, ALT 
Y , CM_V1EW K1NET1C_DATA, ASCII, NOINVERT. ALT 
“aT, CM_CALC_AMOUNTS, ASCII, NOINVERT, ALT 
V , CM_CALC_ORDER, ASCII, NOINVERT, ALT

“*K“, CM_DATA_NEWK1N, ASCII, NOINVERT 
“*R", CM_DATA_NEWREACT, ASCII, NOINVERT 
T 5’ , CM_DATA_NEWPROD, ASCII. NOINVERT
)

DLGJNPUT DIALOG 76,61,154,64
STYLE DS_MODALFRAME | WS_POPUP | WS_VISIBLE |
WS_CAPTION | WS_SYSMENU
CLASS “BcrDlg_Gra/-
CAPTION “Deimated Text Infcrmafron"
FONT 8, “MS Sans Serif”
(
EDITTEXT IDCJNPUT_EDIT, 51,25.51,13, ES_CENTER |
WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP
DEFPUSHBUTTON “OK*, IDOK 52,48,50,14
CTEXT “Enter the character to use to defimate text! ",-1 ,4,10,146,10

}

ID_CAL_DLG DIALOG 39,54,190,104
STYLE DS_MODALFRAME | WS_POPUP | WS_VISIBLE |
WS_CAPTION | WS_SYSMENU
CLASS “B oO b-G raf
CAPTION “Caftxaticn Entry
FONT 10, “AriaT
{
EDITTEXT ID_CAL_NAME, 65 .10 ,42 ,1^ ES_AUTOHSCROLL | 
WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP
EDITTEXT ID_CAL_PRESS, 65,34.42,1 a  ES_AUTOHSCROLL | 
WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP
EDITTEXT ID_CAL_TEMP, 65,55,4a 1 a  ES_AUTOHSCROLL | 
WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP
EDITTEXT ID_CAL_PEAK 65, 78,4a 1 a  ES_AUTOHSCROLL |
WS_BORDER | WS_TABSTOP
CONTROL", IDOK “BaBtn", BS_DEFPUSHBUTTON |
WS_CHILD | WS_V1SIBLE | WS_TABSTOP, 147,25,37,25
CONTROL", IDCANCEL “BorBtn", BS_PUSHBUTTON |
WS_CHILD | WS_VISIBLE | WS_TABSTOP, 147,60,37,25
CONTROL " ,  -1. “BorShade", BSS_RGROUP | BSS_LEFT |
WS_CHILD | WS_V1SIBLE | WS_TABSTOP, 137,17.54,69
RTEXT “Pressure Ifiected", -1 ,6,35,56,9
RTEXT Temperature Injected",-1,6,52,56,19
RTEXT “Peak Area", -1,26.79,36,9
LTEXT“torr", -1 ,1 ia 3 6 ,15,8
LTEXTTtegC“,-1 ,1 ia 5 7 .2 a 8
LTEXT°uVs“,-1 l 1 ia 8 0 .15,8
RTEXT “Compound name",-1 ,6 ,11,56,9
K1NET1 ICON ICON YneM .ico"



Consts.cpp

// ttts  fie  contains the constant date fa  the program
// it is held separately to alcw changes to be made without making a
// large amount of recomping necessary

tfndude idate_def h* // contains data constant defines
tfndudelgnetlb  h’  //contare extern dedarsficnsotal data here
// nciuded here to force type checking to take place and a d d  hard to 
seke errors
const char Verscrfl = “Kinebc Calculator F a  Windcws vl.01"; 
const char CcnfigTrtleTexifl = “Reactor Pressure (psSfT “Measured 
Flew (cm3 s-1)\T
“Measurement Temperature (S*T “Reactor vd (cm3)\T
“Value of R used (J met-1 K-1)\T “Detector Used";
const int BufSize = 1024; // size c# buffa used in import function to
check fom et
const double DefReactorVd = 20.6; // default reactor \dum e used at 
startup
const double DefGasConstant = R; / /default gas constant 
const char DefDetected = “FID"; / /detaJt detector type 
// epensae dtelog text fa  flters eto
ccnst char BpExlO = “ TX T; // default extension fa  import / ©port 
ties
const char OpenSateFlterfl = “Kinetic ties f  .kin)P Jqn|*
“A l Flee (* *)[*
const char Import&portFlterfl = Text Fies (nxtH'.txtj’’;
const charOpenSateExt[] = “ KlN“; / /default extension fa  data normal
fites
//text fa  titte in Knebc date view. SeeKnetDateSprintf in
// K netfe cpp fa  order of output
const char KinebcTrtJeTesxlfl = // 30 tabs
“Date Perfom ecfr “Mass Balance RatiOT Trap Tm e (m n)\r // 
3 tabs
Injection Press (torr)'T Injection temptSXT Injection temp (K)\T // 3 
tabs
"Amount Injected (m d)T “Reactor Tem pO f “Reactor Temp (K)\T 
//3tabs
“Reactent N arrtef “Reactant Formulaft" “Reactent Ret Tm e (m n)\f 
//3fabs
“Reactant Peek AreafT “Reactant Sens Coeff MT “Reactant Sens 
Coeff C T //3 tabs
“Product N arrte f “Product Form teT “Product Ret Tme (mn)'T 
//3tabs
“Product Peak Areatf" “Product Sens Coeff M t" “Product Sens Coeff 
C\T //3tabs
“ReactAmounM" ‘ProductAmountT //2tabs
1og{Reactant)T 1og{Product)\r //2 tabs
“Reaction OrderT “Ac|usted Flew R ater T a L /r P ate  ConstanfT 
//4tabs
“1 /T \r in k * ; / / I  tab

//const int KineticNumTabs = 30; this is a define n  knetl b.h new 
// tab positions in characters. Used later to calculate coorcSnales fa  
actual tabs
const int KinebctabChartKinebcNumTabs] = {25,25,25.25.25.
25.25.25,25.25,
25.30.25.30.30.
30.2D. 30.30,30.
30.25.25.18.18.
22,30.15,20,15};
//text fa  ProductPeactant view title
const char ProdReacfTrtleTexlQ = //5tabs
“Compound NameM" “Press InjectedT “Amount InjectedT Injection
Tem p© r
Injection Temp (K)M° Peek Area (uV s)“;
//constint ProdReactNumTab6 = 5; this b  a define in knetl b h new 
// teb positions in characters. Used later to calculate coordnaiBS fa  
actual tab6

const char LinRegressTitleQ = //4 tabs 
“Coeff MT “Coeff C\T P  squared^ “rms errcrNT 
“PerCentErra in M ;
const int LinRegrTitTab(5] = { 20.20.20,20,20};
//const n t NumRegrTitTab = 5; this is a define in kne tl b.h new

// title of antenius fields 
const char TArrheniusTitleQ = //1 tab
“Activation EnergyNT 1n{ArThenius Param)"; 
const int TAnheausTifTab(3] = {25 ,25 ,35};
//const int NumTAnheniusTitTab = 2; this is a define in kne tl b.h 
new

const int ProdReacttabCharprodReactNumTabs] = {30.30,30,30 
30};



Genfunct.cppExtr.cpp

// this fie  contains macro cab to writs functions, not inducing these 
//macros that are part of O W L Only those macros that were written 
tym e
#indude1gnet1ah* 
ttndude ■macexlr.h’
// use macro to write extraction functions 
// names are then Extract_function_name 
/ /calbrafcn data extract
Extract_vvrite(Cal, TCaforafcnDate. amount peakaraa)
// kinetic data extract ter order plofe 
Exlract_write(Kin_Order, TKinDate. bgReact, log Prod)
// kinetic data extract fa  activation energy plots 
Extract_wnte(Act_Engy1 TWnDala, InverseTemp, InRaieConst)

#mdude <strstreah>
#ndude <cstnr»gh>
#ndude <stmgh> 
tfndude <malh.h> 
ffindude igenfuncth"

r — --------------------------------------------------------------------
// string search functions
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /

int CharReplace(char* s, const char* find, const char r)
{

char repface(2]i
replace(0] = n
replace(1] = YX;
return CharReptace(s, find, replace); // cafe other \^rsicn cf rtseff

}
int CharReplace(char* s, const char* find, const char* r)
{
string str(s); // target string
string replace©; / / replacement string
size_tpos = 0; / /position marker
int FLen =strten(find); / / length of the string to be replaced
int NumReplace=0; / /number of replacements made
if(R j0n > str.lengthO) return-1; / /not room to find the find string in s
pcs = str.find( (string) find, pos); // find first occurence
if(pos != NPOS) H ie. the string was found

{
str = str.replace(pos, FLen, replace);
NumFteplace+-K

}
whie(po6 !=NPOS)
{

pos = str.find{ (string) find, pos + FLen); / / find next occurence 
rf(pos != NPOS) / / i.e. the string was found

(
str = str.replace(pos, FLen, replace);
NumRepla[»+-K

)
)

return NumReplace;
}
int CharCcunt(char* s.intch)
// counts occurences of character ch in string s returns number found 
cr-1 on error
{
inty=0;
BOOL Found = TRUE; 
char*p = s;
if( ch =  0) return-1; // searching fa  nuB terminators is an error 
/ /as the length of the string to be searched is not passed to this 
function
\Mtie(Fcund =  TRUE)
{

if(p = strchr(p+1, ch)) y++; 
etse Found = FALSE;
}

return y;
}
r -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
STRING MANIPULATION functions
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
//truncates at first norveigit (exducing 
// returns TRUE if there is any string remaining 
BOOL NumTruncate(char* input)
{
leng len = strten(rput), 
longi=0; //index
whie( !(i > ten) )  / /until the end of the string
{

if( !isc*git(inpul(i]) && (inpulfl != V )) / /not a digit a  a V 
break; //exit loop



}
inputfi] «■ Y7; //truncatestring
if(strten(input)) return TRUE; / /string s tl has seme length 
else retun FALSE;
}

■7

Ln Regress UnearRegress(doubte* X, double* Y, long NumPcnts)

{
// performs inear regression using the an-ays of doubles 
// assumes NumPcnte date pcinte Possbly causes erors if 
// NumPants is wrong.
/ / returns values of coefficrente and errors in a Un Regress structure 
if( (!X || !Y) || ( NumPcnte <= 0 ) y/date not passed property

{
t

LCorrCoeff = 50; // impossble vatoe fa  R 
return I;
)

double tem pi, temp2, // far temporary storage of data fa  error

// deviation of each point from the calculated pant 
double ‘  deltas = new double(NumPants];
// deviation of each x from the mean x 
double ‘ DevMeanX = new daubte(NumPointe];
Ln Regress I;
double SuoXi, SumYi, SumXi_sqr, SumYI_sqr, SumXiYi; // values

double Sum Deltas, meanX, SumAdj Delta,
Sum Deltas = SumXi = SumYi = Sum Xisqr = Sum Yisqr = 
SumXiYi=0;
meanX = SumAdjDelta = 0;
// calculate sums abate 
for( long i=0; i < NumPcnts; i++)
{

SumXi 4 - *(X-H);
SumYi +-YH;
SumXi_sqr -h= Xp] * Xp];
SumYi_sqr += Yp] * V[i];
SumXiYi + - Xp]*Yli];
)

meanX = SumXi / NumPcnte; 
fa(i=0; i < NumPcnte; i++)
{

De/MaanX[i] = Xp] - meanX;
}

/ /c a lo tte  m
tempi = ((SumXi * SumXi) - (NumPcnte * SumXijsqr)); 
if(temp1) //to  stop dK/ide by zero errors
{
Im  = ((SumXi * SumYi) - (NumPcnte * SumXiYi)) // this

/  //dMdedby
tem pi;// this
}

else l.m = 0;
//calculate intercept
tempi = ((SumXi * SumXi) - (NumPcnte * SumXijsqr)); 
if (tem pi) //to  step cividety zero errors 
{

l.c = ((SumXiYi * SumXi) - (SumXi_sqr * SumYi)) // the
/  //dMdedby
tem pi; //this

)
efeeLc = 0;
// calculate delations and their sum
fcr(i=0; i < NumPcnte; i++)
{

deltaep] = Yp] - Lm * Xp] - l.c; / / ie the reel pant - calulated point 
SumDettas += deltas[i] * deftasp]; //* deftasfi];
)

// calculate rms

l.rms = sqrt((SumDeltas / NumPcnte));
// calculate correlation coefficient
tempi = sqrt( ((SumYi * SumYi) - (NumPcnte * SumYijsqr)) // 
square root of these

((SumXi * SumXi) - (NumPcnte * SumXi_sqr)));
if(tem pl) // as fcng as tempi is not zero (to  stop divide by zero
errors)
{
I.CorrCoeff = ((SumXi* SumYi)- (NumPcnts * SumXiYi)) //th is

/
//dM dedty

tem pi;
//M oines
}

else I.CorrCoeff = 200;//to  show when output thal no real value was

I.ConCoeff_sqr = square( ICcrrCoeff);
/ /calculate % -age error in m
// need Sumof ( [(Xii- meanX)delta] *2}
faO=0; i < NumPcnte; i++)
{

SumAc^Delta += square( DevMeanXp] * deltasp]);
}

//calculate error in coeffiaent m
tempi = ((NumPcnts * SumXiYi) - (SumXi * SumYi));
if(tem pl) //stop divide ty  zero errors
{

I.PerCentErrorM = 100 *

(NumPcnte * (sqrt(SumAc§ Delta)))
(

/
tempi

);
)

else I.PerCentErrorM = 100; 
delete Do/MeanX;

return I;
)
double square( double d)
I
if( (d < (1 7e308 / 2)) && (d > (-1 7e308 /  2) ) )
I

return d * d;
}

else return-1;
}
r --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Functions fa  Date objects needed
-7

LinRegress: :UnRegressO 
{ resOOi}
\d d  LinRegress :Teset()
{ n = m = c = CorrCoeff = CorrCoeff_sqr = rms = PerCentErrorM = 0;
}
wad Un Regress :Sprintf (char* str, int Len)
{

ostrstream cut(str, Len);
out«  V  «  m «  V  « c  «  T  «  CorrCoeff_sqr«  V  « rms 
« «  PerCentErrorM; 
oulputCO); //end string 
}
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Klnetla.cpp

#jndude1<inet1ah“ 
«ndude‘Vinet1b.h‘ 
tfndude igenfuncth'
r ------------------------
Dialog bc«

TlnputBccc :~TlnputBaxO
{
delete InputBcoc
)
TProdDialog: :~TProdDialogO
{

delete CompName; 
delete ChemFarm; 
delete RetenfTime; 
delete PeekArea; 
delete CoeffC; 
delete CoeffM;

}
TCalDialog:>TCalDiaiogO
{
delete Name; 
delete Presslnj; 
delete Templnj;

■7

)
TCcnfigDialog :;~TConfigDBlogO
{

delete Rav;

delete MeasTemp; 
delete ConstR;

delete ReactVd;
}
TReactDtalog: -TReactDelogO
{
delete CompName; 
delete ChemFcrm; 
delete DstePerfcrmed; 
delete RetenfTime;

delete T rapTme;

delete CoeffC; 
delete CoeffM; 
delete InjPress, 
delete InjTemp;
)
TFteactDBlog:TReactDialog(TWndcM/■ parent, TRoskJ resld)
; TWindow(parent), TDialog(parent, resld)
{
CompName = new TEdrtfthe, I D_R EACT_NAME, MaxEdrtLen); 
ChemFom = new TE dt(tte , ID_REACT_CHEMFORM, 
MaxEdrtLen);
DctePerformed = new TEdtfthe, ID_REACT_DATE, MaxEdrtLen);

(I ); 
jen);

RetenfTme = new TEdtflhis, ID_REACT_RETENT, Ma 
PeekArea new TEd^thts, ID_REACT_PEAKAREA, MaxEc 
TrapTme = new TEdrtflhis, I D_R EACT_TRAP, MaxEdrtLen); 
ReactorTemp = new TEdrt(ths, I D_R EACT_R EACTTE MP, 
MaxEdrtLen);
CoeffC = new TEdrt( this, ID_REACT_COEFFC, MaxEdrtLen), 
CoeffM = new TEdrtfthB, ID_REACT_COEFFM, MaxEdrtLen); 
InjPress = new TEdrtf this, ID_REACTJNJPRESS, MaxEdrtLen); 
InjTemp = new TEdrt(thts, ID_REACT_TEMPINJ, MaxEdrtLen);
// assign the address of the daiog transfer buffer to member 
TransferBuffer
TransferBuffer = (\od  far*)&(((TManWindc>w')Parenty->ReactTrans);
}

TlnputBax: ;TlnputBcc<TW ndow* parent, TReskJ resld)
: TWndow(parent), TDialog{parent, resld)

{
InputBcoc = new TEditf this, IDC_INPUT_EDIT, MaxEdrtLen);
/ /assign the address of the deiog transfer buffer to member 
TransferBuffer
TransferBuffer = (\od  far*)&((rrMainWindow')Parent)->lnputTrans);
}
TCdDialog:TCdDiaiog(TWndaw* parent, TResId resld)
: TWhdowfparent), TDialog(parerrt, resld)
I
Name= newTEdrt(this, ID_CAL_NAME, MaxEdrtLen);
Presslnj = new TEdrtf this, ID_CAL_PRESS, MaxEdrtLen);
Templnj = new TEdrt(this, ID_CAL_TEMP, MaxEdrtLen);
PeekArea= new TEdtfthe, ID_CAL_PEAK, MaxEdrtLen);
// assign the address of the daiog transfer buffer to member 
TransferBuffer
TransferBuffer = (vdd far*)&(((TMainWindow*)Parent>->Can'rans);
)
TConfigDialog::TConfigDialog{TWndow* parent, TResId resld)
: TWhdow(parent), TDialog{parent, resld)
{
Flow = new TEdrtfthrs, ID_CONF_FLOW, MaxEdrtLen);
PRESS = new TEdt( this, ID_CONF_PRESS, MaxEdrtLen); 
NteesTerrp = new TEditfthts, ID_CONF_MEASTEMP, 
MaxEdrtLen);
ConstR = new TEdrt( this, ID_CONF_R, MaxEdrtLen);
Detect = newTEdrtfthe, I D_CON F_DETECT, MaxEdrtLen); 
ReactVd = new TEdrttfhis, ID_CONF_VOU MaxEdrtLen);
// assign the address of the dialog transfer buffer to member 
TransferBuffer
TransferBuffer = (\*xd far*)&((fTManWindow*)Parent)- 
>CcnfigTrans);
)
TProdDialog:TProdD»alog{TWndaw* parent, TResId resld)
: TWhdowOaarent), TDiaiog{parent, resld)
{
CompName = new TEdt(this, ID_PROD_NAME, MaxEdrtLen); 
ChemFcrm = new TEdrtfthis, ID_PROD_FORM, MaxEdrtLen); 
RetenfTme = newTEdrt(this,ID_PROD_RETENT, MaxEdrtLen); 
PeakArea= new TEdt(this, I D_P RO D_P EAKAR EA, MaxEdrtLen); 
CoeffC = new TEdrt( this, ID_PROD_COEFFC, MaxEdrtLen); 
CoeffM = new TEdrt(the, ID_PROD_COEFFM, MaxEdtLen);
// assign the address of the daiog transfer buffer to member 
TransferBuffer
TransferBuffer = (\dd  far*)&(((TMateWindow*)Parent)->ProdTrans);
}
r ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TMsinWindow cataJabcn functions
■7

■7r --------EDIT MENU functxns------------
vdd TMainWindow.:EdrtOrderO
{
if( KinDate->teEmptyO) return; // no data to w ok wrth 
long NumCalRecs = Kin Data->GeUtemslnCcntaner();
BOOL ClearSelected = FALSE; 
char nput(MaxEdrtLen] = * ; 
if(TlnpuOalog(this, “Reaction Order Change",
“Enter the new reaction order” , 
input sizeof (input) ).E>ecute() =  IDOK)
{

if( NumTruncctefnput)) // NumTruncate truncates a string at the first

// (it igno res ) returns TRUE if a string remains after truncation
{

if(KinSelected->lsEmptyO) // no selected records, 1st all records
{

ClearSelected = TRUE;
for(long j -  0; j < NumCalRecs; j++)

{
KinSelected->Add(j);

}
}

TLcngArraylterator i(* KinSelected);
whie(i)

{
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double num -  atofflnput);
(fKrDafa)Q++}->data() )Order -  num;

}
)

else//there was not enough number in the string to obtain a value 
MessageBco<“You must enter a number*.
■Order Change Error*. MB_OK);
}

if( deselected) KrvSelected->FlLish(); //deer selected fct if

lnvaidate(FALSE); 
UpdateW indowO;
}

CALCULATION functions
■7

vod TKferWindcwCalcOrderO
{

double'log React 'bgProd;
long NumCalRecs = KrData->GetitemslnContamerO;
BOOL ClearSeiected = FALSE;
if(KinSelected->lsEmptyO)// no selected records, fet afl records
{

d e se le c te d  = TRUE; 
for(lcngj = 0; j < NumCalRecs; j++)

{
KinSelected->Add®;

)
)

long NumPoints = KinSelected->GetitemslnCcntarwO; //find number 
of records to w ok with
if(NumPcints <= 2) //3  panto arethem nm um  far regression that

/ /calculation of errors and R ete
{

MessageBcD<“You must select more than two records fa  the “ 
•'sensitivity to be calaJated“,
“Regression Error*. MB_OK); 
return; //ewt function
}
if(! (logReact = new double(NumPanteD) return; / / failure of memory

if(! (log Prod = new doubie(NumPointeI)) return;
/ /buid a rr^s  of doubles fa  regression 
Exiract_Kin_Order( logReact log Prod, "Kin Data, *KinSelected); 
KinRegrees = LneerRegress(log React bgProd, NumPcinte); 
TLongArr^lterater i(*KinSeiected); 
whie(0 // set a l orders to calculated value
{

((CKrData)fr++D->data()).Order = KinRegress.m;
}

if(ClearSetected) WnSelected->FlushO;

delete bgProd, 
lnvaidcte(FALSE);
UpdateW hdowO,
)
\d d  TMsnWndow::CalcAmountsO
{

// this calculates the amounts fa  the kinetic date records
TKinDateterater ifKinData);
whie(i)
{

(i++)->CalcAmounteO;
}

Modffied(TRUE);
UpdateSacllData(),
lrrvaldate(FALSE);
UpdateW indowO;
}
void TManW indow: CaicActEngyO
{
rf(KinDcta->lsEmptyO) return; //no data to work on

if(CalcActNabn_Energyf Kin Data, “KinSelected) =  2) 
MessageBcD<"You must select mere than two records fa  the 
Sensitivity to be calculatecr 
“Regression Error". MB_OK); 
lnvafidate(FALSE);
UpdateWhdow();
}
int TM ar W hdcxv: CalcActrvatxri_Energy(TKjn Data& data, 
TLongArray& selected)
{

double "IrrvTemp, *lnRateConst // fa  arrays of double data 
BOOL ClearSelected -  FALSE; 
long NumCalRecs = dataGetftemsInCcntainerO; 
if (selected. IsEmptyO) // no selected records, 1st ad records
{

ClearSelected = TRUE; 
faflcng i = 0; i < NumCalRecs, H-+)

{
ij;

}
}

long NumPointe = selected.GetitemslnContaner(); // find number of 
records to work with
if(NumPoints <= 2) return 2; // 3 pcinte are the minimum fa  regression 
thslallcMto
// cakxieticn of errors and R etc
if(! (IrrvTemp = new double(NumPdntoD) retun 0;
if(! (toRateConst = new double(NumPanto])) return 0;
//bu toa rra^ of doubles fa  regression 
Extract_Act_Engy( InvTemp, InRateCcnst date, selected);
// KinArr is a TArrhenius object
KinArr = K r Regress = LinearRegress( InvTemp, InRateCcnst 
NumPcinte);
if(ClearSelected) KhSelected->Flush(); 
delete InvTemp; 
delete InRateConst 
return 1;// successful
}
vdd TMarWindaw::HandteCalCalcReact()
{
if(ReactCalDatedalaO.toEmptyO) return; // no data to v\ok on 
if(CalcCal(ReactCalDate *ReactSelected) =  2)
MessageBaxC'You must select m ae than two records fa  the “ 
“sensitivity to be calculated"
“Regression Error", MB_OK);
Invafidate^ALSE);
UpdateW indowO;
}
vdd TMairiW hdow. :HandteCalCalcProd{)
{
if(ProdCalDatadateO-lsEmpty()) return, // no data to w ok on 
if(CalcCaJ(ProdCalDate *ProdSelected) =  2)
MessageBax(“You must select mere than two recads fa  the “ 
“sensitivity to be calculated"
“Regression Error*, MBjOK); 
lnvadda(B(FALSE);
UpdateW indowO;
)

cal, TLcngArray&

{
double “amounts, “peakareas,
BOOL CleerSelected ■= FALSE;
TCaftxaticnData& d = cal.dataO; 
long NumCalRecs = d.GetftemslnCcntainer(); 
if (selected IsEmptyO) // no selected records, 1st all records 
{

CleerSelected = TRUE;
fa(bng i = 0; i < NumCalRecs; k+)

{
selected Add(i);

}
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long NimPcints = setected.GetftemsInCorrtainerO; / / find number of 
records to w ok with
if(NumPcints <» 2) return 2; // 3 pants are the minimum ter regression 
thatafcws
//cafciisfjcn of errors and R efc
if(! (amounts = new double(NumPant5l)) return 0;
if(| (peekareas = new doubie(NumPcrrtsI)) return 0;
// buid a rr^s  of doubles for regression
B*act_C d( amounts, peekareas, d, selected);
caf.regreesO = UnearRegress(amounts, peekareas, NumPcrits);
rf(CtearSelected) selected. FlushO;
delete amounts;

General functions

//operator cxerioadkig far TConfigDste
ofstream& operator« (c(stream& os, TCcnfigDate& date) //far text

output
{
h t ddPrec = os.precisicn<6);
os «  Deimator «  date. Fleeter V d  «  Defimater, // use fite's default 

defimator
os.predsion(6);
as «  date Gas Constant«  Defimator; 
os.precision(6);
os «  dateDetBctor«  Defimator;
os.prec«sjon(cidPrec);
return os;
)
ifstream& operator» (ifstream& is, TCcnfigDate& data)// for text nput

{
cfiar\toP0]; 
char G(30];
isjgnore(2, Defimator); / / ignore first defimator in fine
is.ge8ne(\d, 29, Defimater); / /use tie's default defimator
is.getlne(G, 29, Defimafcr);
is.getfine(dcte. Detector, 29, Defimator),
date Reactor Vol = atof(\toO;
date Gas Constant = atof(G);
return is;
}

/ • _ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
�

TProductReactantCal functions
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.* /

\o d  TProductReacfantCal::CtearO
(
Regress rosetQ*
if( !Date->lsEmptyO) Date->Flush(TShouldDeletB:;DeletB);
}
ofstreemA TProductReactantCal :Sare(ofstream& os, char Defimator, 
ics: cpenjnode mode)
{
TCafDatalterator i(*Dato); 
switeh(mode)
{

case ios: binary:
{

as.wnte( (char* )& Regress, stzeof(Un Regress)); 
break,

}
casecs out :

{
char Wle(Max£drtLen]; 
chartmp(3]; 
tmp(0] = Defimator, 
tmp(1] = '0 ';
streps We, UnRegressTitle);

CharReptace/QUe, T , tmp); // formal title text with

os « title «  Defimator« ‘Vt’  //write title of regression
fields

«  Defimator«  Regress.m  «  Delimater «  
Regress.c //writeregression fields

«  Defimater «  Regress CcrrCoeff 
«  Defimater «  Regress, rrrts «  Defimator 
«  Regress.PerCentErrorM  « "Vi"; 

strcpy(titte, ProdReactTrtleTexl); // format title text with
defimator
CharReplacettitle, “NT, tmp);
os «  Defimator « title «  Defimator« *Vt”; //w rite title tad 
breek,

)
default: // not the correct mode

{
return os;

}
} //endofsw itoh 

whie(i)

{
if(mode =  ios::cut) os «  Defimator,
(i++)->Sate(06, Defimator, mode); 
if(mode == ice:cut) os « ‘V f;

}
return os;
} //endofofstream ATProductReactantCal:ScM B(........)
ifstream& TProductReactantCd::Loadfifstrean& is, char Defimator, int 
nunrecs, ics cpen_m cde mode)

{
TC al Date* tmp;
if( !Date>tsEm ptyO) D ate>Flush( TShouldDelete;:DeletB); 
if(numrecs)

I
switeh(mode)

{
case ios: binary;

{
is.read( (char*)&Regress, sizeof(LinRegress));

}
case ics : n  :

{
break;

}
default: / /not the correct mode

I
return is;

}
) //endofswiteh 
forfnt i=0; i < numrecs, i++)

{
Date- >Add( tmp = new TCal Date); 
tmp->Load(rs, Defimator, mode);

}
)

return is;
} //end of ifstream&TProductReactantCal::Load(......)
r ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TAntienius functions
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------• /

TAntienius: TArrheniusO
{ resaO;}
TArrhenius:TArrhenius{double Ea, double A)
I

ActEngy = Ea,
ArrParam = A;
}
vad TArrheniusTesetO
{
ActEngy = ArrParam = 0;
}
\xad TArrhenius Sprintf(char* str, int Len)
{
ostrstream out(str, Len);
out«  ActEngy «  V  «  ArrParam;
cutput(yy);
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ofstream& TAnher*s::Sare(cfstream& cs, os:opGn_mode mode, 
charDefimafcr)
{
switeh(mode)
{

caseO os:tinay):
{

as.\Mite( (char*) &ActEngy, sized(dajbte)); 
cs.write( (char*) &ArrParam, sizerf(doubte)); 
break;

}
case (bs:o jt):

{
os «  ActEngy «  Ddrnsfcr «  ArrParam, 
break;

)
}

return os;
}
ifstream& TAnhemus:±oad(rfstream& is. ios::cpen_mode mode, char

)
{
switeh(mode)
{

case(icG:briary):
{

B.read( (char*) &ActEngy, sizeof(dcuble)); 
is.read( (char*) &ArrParam, sizeof(doubte));
break

}
case (tasrin):

I
char temp(Max£dWjen], 
is.getSne(temp, MaxEdrtLen-1, Deimator); 
ActEngy = atof(temp); 
egedr^tem p, MaxEdtLsn-1, Defimator); 
AnParam = atof(temp); 
break;

)
)

return is;
j
TArrhenius& TArrtienius;:operator =(LinRegre
{
ActEngy = Tm * R;
ArrParam = Lc; 
return This;
}
r --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

General functions fa  caicutabcn routines

& l)

7

KlnetUs.cpp

#ndude1<inet1.h" 
tfndude 1<inetois.h"
r ------------------------------------------------

TConfigData
•7

T ConfigData :T CcnfigDada()
{

ReactorPress = FlcwRate = MeasTemp = ReacterVd = GasCcnstant
=  0;

strcpy( Detector, ~)\
)

inSneTCcnfigData& TCorrfigData;:cperator=(dcubte num)

{
ReacterPress = num;
FlcwRate = num;
MeasTemp = num;
ReactorVd = num;
GasCcnstant = num; 
sprintf(Detector, “%g", num); 
return "this;
}
vad T CcnfigDsfca; Set(T ConfigT ransferBuffer& c)

{
ReactorPress = atof(c.ReactorPress);
FlowRde = atof(c.FlcwRate);
MeasTemp = atof(c.MeasTemp);
ReactorVd =atof(c.RaactVd);
GasCcnstant = atof(c.CcnstR); 
strcpy( Detector, c.Detect);

)
ofstream& TConfigData Sare(ofstream& os, char Defimator, 
ics: :cpen_mode mode)
(
switeh(mode)
{

case (ias: tin a ry );
{

os.write( (char*) this, sizeof(TCcnfigDada)); 
break

)
case (ios: cu t):

{
cs «  ReactorPress «  Defimafcr«  FlcxvRate «  Detonator 
«  MeasTemp «  Defimata «  ReactorVd «  Detonator 
«  GasCcnstant«  Delimafcr«  Detector;
break

}
}

return os;
}
Icng TConfigData :CheckDateO / /checks fa  the presence of the data
I
long Mssing = 0;
if(! ReactorPress) Mssing |= REACTORPRESS; 
if(!FtawRate) Mssing |= FLOW; 
jf(!MaasTemp) Mssing |= MEASTEMP; 
if(! ReactorVd) Mssing |= REACTORVOL; 
rf(!Gas Constant) Mssing |= GASCONST; 
if(Detector(0) =  YX) Mssing |= DETECTOR.

return Mssing;
}

Transfer buffers

vdd T CafT rans Buffer Set(T CdDctfaStruct& b)
{
strcpy(Name. b.Name); 
sprintf(Pre6slnj, “yog", b pressinj).

t l r t t t  j
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sprintf(Templnj, ‘% g ”, b.tempinjC); 
sprintffPeakArea. -%g". bpeakarea);

vdd TProcnrareferBuffer::Set(TKrDafi3Stiuct& k)

{
strcpy(CompName. kProdName); 
strcpy(Ch0mForm, kProdChemForm); 
spri^RetentTrne.’Vog", kProdRetentTime); 
sprintftPeakArea.’Vog", kProdPaakArea); 
spmtf(CaeffC, �%g", kProdCoeffC); 
sprintf(CoeffM, �%g*, kProdCoeffM);

}
vdd TFteactTransferBuffer::Set(TKtoDa(aStruct& k)

{
strcpy(CcmpNane, kReactName); 
strcpy(ChemFcrm, kReactChemFcrm); 
strcpy(DatePerfcrmed, kDatePerformed); 
sprintf(ReterrtTme, ‘Yog’, kReactRetentTme); 
sprintf(PeakArea, ,% g ’ 1 kReactPeakArea); 
sprintffT rapTme, *%g“, kTrapTme); 
sphntffReactorTemp, "%g‘, kReactorTempC); 
sprintf(CoeffC, "%g*. kReactCoeffC); 
sprintf(CoeffM “%gT. kReactCoeffM); 
sprintf(lnjPress, �%g", klnjPress); 
sprintf(lnjTemp, "%g", klnjTempC);

r ----------------------------------------------------------------
TConfigTransferBuffer

vdd TConfigTransferBuffer::Set(TConfigDat^ c)
{

spmtf(Rcv/Rcte, �%g’, c.FlcwRate); 
sprintf(ReactorPress, '% g ' 1 c.ReactorPress); 
spriritf(M0asTemp, c.MeasTemp); 
sprintf(ConstR, “V * ? , c.GasCcnstant); 
sprintf(ReactVd, " ° /d £ , c.ReactorVd); 
strcpy( Detect, c  Detector);

}

Klnetcls.cpp

#ndude <strstreah> 
#ndude <stbo h> 
ttndude <string.h> 
ttndude <aostreem.h> 
include <cstring.h>
M  Idefined _knetds_h 
ttndude Ignetote.h' 
#endtf

FteReadErr:;~FieReadErr()
I

if(str) delete str;
) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

TCalDdaStruct member functions

vdd TCalDateStruct:Set(TCafTrans Buffers b)

{
strcpy(Name, b.Name);
pressn) = atof(bPresslnj);
tempinjC = atof(b.Templnj);
tempinjK = tempinjC + CinK; // conversion from C to K
peakaraa = atof(b.PeakArea);
amount = (pressn * TORRtoPA) * SAMPLELOOP /  ( R * tempinjK);
)
vdd T CaiDataStruct Sprintf (cstrstreamS stream, FIELDS fy/ prints 
set fields into stream
{

swifch(f)
{

case ALL
{

stream «  Name «  At" «  pressnj«  At" «  amount«  At" «  
tempinjC «  At";
stream «  tempinjK «  AT «  peekarea; 
streamputC^y);

}
default: { return;}
} //endof swrtoh
}//endofTCalDartaStruct:Sprintf(...)

ofstreamS TCalDataStructSa^ofstreamS os, char Detmatcr, 
os:cpen_mode mode)
{
switoh(mode)
{

case ios: binary:
{

unsigned char n; // to sawa stm g length to file 
ce.pul( (n = ((unsigned char )strien( Name)))); 
if(n) os «  Name;
os.write( (char*)Spressinj, sizeof(dcubte));
C6.write( (char*)Samcunt, sizBof(doubte)); 
os.\Mite( (char*)&tempnjC, sizeof(double)); 
os.wnte( (char*)StempinjK, sizeof(doubte)); 
os.write( (char'J&peakarea, sizeof(dcuble)); 
return os;

}

{
os << Name << Deimafcr << pressinj << Deiirnator «  amount«  
Deimator
«  tempinjC «  Defimator «  tempinjK «  Delimatcr «  peakarea; 
return os;

}
default / / if not correct mode

{
return os; // exit

}



} // end of switch
} // and of TCalDateSliuct S£M3(...)
ifstream& TCdDataStruct:Load(ifslre8m& is, char DeSmater,
icG:cpen_mode mode)

{
switeh (mode)
{

cassias: b ra y
{

unsigned char n; // to s a e  string length to fie
is.read( (char*)&n, sizeof(unsjgned char)); // read in number d

bytes in next string
if( (n <= MAX) && (n )) / / less than max

length and greater than 0
{

B.reaJ(Name, n); // read in string if not too long

if(n) thrcM^string( ■Cataaton data load error” ) ) ; / /exit function if string 
is too long

)
Name(n] = 'O';
is.read( (char*)&pressrj, sizecf(dcubte)); 
e.read( (char*)&amount, srzeof(double)); 
ts.read( (char-)&tempinjC, seeof(dajble)); 
is.read( (char*)&tempnjK, sGBcf(dcuble));
B.read( (char*)&pe6karea. sizecf(dauble)); 
return is;

)
caseios::out:

{
chartemp(MAX+1); 
int max = MIVX+1;

is jgnore(3f Delmafcr); // ignore first deimstor in Sne
is.getSne(Name. max. Defimator);
is.gedhe(temp, max, Deimater);
pressr) = £tof(tBmp);
is.gedhe(temp, max, Defimator);
amount = afcf(temp);
is.getine(lamp, max, Defrnafcr);
tem prjC = ctof(temp);
B.getSne(temp, max, Defimator); 
tempinjK = afcf(temp);
B.getSne(temp, max, Deimafcr), 
peakarea = atof(temp); 
return is;

I
default / / if not correct mode

return is; //exit
)

) // end at switeh
j  // end of TCalDafcaStruct:Load(...... )

TCalData member functions

T CalData: :T CaiDcta(T CafT ransBuffer& b)
{

Da*aSet(b);
}

wad T CalData Set(T CafT ransBuffer& b)
{
DaaSet{b);

vcidTCalDa<aSprintf(char* str, int s z . FIELDS fy/ prints set fields into 
sir 
{
swrtch(f)
(

case (ALL):

DataSprintf(stream, 0: 

break;
}

case (REACT): (break; 
case (PROD): { break;) 
default:!)

ofstream& T CaiData: Sa^(ofstreem& c 
ic6::open_mode mode)

{
switeh (mode)
{

case ios: binary
I

return DataSaM3( os. Defimator, mode);
}

case ios::cut:
{

return DataSa«( os, Defimator, mode);
}

default / / if not correct mode
{

return os; //exit
)

} / /end of switeh
}//endofTCaiData:ScM3(....... )
ifstreem& TCalDa*a:Load(ffstream& is. 
cs::cpen_mode mode)

{
switeh (mode)
{

case ios :bnary
{

return DataLoad( is, Deimater, mode);
)

casecs::out:
{

return Da(aLoad( is, De&nater, mode);
)

default / / if not correct mode

return is; //exit
)

) / /end of switeh
} / /end of TCalData :Load(

TKrDalaStruct member functions

wad TKiiDataStruct:ResetO
{

//oneoff experimental data 
strcpy(DatePerfarmed, *);
InjPress = 0; //ten

lnjTempC=0; //C  
lnjTempK = 0; //K  

Amountlnj = 0; //m d  
TrapTme = 0; //m in
Mass Balance = 0; / / rabo of amount n  / amount out 

/ /product data 
ProdRetentTme = 0; // min 
ProdPeekArea = 0; //u V s 
ProdCoeffM = 0; //approx 1E+11 

ProdCoeffC = 0 ;//usually 0 
strcpy(ProdName, “ ); 
strcpy(PradChemFcrm, •");

ostrstreem stream(str, sz);

ReactRetenfHme = 0; //m in 
ReactPeakArea = 0; //u V s  
ReactCoeffM = 0; //approx 1E+11 

ReactCoeffC = 0 ;//usuaiy 0 
strcpy(ReactName, 
strcpv(ReactChemFcrm,*);
//Non - constant Reactor Data
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Ac$ustedFlcwRste = 0; //cm3s-1 
ReacterTempC -  0; // C
ReactorTempK = 0; // K

// Results calculated
RateCcnstant = 0; // units depencSng cn cn 
ReactAmount = 0; / /mol calc from Peak ar 
ProdAmcunt = 0; // md calc from Peak are 
Tau = 0; //residence time of reactor/s 
Order = 1; / /order of the reaction
logReact = 0; / / log of the amount of react

pkts
log Prod = 0; / / log erf the arncunt cf product detected fa  order plcte
InRateCcnst = 0; // nafural log of rate constant 
Irw seTem p = 0; // 1/T fa  plot against InRateConst

void TKinDsfaStruct SetfTProdT ransferBuffer& Prod)

ProdRetentTme = stoffProdRetenfTme);
ProdPeakArea = atef(Prod.PeekArea);
ProdCoeffM = atof(Prod.CoeffM);
ProdCoeffC = atof(Prod.CoeffC); // usually 0 
strcpy^ProdName, Prod.CompName); 
strcpy(ProdChemFarn, Prod.ChemForm);

vad TKrDafaStnJct .Set(TReactTransferBufferS React)

{
strcpyfDatePerformed, React DatePerfcrmed);
InjPress = atf(ReactlnjPress);
InjTempC = atof( React InjTemp);
ReactPeakArea = atof(ReactPeekArea);
ReactCoeffM = £tof(ReactCoeffM);
ReactCoeffC = atof(ReactCoeffC); // usually 0 
strcpyf ReactName, React CompName); 
strcpy(ReactChemFcrm, React ChemForm);
ReacterTempC = atof(Raact ReacterTemp);
T rapTme = atof(ReactT rapTme);
ReactRetentTme = atof(ReactRetentTme),
}
ofstream& TKinDs<aStructSae(ofstream& os, char Defimafcr, 
c6cpen_mode mode)
{
insjgned char n =0; 
if( mode == o s itria ry )
{

as.put(n = (unsigned char)strten(DaGePerfcrmed));
if(n) os «  DatePerfcrmed;
a5.wnte( (char*)&lnjPress1 siZBof(doubie));
C6.wnte( (char*)&lnjTempC. sizeof(double) 
os.write( (char*)&lnjTempK, sizBof(doubie));
CB.wite( (char*)&Amauntlnj, sizeof(doubte)) 
os.write( (char'J&TrapTme, sizeof(ftasrf));
06.writB( (char*)&MassBafance sizeof(double)); 
c6.writB( (char* )&ProdRetenfTme, sizeof(double)); 
os.wrrta( (char*)&ProdPeekArea, sizeof(double)); 
os.vwite( (char*)&ProdCoeffM, sizeof(doubte)); 
os.write( (char*)&ProdCoeffC, sizeof(doubte)); 
os.put(n ■= (unsigned char)str1en( Prod Name)); 
if(n) os «  ProdName;
os.put(n = (unsigned char)strten(ProdChemFcrm)); 
if(n) os «  ProdChemFom; 
os.wnte( (char*)&FteactRetenfnme, sizeof(double)); 
os.wrrtB( (char*)&ReactPeakArea, sizBof(doubte)); 
os.write( (char*)&ReactCoeffM, sizeof(doubte)); 
cswrtB( (chaO&ReactCoeffC, sizeof(double)); 
os.put(n = (unsigned char)strten( ReactName)); 
if(n) os «  ReactName;
os.put(n = (unsigned char)strten(ReactChemFcrm)) 
if(n) os «  ReactChemForm; 
os.write( (char*)AAdjustedFta/vRate, sizeof(double)) 
oswrite( (char*)&ReactorTempC, sizeof(double)); 
os.write( (charjARea^aTem pK, sizeof(dcubte)); 
os.wnte( (char)&Ra«BCanstant, sizBof(double));
Q6.wnte( (char*)&ReactAmcunt sizeof(double));
06.wrrtB( (char*)& ProdAmcunt srzeof(doubte));

os.write( (char*)ATau, sizeof(dcuble)); 
os.write( (char*)AOrder, sizeof(dcuble)); 
os.wnte( (char* )&)og React sizeof(double)); 
os.write( (char*)&JogProd, sizeof(double)); 
cs.write( (char*)&lnRaiBConst sizecf(double)); 
cs.writB( (char*)&lnverseTemp, sizecf(double));
}

II •

0;

( //Defimator is the character to use as the delimator 
tcng f = as.fiagsO; 
os.prectsicn(13); 
os.flags( f  | ios:dt
r

char temp(2048]1 
ostrstream out(temp, 2048);
out«  DatePerformed «  Defimater «  MassBalance «  Defimator 
«  T rapTme «  Defimater
« InjPress «  Defimater« InjTempC «  Delimator« InjTempK 
«  Defimator«  Amount] n j«  Defimater «  ReactorTempC «  
Defimater
«  ReactrTempK «  Delimator«  ReactName «  Delimater; 
out«  ReactChemForm «  Defimater«  ReactRetentTme «  
Defimator
«  ReactPeakArea «  Defimator«  ReactCoeffM «  Defimator 
«  ReactCoeffC «  Defimator«  ProdName «  Defimator 
«  ProdChemForm «  Defimater «  ProdRetentTme «  Defimator 
«  ProdPeakArea «  Defimator «  ProdCoeffM «  Defimator 
«  ProdCoeffC «  Defimator;
out«  ReactAmount«  Defimator«  ProdAmount«  Delimator 
« log React«  Defimator« log Prod «  Defimator«  Order 
«  Defimater «  AdjustadFlcwRetfB «  Defimator«  Tau 
«  Defimater«  RateConstant«  Delimater« InverseTemp 
«  Defimator« InRateCcnst; 
o u tp u W ,

Message6cD<0, temp, T e sr, MB_OK); 7
os «  DatePerfcrmed «  Defimator«  MassBalance «  Defimator 

«  T rapTme «  Defimater
« InjPress «  Defimator« InjTempC «  Defimator« IrfTempK 
«  Defimator«  Amount] n)«  Defimator«  ReactorTempC «

«  ReactorTempK «  Defimator«  ReactName «  Delimator; 
os «  ReactChemForm «  Defimator«  ReactRetentTime «  
Defimator
«  ReactPeakArea «  Delimator«  ReactCoeffM «  Defimater 
«  ReactCoeffC «  Defimater«  ProdName «  Delimator 
«  ProdChemFcrm «  Defimater «  ProdRetentTme «  Defimator 
«  ProdPeakArea «  Defimator «  ProdCoeffM «  Defimator 
«  ProdCoeffC «  Delimator;
os «  ReactAmount«  Defimator«  ProdAmount«  Delim 
« log React«  Defimator« logProd «  Defimator«  Order 
«  Defimator«  AdjustadFlo/vRate «  Defimator «  Tau 
«  Defimater«  RateConstant«  Defimator« liw seT em p 
«  Defimater « InRateCcnst;
}

return os;
}

KinetDate member functicns
7

ofstream& KjnetDato. Sabotstreem & os, char Delimator) 
//ostream& operator« (ostreamA os, KinetData& d)
{
unsigned char n = 0;
if( mode =  KinetDate: binary) // if internal flag is set to binary
{

D ^aS at^os, Defimater. ios;tinary);
}
else //d e fin e d  text
{ //Defimator is the character to use as the defimater 

DafaSaM3(os, Defimater, cs::out);
)

Nbdffied = FALSE; 
return os;
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//read in

in number of bytes

ifstream& KnetD£*a:Load(ifstream& is, char De&nator)
/yfetreamS operator »  fBtreem& is. KinetData& d)

I
unsigned char n =  0;
rf( mode =  KhetDatabinary) // fie  is in binary mode

{
s.read( (char*)&n, sizeof(unsigned char)); 

number of bytes r  next stm g

if( (n <= MAX) && (n ))
{

s  read(DataDatePerfamied, n); // read in string if not too long
}

else if(n) throw(FleReadEnr( TtetePerfcrmecf. is.telgO, 
STRING_TOO_LONG));
// threw e>ception object with error data if string is too long 
DataDatePerfcrmed(n] = 'O'; 
rs.read( (char*)&DaialnjPress, sizeof(double));
B.read( (char*)&DaalnjTempC, sized(datole)); 
sread( (char*)&Dalaln)TempK, sizeof(double));
Bread{ (char*)&DataAmount]nj, sizeof(doubte)); 
is.reod( (char*)&DataT rapTme, sizeeflfloet));
B.reed( (char* )&Data Mass Balance, sizeof(doubfe)); 
ts.read( (char*)&Date. ProdRetenfTme, sceof(daubte));
Bread( (char*)&DalaProdPeakArea. stzeof(doubte));
B.read{ (char*)&Date.ProdCoeffM, sizeof(double)) 
tsread( (char*)&DataProdCoeffC, sizBof(doubte)) 
is.read((char*)&asizBof(unsignedchar)); //read 
in next string 
if( (n <= MAX) && (n ))

{
6  read(DataProdName, n); // read in string if not too long

}
efee if(n) thrcxvfFieReadErr( *ProdName", B.telgO, 
STPING_TOO_LONG, this)); // exit fin c txn  if string is too long 
DataProdName(n] = 'O';
isjead( (char*)&n, sizeof(unsjgned char)); / / read in number d  bytes
in next string
if{ (n <= MAX) && (n ))

(
B.reed(DataProdCbemFcrm, n); // read in string if not too long

)
else if(n) 1hrcwy<FieReadErr( “ProdChemForm", isteOgO. 
STRING_TOO_LONG, this)); // exit functicn if string is too leng 
DctaProdChemForm(n] = "O; 
s.read( (char* )& Data ReactRetentTrne, sizeof(double)); 
is.read( (chaO&DataRaactPeakAraa, sizeof(double));
B.read( (char*)&DataReactCoeffM, sizeof(double));
B.read( (char*)&DataReactCoeffC, sizeof(double));
B.read( (char*)&n, sizeof(unsjgned char)); / / read in number of bytes
in next string
if( (n <= MAX) && (n ))

{
B raad(Da*aReactName, n); // read in string if not too long

}
etse if(n) thrc*v(FleReadErr( *ReactName", is.teflgO, 
STRING_TOO_LONG, this)); // exit function if string is too long 
Dafca.ReactName(n] -  *0 ;
s.read( (char*)&n, sizeof(unsigned char)); // read in number of bytes
h  nert string
if( (n <= MAX) && (n))

{
is/ead(DataReactChemForm, n); // read in string if not too long

}
etse if(n) throw(FieReadErr( “ReactChemForm", is.teOgO, 
STRING_TOO_LDNG, this)); // exit function if string is too long 
Data ReactChemFcrm(n] = *0 ;
B.read( (char*)&DataAdiustedFb«Flcte, stzeof(double));
B.raad( (char* )& Data ReactorTempC, sizeof(double));
B.read( (char* )&Data ReactrTempK, sizeof(dcubte));
Bread( (char* )& Data RateCcnstant, sizeof(doubte)); 
b  read( (char* }& Data ReactAmount, sizeof(dcuble));
Bread( (char*)&DataProclAmount, sizeof(double));
B.read( (char*)&DataTau, sizecf(doubte));

isread( (char*)&DateOrder, stzeof(double)); 
sread( (char* )& Data log React, sizeof(double)); 
Bread( (char*)&DstalogProd, siZBof(double)); 
is.read{ (char* )& Data In RateCcnst sizeof(double)); 
rs.read{ (char*)&DctalrwerseTemp, sizeof(double));
)

//
{ //FteType is a member dTManW indew. the Defoliated 

member of FieType b  
//the  character to use as the defoliator 
char temp(MAX+1]; 
intmax = MAX+1;
rs.ignore(3, Defoliator); // ignore first defoliator in ine 
is.getine(Date.DatePerfarmed, max, Defonator); 
is.getSne(temp, max, Defonator);
Data Mass Balance = atof(temp); 
is.getine(temp, max, Defrnafcr);
DataTrapTrne = atof(temp); 
is.getine(temp, max, Defoliator),
Data Inj Press = atof(temp);
B.getfoia(temp, max, Defonator);
DatalnjTempC = atof(temp); 
is.getfo»e(temp, max, Defoliator);
Date.lnjTempK = atof(temp),
B.gedrte(temp, max, Defonator);
DataAmcuntlnj = atof(temp); 
is.getfoie(temp, max, Defonator);
Data Reactor TempC = atof(temp); 
is.getine(temp, max, Defonater);
Data Reactor TempK = atof(temp); 
is.getfoie(DataReectName, max, Defonator); 
is.getfrie( Data ReactChemForm, max, Defoliator); 
is.getfoie(temp, max, Defonator);
DafciReactRetentTrne = atoif(temp);
B.getSne(temp, max, Defonator);
DateReactPeakArea= atof(temp);
B.geflhe(temp, max, Defonator);
DataReactCoeffM = atof(temp); 
is.gedhe(temp, max Defoliator);
DataReectCoeffC = atof(temp);
B getSne(Data ProdName, max Defonater); 
is.getSne(DataProdChemForm, max Defonator); 
is.gedhe(temp. max Defonator),
Data Prod RetentTme = aiof(temp); 
is.gedhe(temp, max Defrnater),
DataProdPeakArea = atof(temp); 
is.getSne(temp, max Defonator);
DataProdCoeffM = atoif(temp); 
is.getSne(temp, max Defonator);
DataProdCoeffC = atof(temp); 
b  getSne(temp, max Defonater),
DstaReactAmount = atof(temp);
B.getlne(temp, max Defonator);
DataProdAmount = atof(temp); 
b  gettne(temp, max Defonator);
DatalogReact = atof(temp); 
is.getfoie(temp, max Defcnator);
Data log Prod = atof(temp);
B.getSne(temp, max Defonator);
Data Order = atof(temp);
B getine(temp, max Defonator);
DataAdjustedRcxvRate = stof(temp); 
is gedne(temp, max Defoliator);
DateTau = atof(temp); 
is.getine(temp. max Defonator);
DataRateConstant = atof(temp);
B.getSne(temp, max Defonator),
DatalrwseTem p = atof(temp); 
b  ge(Sne(temp, max Defonator);
DatatoRateCcnst = atof(temp);
}

M odfied-TRUE; 
return is;
I



KinetData Spmtf(char* sir, intsz, FIELDS f )

{
sw ith (f)
{

case (ALL):
{

cstrstream streem(str, sz);
stream «  DataDatePerfarmed «  T  «  Data Mass Balance «  V  
«  DataTrapTme
«  V  «  Dataln) Press «  V  «  DatalnjTempC «  V  «  
DatalnjTempK
«  V  «  DataAmcuntlnj«  T  «  Data Reactor TempC «  T  «  
DataReactorTempK
«  T  «  DadRaactName «  T  «  DataReactChemForm «  T  
«  DetaReactRetentTime «  T  «  DataReectPeakArea «  T  
«  DafciReactCoeffM «  V  «  DataReactCoeffC «  T  «  
DataProdName
«  V  «  DataProdChemFcrm «  T  «  DataProdRetentTme «
■r
«  Data Prod PeakArea «  V  «  DataProdCoeffM «  T  «  
DataProdCoeffC
«  T  «  Data ReactAmourrt«  T  «  DalaProdAmount«  T  
«  Data log React«  V  «  Data bg Prod «  V  «  Data Order« *\ 
«  DataAdjustedFbwvRaie «  V  «  DataTau «  T  «

«  V  «  DatalrrverseTemp «  T  «  DatalnRateCcnst, 
stream.put(Vy); 
break

)
case (REACT): ( break) 
case (PROD): { break) 
defau#t:{)
}
}
vad KinetData Set( double crder)

{
DataOrder = crder;
)
void KnetData :Set(TProdT ransferBufferS Prod)
{
Modified = TRUE;
Data Set( Prod);
CalcAmcuntsO; // automaticaly calcuialBe after any cha
}
vad KnetDataSet(TReactTransferButfer& React)

I
Moctfied = TRUE;
Data SetJ React),
CafcAmountsOi //
}
vod KnetData Reset!)
I

//fteg(s)
Modified = FALSE, //\*fie th e ra  not anything has been changed since 
the
//last sa n g
mode = binary; / /hew/to s a e  a  open a fie  
DataResetQ;
}

KnetDataKinetDafa(TReactTransferBuffer& React, s a e jla g  m)
(
ResetO;
Modffied =TRUE; 
mode = m;
Set( React);
} // end of KnetData(TReacfTransferBuffer&)
KinetData KinetData( sa/eftag m)

// set whether modffied flag to true

/ /set whether moctfied flag to true

{
ResetO, 
mode = m;
)
KinetData KinetData(TProdTransferBuffer& Prod, saM3_fiag m)
{
ResetO;

mode = m;
Set(Prod);
) // end of WnetData(TProdTransferBuffer&)
KinetData :KinetData(TReactTransferBuffer& React, 
TProdTransferBuffer&Prod,S£Me_flag m)
{
ResetO;
mode = m;
Set(Prod);
Set( React);
} // end cf KinetData(TReactT ransferBuffer&, TProcfT ransferBuffer&) 
long KinetDctaOhed<EssData()
// check for presence cf data essential to calculation 
//fa  some pieces of data eg CoeffC zero e  accepted

{r  need to check fa  Reactor temp, pressinj (not really essential to calc 
voy important to the mass balance ratio), temp mj, reactant peek area, 
product peak area, coeffs fa  prod and react
7
long Mssing = 0;
if( IDatalnjPress) Mssing |= INJPRESS; 
if(!DatalnjTempC) Mssmg |= INJTEMP; 
if(!DetaReactorTempC) Mssing |= REACTORTEMP; 
ifODataProdCoeffM)
Mssing |= PRODCOEFFM; 
if(!DataReactCoeffM) Mssing |= REACTCOEFFM; 
if(! Data Prod PeakArea) M ssng |= PRODPEAKAREA; 
if(!DataReactPeakArea) Mssing |= REACTPEAKAREA, 
return Mssing;
}
long KinetData OheckOtherDataQ//checks fa  presence of data not

{
long Mssing = 0 ;
if( DataDatBPerformed(0] =  ) Mssing |= DATE; 
if(!DataTrapTme) Mssing |= TRAPTIME; 
if(!DataProdRetentTme) Mssing |= PRODRETENT; 
if(!DataReactRetentTme) Mssing |= REACTREI ENT; 
if( Data Prod Name(0] =  'O ') Mssing t= PROD NAME. 
if( Data ProdChemForm(0] =  ) Mssing |= PRODFORM;
if( DataReactNamejO] =  W ) Mssing |= REACTNAME; 
if( Data ReactChemFcrm(0] =  V)1) Mssing |= REACTFORM; 
return Mssing;
}
int KinetData CalcAmcunteO
{
if(CheckEssDataO) return 0; //no t enough data to calculate 
// temperature caruarsicns 
DatalnjTempK = DatalnjTempC + CinK;
D ^a Reactor TempK = DataReactorTempC + CinK;
// temp calcuiaticns
DatalrryoseTemp = 1 / DataReactorTempK,
/ /calc amount injected from n = PV /  RT
DataAmcuntlnj -  ( (Datalr^Press * TORRtoPA) * SAMPLELOOP)

/
(R * DatalnjTempK);
//calc amounts detected from CoeffC and CoeffM 
DataReactAmount = (DsfciReactPeakArea - DataReactCoeffC) / 
DataReactCoeffM,
DataProdAmount = (DataProdPeekArea - DataProdCoeffC) / 
DataProdCoeffM;
if(DataReactAmount > 0) DatalogReact -  log 10(Data ReactAmount) 
if(DataProdAmount>0) DatalogProd = log10(DatfaProdArnaunt);
// calc mass balance from amounts detected and ir^ected
Date. MassBalance = (DataReactAmount + Data ProdAmount) /
DataAmountlnj;
long flag = Ccnfig.CheckData();
if( (flag & (~DETECTOR))) // if anything besides the detecta 
informaben is missing
{

return 2; // fut cataisPcn not dene as not a t infcrmaOcn there
)



//U  = UaTrPa /  Ta Pr
DafiaAciustedRavRate = (Ccnfig.RcxvRate * ATMOSPRESSpsi' 
DstaReactorTempK)
/  / / reacter press must made absdute
/ / it is a relatKe press as entered 
// hence ATMOSPRESSpsi is added 
( (ConfigMeasTemp + CinK) * (Config.ReactorPrass + 
ATMOSPRESSpsO);
DataTau -  Ccnfig. ReactorVd /  DafcLAc|ustedRcvvRate, 
double temp;
if( (temp = pcv^CarfigReacterVd, (DataOrder-1))) != HUGE_VAL) 
/ /check result not out of range 

{
if( (ermo != ERANGE) && (ermo != EDOM))
// check range flag again and check for domain e ra

I
double temp2; / /do checks again fa  this pcvter calc
if( (temp2 = poM, DataReactAmount. DaiaOrder)) != HUGE_VAL)

{

if( (ermo ! -  ERANGE) && (ermo != EDOM))
{

if(temp2* DataTau) //to step dMde by zero errors
{

Data RaieConstant - ( Date. ProdAmount * temp * DataOrda)
/

(temp2 * DataTau);
if(DataRateConstant > 0) DatahRateCcnst = 
tog( Data RateConstent);
} //end of if 
} //end of if

) //end of if 
) //end of if 
) //end of if

} / / end of else from Config CheckDateO
return 1; // successful calculated 
) //end of CaicAmcuntsO

K ln e tl.c p p

Hrckxielonetl ah"
#jndude1gnet1b.h" 
ttndude ■genfuncth"
// global variables ritiafisaticn
TConfigDafa WnetData.Config; // static member of KinetData 
charDeimator;
// returns 0 if there is a problem opening the fie and displays 
// a mesage box teing the user this
int TManWindcw::GoodOpen( co st char* filename, ofstreem& os, 
cs: :cpen_mode mode)

{

os.open(fiename. mode); 
if(!os)

{

thrcw( FieReadErffiename, 0, UNABL£_TO_OPEN));
}

else return 1;
}

ntTMarWhdcv/::GoodOpen( ccnstchar* filename, rfstream& ts, 
ics: Dpen_mode mode)

{

isoperyfiename, model ios:nocreetB); 
if(!is)

{

MessageBax(“Unable to open fie", “Fie Ena", M B O K  |
MBJCONEXCLAMATtON);
return 0;

}

else return 1;
}

DERNE_RESPONSE_TABLE1(TManWindcxv, TWinda/v) 
EV_WM_RBUTTONDOWN,
EV_W M_l_BUTTON DOW N,
EV_W M_LBUTTON DBLCLK 
EV_W M_HSCROLL,
EV_W M VSCRO Li,
EV_W M_MO VE,
EV_WM_SIZE,
EV_COMMAND(CM_DEBUG_INFO, Debuglnfo), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_CONRG, HandteCMConfig), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_RLE_CLOSE, HandleCIcse), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_RLE_OPEN, HandleCMFleOpen), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_RLE_SAVEAS, HandleCMFieSa^s), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_RLE_SAVE, HandteCMRteSare),
// EV_COMMAND(CM_IMPORT, Handtelmpat), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_EXPORT, HandteExport),
EV_COMMAN D(CM_EXU, HandleCMExjt),
EV_COMMAN D(CM_EDiT_OR DER, EdrtOrder), 
EV_COMVtAND(CM_DATA_NEWKlN, HandleCMDNewKin), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_DATA_NEW REACT, HandteNex/React), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_DATA_NEW PROD, HandleNe/vProd), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_DATA_EDIT, HandleCMDEdit), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_DATA_DELETE, HandleOeletB), 
EV_COMMAN D(CM_CALC_AMOU NTS, CalcAmounts), 
EV_COVMAND(CM_CALC_ORDER, CalcOrder), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_CALC_CALPROD, HandleCalCalcProd), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_CALC_CALREACT, HandleCalCalcReact), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_CALC_ACTENERGY, CalcActEngy), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_VIEW_PRODUCT, HandleViewProd), 
EV_COMMAND(CM_VlEW_REACTANT, HandleViewReact), 
EV_CO MMAN D(C M_V1 EW K1N ET1 C_D ATA, 
HandteViavKriebc__Dda),
END_RESPONSE_TABLE;
r ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INITIALISATION AND SETUP
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /

TManW hdcw ;TMain W hdcwO 
;TW hdort(0,0,0)

{

KnebcTrtteExtentcy = 0;
KnebcTrtteExtentcx = 0;



.kin",

ProdResdTrtleExtent.cy = 0;
ProdReactTitteExtentcx = 0;
KhebcLooOrigin j <=0;
KineticLocOrigin.y = 0;
RaactLocOrigin.x = 0;
ReactLocOrigin.y -  0;
ProdLocOrigin.x=0;
ProdLocOrigin.y=0;
Colour = new TCdor(TCdor::LlBlue);
Fcnt = new TFontfAnaT, 15,9);
KinDate = new TKinDafcaf 10,0,10);
KinSelected = new TLcngArray(10,0,10);
ReactSetected = ngyv TLongAnr^lO, 0,10);
ProdSelected = new TLcngArraty(10,0,10);
FleData = new TOpenSaM3Dia(og::TDafa( 
DWORD(OFN_HIDEREADONLY |
OFN_OVERW RITE PROMPT), //flags 
OpenSaeFlter. // fiter string declared at beginning of file

//custom fiter
0, // initial drectory
*  .kin"); // default extension

/ /set config data to defaults 
CcnfigData Reactor Vd = DefReactorVd,
Ccnfig Data Gas Constant = DefGas Constant 
strcpy(ConfigDate. Detector, DefDetecter);
//setmodfied to FALSE 
Modffied(FALSE); 
tsNewFle = TRUE;

}
vod TMan W  ndav. SetupW trkwQ
{
TWndcw-.SetupWndowO; / /creede chid ccntrds 
Anr.Styte |= W SHSCROLL | WS_VSCROLL | 
WS_THICKFRAME;
UpdateScrdDatafTRU E);
strepsFieTypev€rscn, Version); // initjaSse v^rsoi data in fietype 
CafViaw = KINETIC; //start off in caftxaficn reactant view 
// setup static merhber of KinetDate inine with infarmalicn in program 
KinetDateiCcnfig =
}
r -------------------------------------------------

RLE COMMANDS
■V

vdd TMatoWhdcw: J-iandtelmportO
{

if( CanCloseO)
I

CteeO;
FieData->SetFiter(lrnportE^ortFlter),
strcpy(FleDda->DefExL ExpExl); // set to defaLft extension fa  mpert

if( !{*(FieData->FieName) =  \T )) // if there is a filename
{

char name(MAXFlLE]; 
fnspit(FleDate>FleName, 0,0, name, 0); 
strcpy(FieDate>FleName, name);
strcaf{FleDate>FleName, ExpExl); // build fiename with default 
import extension

}

{
strcpy(FleDate>FleName, **"); // there is no filename 
strcaf(FleDete>FleName, ExpExl);

)
if(TFieOpenDia*og(this, "FleDafa) BaacuteO =  IDOK)

{
if(lnpufTrans.lnputData(0) =  0) / / if transfer buffer e  empty

{
InputT rans.lnputData(0] = "; //put quote character into transfer buffer

}
DeSmaicr =. FleTypeDeimator = N; // set deiimafcr then check alright 
if(MBssageBcD< “OK to use tab as defrnetorT, Import Fie",

MB_YESNO | MBJCONQUESTION) =  IDNO) // want to enter a 
newdeimatar

{
if(TlnputBax(this, DLGJNPUT) B®cuteO == IDOK)

{

if(lnputTrans.lnputDala(0] =  0) / / if a blank was input
{

/ /put quote character into transfer buffer 
InputT ranslnputDda(0] = ";

}

Defimator = FleTypeDeSmator = lnputTrans.lnputData(0);//S€<

ImportO;//import date with new defimator

)

}

ImportO; // no change to the defimater
}

}

) //enddHandtelmportO
vdd TM arW  indaw: :lmpcrtO
I
try // try whcte function

{

KnetDda' tmp, 
ifstreamis;
FleTypeResetO; // reset Retype date
FteType.Birary = KinetDate defimated; // set to correct file type 
if(!GoodOpen(FieDate>FieName, is. ios:in)) // in text mode

I
CloseO; / / reset window for new document 
return;//ewt function

}
if( (KinDa<a->GetJtemslnContainerO) > 0)
KinDate>Flush( TShoddDefete::Delete);
// if at this point no eocep&n has been thrown so file is correct 
is.seekg(0, ios::beg); / /set fite pointer to beginning cf file 
is »  ConfigDate; / / read ccnfig date 

is.ignore(5, NY);
is.igncre(600, Vi1); // bypass title Sne befae loading date 
whieCBpeekO !=EOF)

{

tmp = new KinetDafa(FieType.Bnary); 
tmp->Load(B, FieTypaDeimator); // read in from ffe 
Kin Date >Add( tmp); 
rs.ignore(1, Vi’);

)

FleTypaNumRecsKin = KinDate>GetltemslnCcntainerO; //sefto
corred number d  records
MocSfied(TRUE);
IsNewFle = TRUE; 
if(KhebcTrt)eExtent.cy =  0)

{ // if no title has been displayed yet( therefore
title height

KineticLocOrigin.x = 0; / / is unknown) set engin to 0,0
KineticLocOrigin.y = 0;

{ // if Title height is known set origin to just below the title
KineticLocOrigin.x = 0;
KinebcLocOrigin.y = WnedcTitteExtentcy,

}

CafViewMxle(KlNETlC); // set view mode to knedc 
lrrvafidate();
UpdaieWindowO;
UpdateScrdDataO,
) / /end d  try block 
cdch(FleReadErr e)

{
char message(100], 
cstrstreem streenX message, 100); 
if(e. fault =  UNABLE_TO_OPEN)

I
stream «  FieDate>FieName « "  is nd the correct formar



«  end «  astr; 
stream. put(Y)');
MgssageBa< message, “Fie Error", MB_OK 
MBJCONEXCLAMATION);

}

I
stream «  T ie  Open Interrupted! Error in “«  astr« '  field read at 
fie position-
«  aFiePcnter« *  . * «  end;
if(afaJt =  STRINGJTOOLONG) stream « “String too long’ ; 
ebe if(afauft == UNKNOW N) stream « “Unknown error"; 
efee rf(afadt —  DISK_ERROR) stream « “Disk Error, 
if( (a fa it != U NABLE_T0_0PEN) && (afaJt !=DISK_ERROR)) 
stream « ‘VYThis is not in a known Kin Calc fie formal"; 
MessageBax(message, “Fie Error, MB_OK | 
f^BJCONEXCLAMATKDN);
if(atmp) deleteatmp; //free memory allocated to incomplete object 
IsNawFie = TRUE; / /so that fie has rot in effect loaded 
Mocified(FALSE);

}
}//endofcatoh
}
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void TManW ndow: :HandteExpcrtO
{
rf(! KinDcta->lsEmptyO)
I

rf( CanCIcseO)
{

FieData->SetFitBr(lmpcrtE^xrtFitBr);
strcpy(FleDste->DefExt ExpExl); // set to default extension for export

if( !(*(FieDa&>FieName) =  *Cf)) // if there is a fiename
{

char name(MAXFlLE]; 
fnspfit{FieDete->FleNama 0,0, name, 0); 
strcpy(FleDaia->FieName, name); 
strcatf FleDate->FleName, ExpExl); // buid fiename with dt

}

{
strcpy(FleDala->FieName, ); // there is no fiename 
strcat(FieData->FieNama ExpExl); // buid mask with default expert

}
if(TFieSa/eDiaiog(this, *FleDate).ExBCUteO =  IDO K)

{
if(lnputTrans.lnputData(0) =  0) / / if transfer buffer is empty

{
lnputTrans lnputDcia(0] = “* ; // put quote character into transfer buffer

}
Defimator = FleType.Defimcfcr = V;//se< defimator then check alright 
if(MessageBax( “OK to use tab as defimatorT, lExport Fie", 
MB_YESNO | NBJCONQUESTION) =  IDNO)// want to enter a 
new defimator

I
ifCTlnputBaxfthis, DLGJNPUT) ExecuteQ =  IDOK)

{
if(lnpufTranslnputDala(0] ==0) //if a blank was input

{
/ /put quote character into transfer buffer 
InputTrans lnputDate(0] =

}
Defimator = FleType.Defimetor = lnputTrans.lnputDate(0);//set

ExportO ; // export data
)
}

ExpcrtO; / / no change in deimator
}

) // end of if(CanCtaseO)
) // end of if(KinData->lsEmpty)

}
void TMainWindaw:: ExportO // puts one delimater before data 

{
ofstreames;
TKinDatalterator if(KinData)); 
char1 title;
FieType. Binary = KnetDatadefimated;
if(!GoodOpen(FieD£<a->FieName1 os, iosixxjt)) // open in text mode 

{
return; //exit function 
)_________ ___

write ccrifig Date then nadhe

// to copy title to so tabs can be replaced with Defimator 
title = new charfstr1en(CcnfigTrtJeText) +1]; 
strcpy(tilJe, ConfigTitleText);
CharReplace(tite, T , FleTypaDefimator); //putdefima 
instead of tabs
os «  FieTypa Defimator« “ConfigDatafn"
«  FieTypa Defimator« title « *Vi"
«  FieType. Defimator;
CcnfigDdaSa^cs, Defimator, bs::out); 
os « *Vi“;
delete title; // deallocate memory used fa  title editing

r into title

W rite Reactant cal daia

os «  FieType. Defimator « “Reactant Cafixabon Datafn"«  
Defimator;
ReactCalDaiaSate(o6, FleTypaDefimator, ios::out);

Write product cal dada
/

os «  FieTypeDefimater « “Product Cafibrabon Daia\n"«

ProdCalDaiaSate(06, FieType.Defimator, ios;:out);

W rite Kinetic data
7

cs « ‘Vi'n'n”«  FieType.Defimator « “KINETIC DATAViVi"; 
trtle = new char{str1en{TArrheniusTrtJe) +1); 
strcpyftitle, TAnheniusTitJe);
Charfteplace( title, T , FieTypa Defimator);
os «  FieTypa Defimator« title « V «  Defimator;
KhArr.Sate(06, cs:out, FieType. Defimator); 
delete title; 
os « ‘ViVT;
//write titles
nt f = strten( KinebcTtleTexl), // text used to put titles onscreen 
title = new char(f+1]; 
strep^ title, KnebcTitleText);
// must replace tabs in TitleTexl with Defimator
CharReplac8(title, V , Defimator);
cs «  FieType. Defimator« title « ‘Vi"; //write title to first fine
//write data records
whie(i)

{
os «  FieType. Defimator,
(i.CurrentO)->Mode(FieTypa Binary);
(i++)->Sate(06, FieTypa Defimator), 
o s c c V ; // iterate through daia 
}

delete tibe; // deallocaiB memory
// do not bother changing modffied ct  isnewfie status as it is desirable 
that
// sa/ing in this formal is not considered as saMng proper
}
usd TMatoWindow;:HandleCME>itO
{

// send a W M_CLOSE message to the parent window 
Parent->SendMe6sage(WM_CLOSE);
}
intTMainWindow:WnteFie() / /afways in txnary



{
cfstreemas;
TKrDstafterafcr i(*(KinDs<a));
FieTypaNumRecsKin -  KinDala->Ge«temslnContainerO; 
FieTyp&NumRecs React = 
ReactCalDatadalaOGetttBrTClnContainerO;
FieTypaNumRecsProd = P ro cK ^[^d a^ .G etlterrB lrK krta in er(), 
streps FleType. version, Version);
FleTypaBinary = KinetDate binary;
it(!GoodOpen(FieData->FleName, os. iosibinary)) //open in binary 
mode 

{
return 0; //ex tin c tio n

as.write( (char*)&FleType, sizecrf(TFleType)); //s a e  Re type data 
first
os.write( (char*)&CcnfigData. sizeof(CcnfigDafa) );//sa*>ccnfig date 
//write cal date
ReactCalDataSate(os, 0. iosibinary); //write react cai data in bnary 
mode; no detimator needed
ProdCafDa<aSate(os,0.io s :tira y ); / /write prod cal data in binary 
mode
/ /write kinetic records 
whle(0 
{

(LCurrentO)->Mode(FieTypa Binary);
(i++)->Sate(os, 0); // iteratB th rash  data

}
/ / save arrtienftjs data 
K nA rr.Sa^os, ios:bnary, 0);
Ntadffied(FALSE); 
bNewFie = FALSE; 
return 1;

}
vad TMainW  ndov: :H an d eC M F ieS a^s()

{
if( (!KinData->bEmptyO) || (IReactCalDalalsEmptyO) //  if there b  data

|| ( IProdCalDatatsEmptyO))
{

char nama(W‘iXFlLE]1

if(bNewFie)
{

strcpy(FleData->FleName1 “ *); // there is no Rename 
streak FleDala >FieName, OpenSareExl);

)

{
fnspit(FleOata->FieName. 0.0. name, 0); 
streps FieCtete >FleName, name);

}
if{TFIeSateOialog{this. -FleOaia).&ecuteO =  IDOK)

(
if(WriteFleO)

{
ints;//for string length
char textfMaxEdrtLen]; // character string fa  bukSng title
ostrstream aut(text Max£dtLerv1);// string stream fa  outputting to text
char dnve[MAXDRIVE]; // dnve
chardrfMAXDIR]; //path
char name(MAXFILE]; // Rename
charexl[MAXEXT]; // extension (includes tearing.)
intl=0; / / fa  string search, counting of characters

■ntfiag,
if((s = strten(FleData->FleName)) > 30) // leng Rename

{
flag = fnspit(FieData->FleName, driŝ a, dr, name, ext); 
ptr= dr; // set panting to drectery infonmaticn 
whle(Ftr) // count number of \ in drectory name

{
ptr = strchr(ptir +1, \Y); / /search fa  next \ in path

}
if( I < 4) //tw o a  less directory names 

strcpy(text FieData->FieName); / /use whole Rename
else if( I > 3 ) //3  a  more cfirectery names
{ //ofform Yeme1'name£?'name3\ only

want last 2 names 
ptr = dir;
fafrrt i = 0; i != 1-3; i++) / /go on untt 2 from end

ptr = strchr(ptr +1, \Y);
{

)
/ /put drive, seme dob then the rest of the name into the output string 
out«  drive «  A\...‘ «  ptr«  name «  ext; 
output YX);
) //endofelseif 
} / /end of if strlen >30 
else // use whole Rename

{
out«  FieData->FleName; 
outputCO1);

SetDocTitie(text,0);
}
}

}

}
}
vdd TMarW indcvruhlandleCMFieSaeO

{
if( (!HQnD£ta->teEmptyO) || (IReactCalDatalsEmptyO) // if there is data

IProdCalDctalsEmptyO))
{

if(lsNewFie) HancteCMFleSae^sO; 
elseWriteFieO;
}
}
vdd Th^W ndcw:HandleCM FaeOpenO
{
if( CanCloseO)
{

strcpy(FieDOa>DefExt, OpenSa^eExl); // set to default extension fa

string fa  buikSng

strcpy(FieData->FleName, “”); // there is no Rename 
strcal(FieDa<a->FieName, OpenSaeExl); 
if(TFieOpenDialog(thB, *FleC«a) &©cute() == IDOK) 
if(OpenFteO) // Re opened OK

{
in ts;//fa  string length 
chartexl(Max£ditLfin); lie 
ostrstreem out(text MaxEdtLen-1); // string stream fa  outputting 
char drivepWVXDRIVE]; // drive 
char drfMAXDIR); //pah  
char name(MAXFlLE], // Rename 
charexflMAXEXT]; // extension (indudes leading ) 
inti = 0; //fa  string search, counting of characters 
ch a ’ptr; 
intflag;
if((s = strten{FleOata->FieName)) > 30) // long Rename

{
flag = fnspSt(FleOata->FaeName, drrve, dir, name, ext); 
ptr = cSr; // set pointing to directory information 
whflefptr) // count number of \  in directory name

{
strchr(ptr

}
if( I < 4) // two a  less directory names 

strepy t̂ext FieDaa- >FteName); // use whde filename 
etseif(l>3) //3  a  m ae directory names 
{ //of form Viame1'name2name3v only

want last 2 names
ptr = dr;



end
farfnt i = 0; i != K3; i++) // go on unfl 2 trcm 

{

J //end of try block
cateh(FteReadErr& e) // cateh fie aceptions generated when

ptr = strchr(ptr + 1,>Y);
}

// put drive, some dote then the rest of the name into the output string 
out << drive << AY. *<<ptr<< name << ext
outputpO');
} //endofeteeif 
} / /end of if strlen >30 
else //usewholefitename

output(Vy);
}

SetDocTrtte(textO);
} / / end of if ( OpenO)
}
}
int TMainWhdowiOpenFteO / /akvays open r  bnary

{
try
{ // try whole function
CloseO;
ifstreamts;
if(!GoodOpen(FteDate->FieName,is.ics:tinary)) //binarymode

{
CtaseOi // reset window f a  new document 
return 0;//© d  function

)
KinetData* tmp; 
streampos size = 0;
B.read{ (char*}&FieTypel sizeof(FieType))// read r  FteTypedata 
if( (FteTypa Binary != KinetDate: binary) || //wrong format 
(strcmp(FteTypaversion, Version))) // wrong version a  format 
/ / the is an e ra  condten 

{
1hrcv^string(1nccrrect format"));

)
// read ccnfig data
is.read((char*)&ConfigDafa. sizeof(CcnfigDafa)); 
KhetDateConfig = ConfigDafa; // update kjnedata's copy 
/ / read cafcraficn data
ReactCalDateLoad(is, 0, FteTypa NumRecsReact, ios:tinary); 
ProdCafDateLoad(rs, 0, FleTypaNumRecsProd, jos:tinay); 
forfeit i=0; kFteTypeNumRecsKin; i++) // for al records

{
tmp = new KnetDate(FieType.Briary);

tmp->l_oad(6, FieType Defimater); //
delimator is not

/ /used here but is a required argument fa  this
function

Kin Data->Add( tmp);
}

/ /bad arrhenius date 
KhArr.LoadfB, ios: binary, 0);
Vbdffied(FALSE);
IsNewFle = FALSE; 
if(KhelicTrtteExtentcy =  0)

{ // if no title has been disputed yet( therefore
title height

KireticLooOrigin.x = 0; / / is unknown) set origin to 0,0
KineticLocOrigin.y -  0;

)
else
{ //if Title height is known set origin to just below the title
KineticUxOrigin.x=0;
KinebcLocOrigin.y = WnebcTrtieExtentcy;

)
// nitiai value of longest ines as they w i not hate been drawn yet 
LongestLineReact = LcngestLineProd =
LcngestLineKin = (GetCSentRectO-WidthO) *1.1; 
CafVewtvtode(KlNETlC); // set view mode to kinetic 
return 1 ;//opened alright

I
char messaged 00); 
ostrstreem stream{ message, 100);
stream « “Fie Open Interrupted! Enra in * «  estr« "  field read at 
fte position"
«  e.FiePdnter« *  . * «  end;
if(e. fault =  STRING_TOO_LONG) stream « “String too long"; 
else rf(afault =  UNKNOWN) stream « “Unknown error"; 
else if (a fault =  DISK_ERROR) stream « “Disk Error"; 
else if(afaJt =  UNABLE_TO_OPEN) stream « “Unable to Open"; 
if( (a fa it != UNABL£_TO_OPEN) && (afautt !=DISK_ERROR)) 
stream « TiThis is not in a known Kin Calc fte format"; 
stream. put(*0’); // end string in stream 
MessageBoxJ message, “Fie Error", MB_OK | 
MBICONEXCLAMATION);
CloseO; //so that fie has not in effect loaded 
return 0; / /not opened alright 
) / /end of cateh 
cateh{ stringA s )
{

char messJMaxEdtLen]; 
ostrstreem str( mess, MaxEcfitLen); 
if(s.lengthO > MaxEditLen)
MessageBax(“Unable to open fte", “Fte Error", MB_OK |
MBJCONEXCLAMMION);
else

{
str« “Unable to open fie"« An" « s ;  
skputpor);
MessageBoxfmess, “Fte Error", MB_OK | 
MBJCONEXCLAMMION);

}
} // end of cateh(string)
}
vod TMatoW indaw: :HandteClo6eO
{
if( CanCloseO) CloseO;
}
vad TMainWndcw::CloseO
{
if{ !KinDate->lsEmptyO)
KinDate->Flush(TShouldDelete::Delete); // dear kinetic data
if( !KinSelected->teEmptyO)
KinSelected->Flush{); / /dear kinetic selected fist
if( !ReadSelected->lsEmptyO) ReactSetected->FlushO; //dear
reactant selected fist
if( !ProdSelected->feEmptyO) ProdSelected->Flush{); / /dear product 
selected fist
ProdCdDaiaCtoarO; / /dear product calibration data 
ReactCalDateClearO; / /dear reactant caflxabon data 
KinRegress .resetO; // reset regression date from kinetic view 
TWindaw: SetDocTitle(“U milted", 0);
Modfied(FALSE);
IsNewFie = TRUE;
FteTypeResetO;
ResetDatsOrgO,
InvaidateO;
UpdateWhdow(),
UpdateScrdDateO;
}r ----------------------------------------------------------------------
DISLPAY AND INTERNAL FUNCTIONS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- • /

vad TManWndow.:Pant(TDC& fide, BOOL erase, TFtectA)
{
swith (CaMew)
<

case KINETIC; { / /do kinetic data
PantKinet)c( toe, erase);
break;

}



defalt: {
PaintRead(tic, erase, CaMav);

}
}
)

vad TM ariW indow :PantKinebc(TDC& tic , BOOL erase)

{
long fines » KrDafe>GemBmslnContanerO!
LcngestUneKin = 0 ; / / reset fa  recafcddion
TRect red  = GetCfientRectO; 
height = re d  HeightO; 
width = redWidthO; 
static BOOL Rrsffitie= TRUE;
// has the title been drawn yet since the program started 
/ / f a  tabs f a  coefficient and Arrhenius text 
intcoTab(NumRegrTrfTab + NumTArrheniusTifTab];
BOOL coefMtag = TRUE;
TEXTM ETR 1C metric; 
tic.SetedObjedfFcnt); 
ticGetTextMetrics(metric);
KineticHSadLnefvtegnftude = metric.tmA\teCharW dth + 
metric. trrOrerhang;
LineHeight = (metric.tmHeight + metric.tmExtemalLeacfing); 
if( fines) // if there is data to paint

{
char strtBufLen); // to bufld output string in
unsigned int start, finish; //index fa  range of data to output
TKnDaaterda ifKinDda);
T R ed r, // fa  draving selected rectangles
UINT redstart redFintsh; / /  ndexss of vhch  redangies to drav 

TPcint Offset;

//calcutete starting position 
TPoint pos(KineticljxOrigin);
// rnoctfy red to afow room to pant coefficient 
redbottom-=3* UneHeght 
if(redHeightO<3' LineHeight)

{
coeff_fiag = FALSE; 
redbottom += 3 * LneHeght 
redNcrmaizeO;

}
/ /caiaJete tab length
int tobfKneticNumTabs];
fafnt j=0; j < KrebcNumTabs; j++)

* 0= 0)

{

{
teb(j] = (metric. tmA'reCharWidth * KtoetidsbCharti]); 
continue;

}
tabQ = (metric. tmAveCharWidih * KinetictabCharfiD + tabQ-1];// 
ed aid e each tab in array

)
/ /drav titie then moefify red to e)dude this area 
tic.TabbedTextOut(

TPdnt(pos x, 0), // storting cocrcfinates
KineticTitieText // address of text
strtery KinebcTtieTexl), // number cf characters
stzeof(teby sizedfrrt), // number of tabs n  ana/ (if 1 afl 

tabs tob[0] apart)
tab, //array fa  tab positions
pcs x, / /x-coord fa  tab expansion

KineticTitieExtiant);
/ / information about size of titte on the saeen is put in here 
LongestUneKin -  KjneticTitieExtentcx; 
if(FrsfTitte) / / if the titte was just dravn fa  the first time

{ // need to accost local ongr to account fa  the
KineticLocOrigin.y = posy = KineiticTitteExtentcy;

)
// set pen edaur to background cdour of TDC objed if need to 
// manualy erase ctea parts of window 
if(erase =  FALSE)

{
tic.SetedObject( TPen(tic.GetBkCda())); 
r Set(pcs x + KinetjcTitteExtentcx, red top, red right, red top + 
KineticTitteExtentcy); 
ticRectongteSr 

)
// modify rectangle fa  presence cf title 
red top + - KineticTitteExtentcy; 
if(pos.y < redtop) posy = red top; 
if( (redright < KineticLocOrigin.x)
|| (red bottom < KineticLocOrigin.y)) return;
//ewt function if text is offscreen
Offset = KineticLocOngr - TPdnt(rectleft red tp ); / /calculate dfset 
if( Offsety < 0 ) // if KineticLooOrigin is abate top d  red

{
Offsety= abs(Offsety); 
start = (Offsety /  LineHeight);
finish = (( redbotfcm - redtop) / LineHeight) + stort+1; / / length cf 
screen past start 

)

{
start = 0; 
finish = ( (redt m - KineticLocOrigin.y) /  LineHeight)+1;

)
if(finish> fines) finish = fines; // stay within range of dadaarray 
i.Restert(stert, finish); // set iterates range 
//draw text
whie(i) / / fa  whote range to drav

{
HH->Sprintf(str,BufLen); // build string 
tic.TabbedTex»Out(

pcs, //
s t, //
strien(sto), // number of characters 
sizeof(taby sizeof(int), //number of tabs n array (if 1 afl 

tabs teb(0] apart)
tab, / /array fa  tab positions
pcs.x, // x-coord. fa  tob expanding 
TextExtent); / / information about size d  text on the 

screen is put in here
if(erase =  FALSE) / / if red nd erased first dear off area 

nd written in
{

if( (po6.x + TexlExtentcx) < width)
I
r.Set(p06 .x +TexlExtentcx, / /end d  string

posy, //row dtexi
width, / / right hand edge d

(pos.OffsetBy(0,LjneH€ight)).y); // down 1 fine 
tic.RectongteSr //draw blank rectangle

}
}

pos.OffsetfO, UneHekjht); / /more dcwn a fine
if(TextExtentcx > LongestUneKin) LongestUneKin = TexlExtentcx;

)
if(erase=FALSE)

{
if(pos.y < height)

{
r.Set(0,
posy,
width,
height); / /set rectangle to ctea rest d  screen if empty
tic  Recton^eSr // draw rectangle r in background cdour, already set in
loepabore

)
)

//if flag is set to draw coeff data i.e. is there room? 
if(coeffjag)
{ // draw coefficient texl
coTab(0]= LrRegrTitTab(0]*metric.tmA\reCharWidth; //



fcrfnt o=1; o < NumRegrTitTab; Of+)

coTebto] -  (LinRegrTftTab(oj * metiic.tmAveCharWidth) + coTab(o-

1);

}
fcr( o=NumRegrTrtTab; o < NumRegrTitTab + 
NumTArrheniusTitTab; Of+)

{
coTab[<̂  = (TArrtieniusTitTab(o - NumRegrTifTab ] 
metiTC.tmA\teCharWidth) + coTab(o-1];

)
posy = redbottom + LneHaght;
nt TrtSz = strten(UnRegressTitJe) + strterXTArrheniusTitle) + 20; 
char "coefftit = new charfTitSz]; 
ostrstream out(coefftit, TitSz); // buld title fa  one off data 
out«  V  «  LnRegressTitte «  T  «  TArrhenusTitte

« ‘MKinebc Daa*; // append view status
output(NO’); //end string

tocTabbecfTexlOut(
pcs, // starting coordnates
coefftit, / /address of text
strien(coefftit), // number of characters 
sizeof(coTaby sceoffrit), // number of tabs in array (if 

al tabs tab(0] apart)
coTab, //array fa  tab positions 
pcs x. / /x-coord. fa  tab expanding
TexlExtent); // information about size of text on the 

screen is put in here 
delete coefftit;
KnRegress.Sprintf(str, BufLerv 1); // build string fa  output 
strcd(str, T ); // add a tab onto the end 
// output KinArr hto sir aBowing fa  KinRegress already being in it 
KinArr.Sprintf(str + strien(str), Buflen - strien(str)); 
pos.Offset(0, LineHeight); / /mcwe printing position 
tdc.TabbedTexlOut(

pos, / /starling cocrdnates
str, / /address of text
strien(str), // number of characters 

sizeof(coTaby sizeof(int),
// number of tabs n  arra/ (if 1 al tabs tab(0] apart)

coTab, // array fa  tab positions 
pos x // x-coad, fa  tab expandng 
TexlExtent); // information about size of text on the 

screen is put in here
}  ____________________________________

Rectangle drawing part
7

if(!KhSetected->tsEmptyO) // seme records are sefc
{

long numSei = KinSelected- >Gettems I nCcntamer() 
for(long m = 0; m <= numSel -1; m++) // decide whe

{
if( (("KinSetectedXm] <= start) && ((*KinSetectedXm+1] > start)) 
redStart = m;
if(finish >= numSef) rectFnish =numSel;
else if( (("KnSetectedXm] <= finish) && ((*KinSetectedXm+1) > finish)) 
rectFnish = m+1;

}
// commented out routine to decide on visbte records fa  debuggng of 
the rest of the
//function. Tempcray tew Snes that set indaies to draw all selected

rectStart=0;
rectFnish = numSef-1;
for(m = rectSfert; m <= rectFnish; m++)

{
r.Set(0,
KjrteticLocOrigny + (("KinSelectedXmD * LineHeight 
redWidthO,
KineticLocOrigin.y + ((* KinSetectedXm] * LineHeight) +
(UneHe0iri.O5));
if(!tdc.ln\«tRed®) return; // exit Paint if rectangle draw fate

)
) //end of if(!KinSetected->lsEmptyO) 

End of Rectangle drawing part
7

FrsfTrtie = FALSE; // the title has been drawn at least cnce 
} //endofif(Snes)
}//endofPaintKinetic
vdd TMainWindow::PantRead(TDC& tdc, BOOL erase, long View)

{
TProdudReacfantCaTd; / / f a  data 
TLongArray "Selected; // f a  selected fet 
TPoint*p; / / f a  origin 
int*LL; / / fa  longest line
T S crd D d a 'H ; / / fa  scrcti data
static BOOL ProdFrstTitie = TRUE; // has the title been drawn yet
since the program started
static BOOL ReactFrsfntte = TRUE;
BOOL* FrstT; 
switch (View)

{
case R EA C TA N T:

{
d = SReadCalDate;

p = &ReadLocOrigin;
LL = &UngestLineRead; 
H = &ReadHScrol; 
FrstT = &ReadFrstTitie;

}
case PRODUCT:

d = SProdCalData,

p = &ProdLocOrign;
LL = &LongestUneProd; 
H = &ProdHScrd; 
FrstT = &ProdFrstTitte; 
break;

}
}

//debuggng part 
lcngsef[400];
fafnt h=0; h< Selected->GeUtemslnCaitaner(); h++)
I

se^h] = (*Setected)[h];
}

// end of debuggng nsert 
TProdudReadantCal& Data = *d; //fadata  
TPdnt& Origin = *p; //fa  origin 
nt& LcngestUne = "LL; / / fa  longest line
TSadDateS H S ad = *H;
BOOL FrslTitJe = "FrsfT;
long Snes = Dafa.dataO GetttemslnContaina();
if(lines) // no Snes cn saeen
DataClearO; // dear at data from objed( i.e. the regress d
LongestUne = 0; // reset fa  recataidicn
TRed red = GetCSentRed();
height -  redHeightO;
width = redWidthO;
char strfBufLen]; // to build output string h
nt coTab(NumRegrTifTab]; // fa  tabs fa  coefficient text
BOOL coeff_fiag = TRUE; //whetha to draw coeff data
TEXTMETRIC metric;
toc.SetedObjedTFcnt);
tic.GetTexlMetrics(metnc);

= metric tmAvraCharWidth +

LneHeight = (metric.tmHekjht + metnc.tmExtemalljeading); 
if(ines) // if there is date to pant
{

unsigned int start, finish; / /ndex fa  range of data to output 
TCalDalalteratar KDdadat^));



TRedr; // fa  drawing selected rectangles
UINT rectStart. rectFrksh; // hdacs of which rectangles to draw 

TPdnt Offset

//calculatestarting position 
TPointpos(Origin);
// modfy red to a*ow room to paint coefficients 
redbottom -= 3 * LineHeight; 
jf{rectHGightO<3*

{
cceff_flag = FALSE; 
red bottom-*= 3 * 
rectNcrmaizeO;

}
/ /calculate tab length 
nt tabfProdReactNumTabs]; 
tor{intj=0;j < ProdReadNumTabe; j++)

it0=O)
{

{
tabfl = (metric. tmA\teCharWidth * ProdReadtebChart
ccntnue.

}
tabfi] = (metric. tmA\teCharW idth'  ProdReadtabChartjD + tabQ-1]://

}
// draw title then maJfy red to exclude this area 
Wc.TabbedTex!Out(

TPcnt(pc6.x, 0), // starting cocrdriates
ProdReactTrtleText, // address of text
strientProdReadTitteText). / /number of characters 
sizeofftaby sizBoffnt), // number of tabs n array (if 1 afl 

tabs tab(0] apart)
tab, //array fa  tab positions
pcs x, //x-coord fa  fab expansion

ProdReadTitieExtent);
// information about size of title cn the screen is put in here 
LongestLine = ProdReadTitteExtentcx; 
if(Rrsfniie) / / rf the tife was just drawn fa  the first time

Origin.y = posy = ProdReadTitieExtentcy;
)

// set pen cdour to background cdcur of TDC cb)ect if need to 
// manualy erase dear parte of window 
if(erase =  FALSE)

(
r.Set(pc6.x + ProdReadTitieExtentcx, red tp , redright, re d tp  + 
ProdReadTitieExtentcy);

}
re d tp  -h= ProdReadTitieExtentcy; // moctfy rectangle fa  presence 
of title
if(pos.y < red tp ) posy = red tp ; 
if( (redright < Origrtx)
|| (redbottm  < Origin.y)) return; / /exit function if text is offscreen 
Offset = Origin - TPcint(redleft, red tp ); // calculate offset 
if( Offsety < 0 ) / / if Origin is abate tp  of red

{
Offsety = abs(Offsety); 
start = (Offsety/ LineHeight);
finish = ( ( redbottom - red to p ) / UneHexjht) + start* 1; //lengthof 
screen past start

)

••II* m - Origin.y) / LineHeight)* 1;

{
start = 0; 
finish = ( (redt

if(finish > ines) finish = tines; / /stay withn range of data array 
i.Restert(start, finish); // set iterators range 
//draw text
whte(i) //fa  whcle range to draw

{

h-*->Sprintf(str,Bufljen); / /build string 
tocTabbedTexlOuH

pos, // starting cocrdnates 
st, //address of text
strten(st), // numba of characters 
sizeof(taby sizeofOnt), / /numba of tabs in array (if 1 all 

tabs tab(0] apart)
tab, //array fa  tab positions
pos.x. // x-coord. fa  tab expanding
TextExtent); // information about size of text cn the 

screen is put in here
if (erase =  FALSE) // if red not erased first dear off area 

not written in
(

if( (pos x + TaxtExtentcx) < width)
{
r.Set(pos.x + TextExtent cx, / /end of string

pos y, // raw of text 
width, // right hand edge of

(pos.OffsetBy(0, LineHeight)).y);/ /down 1 line 
Wc. Rectangle®; / /draw blank rectangle

)
}

pos.Offset(0, LineHeight); / /mote down a fine 
if(TexlExtentcx > LongestLine) IxngestLne = TexlExtentcx;

}
if(erase=FALSE)

{
if(pos.y < height)

{
r.Set(0.
posy.
width,
height); // set rectangle to dear rest of screen if empty
Uc. Rectangles/ // draw rectangle r in background odour, afready set in
loop abate

)
}

if(coeft_flag) // if flag is set to draw coeff date, i.a is there roan?
{ //draw coefficient text
coTab(0]= LinRegrTitTab(0]* metric. tmA\teCharWidth; //calc

fa(int o=1; o < NumRegrTitTab; o*+)
I

coTab(o) = (UnRegrTitTab[o] * metnc.tmAvteCharW icfth) + coTab(o
1];

}
pos.y= redbrttom + UneHoght;
char ‘coefftit = new char(strien(LinRegre6sTitJe) + 20];
strcpy(coefftit, T );
strcat(coefftrt, LinRegressTitJe);
if(CalView =  REACTANT) strcat(coefftit, 'MReactanO;
else strcal(coefftit, AtProducT);

toc.TabbedTextOut(
pos, // starting cocrdnates 
coefftrt, //address of text
strien(coefftit), // numba of characters 

sizeof(coTaby sizeoffnt),
// numba of tabs in array (if 1 ad tabs tab(0] apart) 

coTab, // array fa  tab positions
pcs.x, //x-coord. fa  tab expanding 
TextExtiant); / / informaticn about size of text cn the 

screen is put in here 
UnRegress I = Dataregress(); 
delete coefftit;
ostrstream out(str, BufLen-1);
out«  T  « l.m «  T  « l.c «  T  « I.CorrCoeff_sqr«  T  « l.rms 
« T
« IPerCentErrorM; 
cut put('£>’);
pos.Offset(0, LineHoght); // mate pnnting pcsiticn
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/tocTabbedTexlOut(
pas, // starting cocrdnates
str, //address of text
strian(str), // number of characters 
sizecf(coTaby sizeaf(ht), // number of tabs in array (if 1

afl tabs tab(0] apart)
coTab, //anay fa  tab positions 
pcsjc, // xcoord. fa  tab expandng
TextExtent); // information about size of text on the 

screen is put in here

Rectengte dra*tog part

if(!Selected->lsEmptyO) // some records are setected
{

rectStart = rectFntsh = 0;
long numSel = Selected->Getitems I nCcntaner();
for(long m = 0; m < numSel; m++) // decide which setected records are
onscreen

{
if( (* Selected){m] <= start)

{
rectStart = m; 
break

}
}

for(m = numSel -1; m >=0; m -) // decide which setected recods are 
onscreen

{
if(fnsh <= (*Selected){mD // if the index of a selected row is greater 
than
{ // the number of rows of date onscreen, a  if the ndex
rectFnish = finish; // and the number of data im s  are equal 
break // set last setected to draw as the last date row

}
else if( finish >= (*Selected){m]) // otherwise, as soon as 

the index of a setected
{ // row is thaf of a row onsaeen

rectFntsh = m; // set last setected to draw as this index 
break

}
}

fcr(m = rectStart m <= rectFntsh; m++)
{

r.Set(0,
Origh.y+ ((’ SetectedXm]) * LineHeight 
rectWidthO,
Origin.y+ ((*Setected){m] * UneHet̂ rt) + (UneHeighf 1.05)); 
if(!Wc.ln/ertRec®) return; // exit Paint if rectangle drav fafe

)
) //end of if(!Setected->lsEmptyO)

End of Rectangle draving part

FrsfTitte = FALSE; // the title has been dravn at least once 
) // end of if(Snes)
)
vad TN^Whdcw;;MocJfied(BOOL yes)
{
lsMocSfied=yes;
}
vad TManWhdcw.;DebuglnfoO
{
// debuggng oak to needed data 
TCaiDate*d = (ReactCa!Datedafc*))[0]; 
ntvert = GetScrdPos(SB_VERT); 
intminpce; 
intmaxpos,
GetSodRange(SB_VERTI mnpcs, maxpos);
KinetDate* k = (*KinDate)[0];
}
r--------------------------------------------------------------- CONRG

FUNCTIONS

vdd TMainWindow;:HandleCMCcnfig()
{
CcnfigTrans.Set(CcnfigData);
if( TCcnfigDiaiog{this, TResld{ID_CONRG_DLG)).E)®cuteO 
IDOK)
{ //okbutton was pressed

ConfigDateSet(ConfigTrans);
KinetDate: :Ccnfig.Set(CcnfigT rans);
Mocffied(TRUE);
}
}r----------------------------------------------------------------
DATA FUNCTIONS
-------------------------------------------------------- ------------ 7
vad TManWhda^:HarxteCMDNavKjnO
{
if(KinDafa->lsEmptyO) / / fa  first date used set coeffs as fa  cal data
{

UnRegress reactRegress = ReactCalDataregressO; 
l_n Regress prod Regress = ProdCalDateregress(), 
sprintf(ReactTrans.CoeffM, ‘Vog’ , reactRegress.m); 
sprintf(ReactTrans.CoeffC, ‘%g"> reactRegress c); 
spmtf(ProdTrans.CoeffM, “%g‘ , prodRegressm), 
sprintf(PrafTrans.CoeffC, “%g-, prodRegress c);
)

CaMewMode( KINETIC); // change to kinebc data viav 
if(TReactDialog{thts, TResld(ID_REACT_DLG)).&©cuteO =  IDOK)
{

KinDate->Add( new KinetDate(ReactTrans));
Nbdffied(TRUE);
FteTypeNumRecsKn++;
if(TProdDialog(this, TResld(ID_PROD_DLG)).E>BCUtB() =  IDOK)

{
// set object with product data from dalog box 
int n = (Kin Date->GetltemslnCcntar>er() -1);
(*KinDate){n}->Set( ProdTrans);

)
}

UpdateScrdDateO;
lnvafidate(FALSE);
UpdateWndowO;
}
vdd TMan W ndow.: HandleNewProd()
{
CaMewMode(PRODUCT);
NavCalO;
lnvaSdste(FALSE);
Upd£teWndow(),
UpdateScrdDateO;
}
vdd TManWndow::HandteNewReact()
{
CalViewMode( REACTANT);
NewCalO;
lnvaidate(FALSE);
UpdateWndowO;
UpdateScrdDateO;
)
vod TMainW indaw; :NewCalO
{
TCafcraficnDate'd; // fa  data array
long 1; //fa  number of records of rele^nt type
TCalDate* f;
if(CafView =  KINETIC) CaMewMode(REACTANT); // if not then 
already in one of the twD 
//csfibrsbcn modes 
if(CaMew =  REACTANT)
{

d = &ReactCaiDatedate(); //set data reference to correct array 
I = &(FieTypeNum Rees React),
}

else



{
CaMewMode(PRODUCT); 
d = &ProdCalDatedate();
I -  &(FleTypa NumRecs Prod);
)

//convert pcnters to a references 
TCafibrabonDataS data = *d; 
lcng& NumRecs = *1;

if(TCalDiatog(this, TRasld<ID_CAL_DLG)).BecuteO =  IDOK)
{

Nfadfied(TRUE); 
f = new TCalDatefCafTrans); 
dataAdd(f);
NumRecs++;
}
}
void T^W rctav;:HandleDeteteO
{
swteh (CaMav)
{

case REACTANT:
{

Delete(&(R8actCsfDaladata()), 0, 'ReactSelected,
FleTypaNumRecsReact),
break;

)
case PRODUCT:

{
Delete(&(ProdCalDate.date()), 0, 'ProdSelected.
FBeTypa N um RecsProd);
break

}
case KINETIC:

{
Delete(0, KinData, ’ KinSetected, FieTypeNumRecsKin);

}
default:

{
return; // CafViaw corrupted

}
}
}
rrtTMsrWindcw::Deiete(TCcfibra)cnDsda‘  CalDaia, TKinDate' 
KDate,
TLcngArra/& List, lcng& NumRecs)
{

/ /must delete in raterse order otherwee as the ndeocs get shifted to 
afcwforthe
// destroyed member the wrong object is deleted the next time
if( (ICalDate) && (IKData)) // nuls passed to both date's
return -1; / /hate no date to use
rf( (CalData) && (KDate)) // date passed to both date's
return-1; // donl Knew which to use
if( Cal Date) // delete caftrabcn date
{

TCafcrabcnData& date = "CaiDatfa, //set up for use in loop
long j = LBtGetJtemsInCcntanerO; // find number of selected objects
for(lcng kO; i < j; i++)

{ // start at highest occupied indee and m ae to 0. if dent 
start at highest

data Destroy List(H-1));// deleting records changes 
hdees of others to

} //be deleted
NumRecs -= ListGedtemslnContainer();
LstRushO;
)

else
{

TKinData& date = 'KDate,
long j = ListGetftemslnContainer(); // find number of selected objects

{ //start at highest occupied indice and mcMa to 0
data Destroy List&4-1]);

)
NumRecs -= UstGedtemslnContaner();
ListRushO;
}

UpdateScrdIDateO;
Modffied(TRUE);
InvalidateO;
UpdateWndcvvO,
}
vdd TMatoWndcw.l-tandteCMDEditO
{

swifch (CaMav)
{

case REACTANT:
(

Ecit(&(ReactCalDatedateO), 0, 'ReactSelected,
FleType. NumRecs React);

}
case PRODUCT:

{
Edt(&(ProdCalDatedateO), 0, 'ProdSelected,
FteTypeNum Rees Prod);

}
case KINETIC:

{
Edrt(0, Kin Data, 'KinSelected, FieTypeNumRecsKin);
break

}
default:

{
return; / /CalView corrupted

}
)
}
n t TMan W ndew:: Edit(T Caflorabcn Data' Cal Data TKinDate* KDate, 
TLongArra/& List lcng& NumRecs)
{
if{ (ICalData) && (IKDala)) // ru b  passed to both data's
return-1; / /hate no date to use
if( (CalDate) && (KDate)) //date passed to both date's
return-1; // don't knew which to use
if(CalDste) // need to edit caldate
{

TlxngArraylterator i(List); 
whie(i)

{
CafTrans.Set( (fCa!Date)fiCurrentOD->data()); 
if(TCalD«alog(thB, TResld(ID_CAL_DLG)) B©cute() =  IDOK)

{
fCalDate)p-H-}->Set(CafTrans);

}
else break; // otherwise dent bother

)
}

else / /Kinetic data
{

TLongArraylterater i(List); 
whie(i)

{
ReactTrans.Set(((*KDate){i.CurTentOD-xteteO ); 
if(TReactDialog(this, TReeld(ID_REACT_DLG)).E>©cute() =  IDOK)

{
(* KDaia)(i.CurTent()}->Seit(ReactT rare);
ProdTrans.Set( (fKDate)[i.Current()I}->dateO); 
if(TProdDialog(thG, TResld(ID_PROD_DLG)).E>ecuteO =  IDOK) 
(*KDa^fi++}->Set(Procn"rans); 
elsebreek / /otherwisefergetit 

}
else break // otherwise dent bother

)fcr(long i=0; k j; i++)



} / /end of outer else
if(!UstlsEmptyO) //if there were records selected

{
Modffied(TRUE);
InvaidateO;
UpdateWindcwO;

)
} //endof EdrtO
r--------------------------------------
USER INTERFACE FUNCTIONS

-7
vbd T^WhdOAr:EvLButtonDblCk(UINT Key, TPant& p)

{
BOOL IsSelected = TRUE; / /are any records in 
BOOL ecft = TRUE; //should the ecft part be performed
swifch (CaMav) / /check each case for selected records

{
case REACTANT:

{
if(ReactSelected->lsEmptyO) IsSeJected = FALSE;

case PRODUCT:
}

{
if(ProdSe*ected->teEmptyO) IsSelected = FALSE;

}

case KINETIC:
{

if(KinSetected->lsEmptyO) IsSelected = FALSE; 
break;

default
}

{

return; // CaMaw has been corrupted scmehcw
}

} / /end of switeh
if(! IsSelected) // no records selected
{

EvLButtonD<wn(Key. p); // can do EvLButtonDcwn function
}

{
TLongArra/ ’ Selected. // fa  selected 1st 
TPant’pant //facng in  

longines; 
long LneNo, 
switeh (CaiN/lew)

(
case REACTANT:

{
ines = ReactCalDatadstaQ GedtemsInContaherO;

point = SJ^eactLocOrigin; 
break;

case PRODUCT:
)

{
ines = ProdCalDatadelaO GetltemslnConteteer();

pent = SProdLocOngr; 
break;

case KINETIC:
}

{
ines = KhDsta->GetftemslnContanerO;

point = &KineticLocOrigin; 
break;

}

default:
{

return; // CaMew has been corrupted somehow
)

} //end of switeh 
TPoint& origin = ’ pcint; //se t up references fer the rele/ant

TPoint Offset(f>crigin);
//debugging part 
kngseJ400];
fa(int h=0; h < Selected->GeOtemslnCcntanerO; h++)

{

sefh] = fSelectedXh];
)

//end of debuggng nsert 
ifflnes) //if there is data

{

if( (Offsety < 0) || (Offsety > (ines’ LineHeight))) // outside text
{

lnvafidate(FALSE); // refresh wmdew
UpdateWindcwO;
return;//exit function

)

{

LheNo = (Offset y/LineHeight),
if(!Selected->HasMernber(UneNo)) // if index is net already on 
Selected 1st

{

edit = FALSE; / /do not call edit
}

}

} / /end of if (ires)
} / /end of else
if(edrt) HandleCMDEditO; // if ok to edit
}
\d d  TN^Whdcw::EvLButtonDcwn<UINT Key. TPcint& p)

I
T lxngA rr^ ’Selected; / / for selected list 
TPoint’ point; //fororigin 
longines;
long LineNo; // fa  temporary use before assignation to rela/ant long 
variable
static long KjnLneNo, ReactLineNo, ProdUneNo;
/ / to be kept from one cal to the next 
switeh (CalViav)

{

case REACTANT:
{

LineNo = ReactLineNo;
ines = ReactCalDatadataQ-GetltemsInContainerO,

pcint = &ReactLocOngin; 
break,

}
case PRODUCT:

{
LineNo = ProdUneNo;
ines = ProdCalDatadataO-GedtemsInContainerO;

point = &ProdLocOrigin; 
break;

case KINETIC;
}

{
LineNo = KinLineNo.
ines = KrDate->GeflternslnContainer(),

pcint = &KinelicLooOrigin, 
break;

}

default:
{

return; //CaM ew has been corrupted scmehcw
}

}

TPcnt& engm = ’pout, // set up references for the rete/ant
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TPdnt Offset(f>crigin);
//debugging port 
longse(400];
fcrfnt h=0; h < Selected->GetftemslrOyrtainerO; h++)
{

sefh] -  (*Selected)[h];
)

// end of debuggrig nsert 
ifflhes) // if there is data
(

if(Key != LKEY_SHIFT) //shift key is not being held da/vn
{

if( (Offsety < 0) || (Offsety > (Snes* LneH etfit))) // outside text area
{

rf(!Setected->tsEmptyO) Selected->Fbsh(), 
lnvafidaiB(FALSE);
UpdateWindcxvO; 
return;//ewt function

}

else rf(Key =  LKEY_CONTROL) // ccntrd key is pressed
{

LineNo = (Offset y/LneHeight),
if(Selected->HasMember(LneNo)) // if index is already on Selected list

Selected->Destrcy( LineNo); //remoteit 
else Selected->Add(LineNo); //otherwise add it
}

else //else ccntrd hey has not been pressed
{

UneNo = (Offsety/LneFtaght);
if(Selected->HasMember(LneNo)) // if index is already cn Selected Sst
Selected->RusbO, // remote all Selected
else

{

Selected->FlushO, / / remote all Selected 
Selected->Add(LneNo), //otherwise add it

)

}
}

else //shift key is dovn
{

if( (Selected->teEmptyO) //some records are already Selected
{

IcngMn, Max;
Icng Old = LineNo; // record Selected the last time this function was 
called
LineNo = (Offsety/LineHeight);

if(Offsety < 0) // outside text area
LneNo = 0; / /set to first ine

else if(Offsety > (Snee'LineHeight)) // outsrde text area 
LineNo = KrDala->GetltemslnCcritarierO;
Mn = min( Old, LineNo);
//should be faster to alocate the range to the Selected
Max = max(Old, LineNo); // 1st if it is done in the correct crder (Lass
soling)
fcr(lcng i= Mn; i <=Max; i++)

{

if(!Selected->HasMember(i))
Selected->Add(i),

)

) //endofif(Sete....
else // there are no records Selected

{
LineNo = (Offset y/UneHe^ht);
Selected->Add( LineNo);

)
} //end of else (shift) 
switch (CalVe//)
{

case REACTANT:
{

ReactUneNo = LineNo;

ProdLineNo ■= LineNo;

case KINETIC:

Kin LineNo = UneNo; 
break;

default

// CafViov has been corrupted somehow

//debugging part
forfnt h=0;h< Selected->GetltemslnCcntaDer(), h++)
{

se*h] = fSelectedXh];
I

/ /end of debuggng nsert 
lnva6daie(FALSE);
UpdateWhdcwO;
) / /end of if (Snes)
}

\dd  TM^WhdcMr:UpdateScroflData(BOOL SetupCall)
{
TRect rTemp = GetCfientRectQ; 
intSnes,
TScrdlData* H, *V; // to aflcw choosing of relevant scrd data 
int Snelength; // hdds reie/ant longest Sne value 
if(SetupCal =  TRUE)

lnitiaiseScrd{KjneticHScrd, 15,300); / / initialise scroll data 
InitiafiseScrolK Kinetic VScrd, 15,100); 
lritiafeeScrol(ReactHScrd, 15,300); 
lotefiseScrdKReactVScrdl, 15,300); 
IrrtafiseSodKProdHScrdl, 15,300); 
IrtfefeeScrdKProdVScrdl, 15,300);
SetScrd Range(S B_HO RZ, KineticHScroO.LcvA/alue, 
KnebcHScrd.HighValue, FALSE);
SetScrd Range(SB_VERT, KjnebcVSocll.LcvvValue,
Kinetic VScrd. High Value, FALSE);
SetScrdPos(SB_HORZ. KnebcHScrd Pcsiticn); 
SetScrolPo6(SB_VERT, Kinebc VScrd. Position); 
return;

sw ith (CaMew)
{

case KINETIC: {
H = &KnebcHScrd,
V = &KineticVSacl;
Snelength = LongestLineKin;
Snes = KnDcta->GetitemslnContaner(), 
break;

case REACTANT: {
H = &RaactHScrd;
V = &ReactVScrd;
Snelength = LongestUneReact,
Snes = ReactCalDatadedaO GedtemslnContainer(), 
break;

case PRODUCT: {
H = &ProdHScrd;
V = &ProdVScrd;
Snelength = LongestUneProd:
Snes = ProdCalDatedataO GetltemsInContanerO;

) // end of switeh 
TScrdDda& HScrd 
function already 
TScrdData& VScrd

*H;//change pointers to references (rest d  

* V; // in reference fern not printer form
case PRODUCT:

)



VScrdUneMagnitude = LneHeight; // HScrd. UneME^ritude is

HaghtQ funtion to return

VScrd. PageMagritude -  rTemp.HeightO;
HScrd. PageMagiitude -  rTempWidthO;
//GefCSentRectrefirrs a TRect. can then c 
height
if(!VScrd.PageMagriitude) VScrd.PageMagnitude= 1; 
if(!HScrd.PageMagriitude) HScrd. PageMegrftude = 1;
//to  stop dvtde by zero errors 
VScrd.LcwVaiue = 0;
VScrd. High Value = fries;
// cast to datote to cause sun to grv© a floating pant number
if( (VScrd. NumPages = (fries*(doubte)LneHeight) / 
VScrdPageMagnitude) < 1)
VScrd. NumPages = 1;
HScrd. High Vatoe = frielengtfvHScrd.lxieN^ritude;
// longest frie in logical unite new net characters 
if{ (HScrd. NumPages =
// cast to datote to cause sum to gK» a floating pant number 
(dajbte)inelengih / HScrd. PageM ^tude)

< 1) HScrd. NumPages = 1; 
S€*ScrdRange(SB_HORZ, HScrdUxWdue, HScrd. High Vdue 
FALSE);
SaScrdRang9(SB_VERT, VScrd. LowValue, VScrd. High Vdue, 
F ALSE);
Se<ScrdPas(SB_HORZ, HScrd.Pcerfcn); 
SefScrdPas{SB_yERT. VScrd. Position);
) //end of UpdateScrdDataO
vod TMarWndcw:EvHScrofl(UINT scrdcode, UINT thumbpes,

{
TScrdData’ H, *V; // to aflov chocsng of relevant serd data 
TPdrit*0; // to hdd relevant engn data 
switoh (CaA/iav)
{

case KINETIC:{
H = &KinetjcHScrd;
V = &Khetic VScrd;
O = &KineticLocOrigin,

lnvafida*a(FAISE);
UpdcteWindcwO,
break;

case REACTANT: {
H = &ReactHScrd;
V = &ReactVScrd;
O = &ReactLocOrigint 
break;

case PRODUCT; {
H = &ProdHScrd;
V = &ProdVScrd;
O = &ProdLocOrgri, 
break.

})//endofswiteh
TScrdDataS HScrd = *H; // change pdnters to references (rest of 
function already
TScrdDsta& VScrd = *V; // r  reference form not pcmter term
TPont& origin = *0 ; //se< reference to crigin (so that it ca i be 
changed)
swith(scrolcode)
{

c$ e  SB_THUMBPOSmON ( / /  absdute thumb move (4) 
HScrd. Position = thumbpes,
SelScrdPos(SB_HORZ, HScrd. Postal);
ongin-x = (-{HScrdPoetai * HScrd. LiieMnrttude)) 
lr^fidae(FALSE); ^  >>'
UpdsteWndowO,
break,

LJHUNBTRACK; { //drag thumb to specified position (5)
Pcsrton -  thumbpos;

SaScrdPos(SB_HORZ, H S adP csta i);
-(HScrd Position * HScrd UneM^ritode);

)

origin jc

r  case SB_ENDSCROU_ {// end of serd eperatien (8) 
MessageBoxCEnd Of ScroT, Information-, MB_OK); 
break;

}*/
case SB_PAGELEFT: {// SCROLL 1 PAGE TO THE LEFT (2) 
HScrd. Position -= HScrd. RangeO /  HScrd. NumP^es 
if(HScrd.Position < HScrd. LavVdue)
HScrd.Position = HScrd. LcwVdue;
SetScrdPos(SB_HOR2, HScrd. Postal);
criginjc = -{HScrd.Position * HScrd.LneNtoiitude)- 
lnva6date(FALSE);
UpdateWhdcw();
break;

case SB_PAGERIGHT: {// SCROLL 1 PAGE TO THE RIGHT (3) 
HScrdPosition *= HScrd. Range()/ HSad.Num P^es 
if(HScrd. P ostal > HScrd. High Vdue)
H S adP csta i = HScrd. High Vdue;
SefScrdPos(SB_HORZ, H S adP csta i); 
arigiax = -(HScrd.Position * HScrd.Unekfcnnitude)- 
lrrvalidate(FALSE);
UpdaieWhdow();
break;

caseSBJJNERIGHT: {// SCROLL 1 UNE TO THE RIGHT (1) 
HScrd. Po6tai++;
if(HScrd.Postai > HScrd. High Vdue)
HScrdPosition = HScrd. HighVdue;
SefScrdPos(SB_HORZ, HScrd. Position), 
origins = -(HScrd.Position * HScrd.UneMc«nitude) 
lnvaSdate(FALSE);
UpdateWindowO;
break,

caseSBJJNELEFT: {//SCROLL^ UNE TO THE LEFT (0) 
HScrd.Position-;
if(HScrd.Postai < HScrdLoW due)
HScrdPosition = HScrd. LcwVdue;
SefScrdPas(SB_HORZ, H S adP csta i);
origin j c=-(HScrdPosition * HSadUneNtanitude)-
lnvafidste(FALSE);
UpdatBWhdav();
break;

case SB_RIGHT: { //end of s a d  operation (7) 
MassageBax(“SB_RIGHT, Infcrmaticn". MB OK)
break; “  h

)
caseSB_LEFT: {//end of s a d  operation (6)
VbssageBa<“SB_LEFT, Informajcn", MB_OK); 
break;

)
} //end of switch
}
\«d TMari W hdew: :EvVScrdl{ UI NT sadcode, UINT thumbpes, 
HWND)
{

TScrdDala* H, *V; / / to aflow choosing of relevant serd data 
TPoint*0; //to held relevant origin data
TStze*S; // to hdd the relevant title extent

switeh (CaMew)
{

case KINETIC: {
H = &KineticHScrd:
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V = &KnebcVScrd;
O = &KinebclocOrigin; 
S = &KneticTitteExtent 
break

case REACTANT: {
H = &ReactHScrd;
V =
o  =
S = &ProdReactTrtJeExtent 
break;

case PRODUCT: {
H = SProdHScrd;
V = &ProdVScrol;
O = SProdLocOrigin;
S = & ProdReadTtieExtent 
break.

}
} //end of switeh
TScrdData& HScrd = *H;// change pointers to references (rest d  
function already
TScrdDate& VScrd = *V; // in reference forni not pointer term 
TPcint& crigh = *0 ; //set reference to origin 
TSize& titteextent = *S; / /set reference to titte extent 

switeh(scrolcode)

caseSB_THUMBPOSmON: { / /  absolute thumb meve (4) 
VScrd.Positicn = thumbpes,
SetScrdPcs{SB_VERT, VScrd.Position); 
origin.y = (-{VScrd. Position * VScrd.LineMagnitude)) 
titteextentcy,// + title height 
Invafide^PALSE);
UpcteteWhdouvO;
break;

}
case SB_THUMBTRACK: ( //drag thumb to specified position (5)

VScrd. Position = thumbpes; 
SetScrdPos(SB_VERT, VScrd.Positicn); 

origin.y = -(VScrd.Position * VScrd.LineMagnitude) 
titieextentcy, //+ titte height 
lnvafidste(FALSE);
UpdateWhdowQ;

)
/■ case SB_ENDSCROLL {// end of s o d  operaben (8) 
MassageBcxJ-End Of ScroT, Information-, MB_OK); 
break;

}* /
case SB_PAGEUP: {// SCROLL 1 PAGE UP (2) 
VScrd.PcsrtJon -= VScrd.RangeO / VScrd.NumPages, 
if(VScrd. Position < VScrd.LowValue)
VScrd.Position = VScrd LowValue, 
SetScrdPcs(SB_VERT, VScrd.Position); 
crigin.y = -{VScrd.Positicn * VScrd LineMagnitude) 
titteextentcy, //+ tide height; 
lnvaidate(FALSE);
UpdsteWhdowO;
break

}
case SB_PAGEDOW N: {// SCROLL 1 PAGE DOW N(3) 
VScrd Position += VScrd.RangeO / VScrd.NumPages; 
if(VScrd.Posit)on > VScrd.HighValue)
VScrdPosition = VScrd.HighValue, 
SetScrdPos{SB_VERT, VScrd.Position); 
origin.y = -{VScrd.Position * VScrd LineMagnitude) 
titteextentcy, II + titte height; 
lnva6date(FALSE);
UpdateWndowO,
break;

)
caseSB_UNEDOWN: {//SCROLL 1 UNEDOWN(1)
VScrd.Position-*-*-,
ifO/Scrd. Position > VScrd.HighValue)
VScrd.Position = VScrd.HighValue;
SetScrdPcs(SB_VERT, VScrd.Position); 
crigin.y -  -{VScrdPosition * VScrd.LineMagnitude) 
titteextentcy// + titte height; 
lnvafidate(FALSE);
UpdateWhdowO;
break;

}
caseSBJJNEUP: {//SCROLL 1 UNE UP (0) 
VScrd.Position-;
if(VScrd. Position < VScrd.LowValue)
VScrd.Positicn = VScrd. LowValue;
SetScrdPos(SB_VERT, VScrd.Position); 
crigin.y = -{VScrd.Position * VScrd LineMagnitude) 
titteextentcy, // + title height 
lnvalidcte(FALSE);
UpddeWhdcwO;
break

)
case SB_BOTTOM: { //end of scroll eperaben (7) 
MassageBGxCSB_RIGHT, Information”. MB_OK);
break

}
case SB_TOP: { //end of s a d  eperation (6) 
Mess^eBox{“SB_LEFr, Information", MB_OK);
break

}
) //end of switeh
}
void TMariWndow::EvR Button Down(UINT key, TPdnt& p)

{
if(CanOoseO)
CloseO;
}
BOOL TMariW ndow :CanClose()
{
if(lsMocified)
{

long ans = MassageBax{“Document has been changed. Want to

“Query, MB_VESNOCANCEL | MBJCONQUESTION); 
if(ans =  I DYES) // user wants to sare changes

{
HandteCMFleSa^AsO; // if want to save file, save it 
return TRUE; //cktosarenow

}
eiseif(ans=IDNO) return TRUE; //don't want to saw© changes;ck to 
dose
else return FALSE; // dent want to dose document
I

return TRUE; //default if message box returned semething dher than

}r---------------
TWinApp class 
fa  appfcaticn object

TW inApp: :~TW inApp()
{
TApptication::~TAppfication{);
if(MainWindaw)
delete MainWindaw,
}
void TWinApp::lnilMatoWindaw()
{
MainWindaw = new TFrameWndaw{0, 
Kinetic Calc (v. 1)".

■7



new TMainWindow); 
//bad DLL's K ln o t l . d e f
EnabteBWCCO;
// bad the menu resource
M ar W indcw->AssignMenu(TRes ld( 1 D_W N ET_ME N U)); 
Man W hdav- >Atlr AccefTabte = TReskl{ID_KlNET_MENU); 
ManWhdwv->Seflccn(this. KINET1JCON);
}

NAME Kjnetl
DESCRIPTION 'An OWL Windows Application'
EXETYPE WINDOWS
CODE PRELOAD MOVEABLE DISCARDABLE
DATA PRELOAD MOVEABLE MULTIPLE
HEAPS IZE 1024
STACKSIZE 1638

int OwWain(int /* argc */, char" /* argvfl */) 
{
TWinAppapp;
return app.RunO;
}
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